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ABSTRACT
Lightning causes electrical shocks to people, the premature ignition of
explosives, and the ignition of methane underground in coal mines. This
study examines this problem using a theoretical study and the results of an
extensive measurement programme that was conducted inseveral coal mines.
The work that has been done, particularly in South Africa, is also reviewed.
Two mechanisms are responsible for the penetration of lightning surge
currents into the underground workings. A direct strike to the service
structures leading into a shaft is one of the two mechanisms, and the second
is that resulting from lighming strikes to the strata above the underground
workings.
The frequency and amplitude with which such surges can be expected is
quantified using the theoretical study. nus model con-elates well with the
observed frequencies of the empirical studies.
The sensitivity of methane to lightning-type sparks is investigated. Currents
as low as 10 rnA have been proved to be capable of ignitiP.g methane. The
sensitivity of conventional detonators is also investigated. The thesis
proposes a generalised test which can be applied to both the low-impedance
protection method and a high-impedance protection method. The test
methodologies have been generalised to make provision for any new
innovative detonators that may be used by the industry.
A risk evaluation of mines is developed which allows a mine to be
categorised according to the likelihood of lightning causing an accident in a
mine.
The South African Recommended Practice for avoiding such accidents is also
reviewed.
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CHAPTER 1
LIGHTNING-INDUCED INCIDENTS IN:
SHALI"QW COAL MINES
INTRODUCTION
minin, and tunnelling operations underground in shallow coal mines. incidents or
__ lCleshave occurred which were frequently related to llghtning storms being;present
•.~~ ., 1ir& surface. These incidents included electrical shocks, visible sparking from
~i1'ound equipment, the premature detonation )f explosives, and methane explosions.
This thesis is aimed in particular at quantifying the risk of lightning underground in
'collieries in ellgineering terms, and proposes practical measures to manage the risk.
2 THE EXPI,OSION HAZARDS ADVISORY COMMITTEE OF
'!lIE SOUTH AFRiCAN COAL ..MINlNG INDUSTRY
.II
The South African coal-mining industry has experienced a large number of incidents.
These incidents were particularly prevalent in shallow collieries and are of great concern
to the mining industry. A number of wide-ranging investigations were initiated and these
culminated, in 1978, in the formation of a Subcommittee of the Explosives Hazards
Advisory Committee of the South African Coal Mining Research Controlling Council
(CMRCC). The task of this Subcommittee was to carry out an in-depth study of the
problem and to formulate appropriate safety measures. This thesis is a continuation of the
initial work done.
The Subcommittee concluded that a number of actions had to be taken to improve the
safety of personnel and equipment in coal mines, including:
The compilation of a safety code (The South African Coal Mining Research
Controlling Council, 1981)
The Development and implementation of a "Lightning Warning System" in
affected mines (Eriksson et at, 1984)
The introduction and use of a "Stat Safe" detonator for use in all affected mines.
23 INCIDENTS IN SOUTH AFRICAN COLLIERIES
Table 1.1 is a summary of a number of incidents inSouth African collieries (up to 1984).
It it worth noting thar accidents involving the ignition of explosives are much more
frequent than accidents involving methane explosions. In the former type of accident,
only one person was usually involved and it is only in rare cases that a person was killed.
However, although methane explosions are less frequent. wnen they do occur the
consequences are much more devastating, often killing even tens of miners ill a single
incident.
Since the measures recommended by the CMRCC were implemented, the number of
incidents has been greatly reduced. Cloete (1(94) of the Office of the Inspector of Mines
for the Eastern Transvaal reported that no incidents have been reported in the last six
years.
Methane explosions are caused when methane is allowed to accumulate in concenm~tions
between 5 % and 15 % CH4 and, to prevent these explosions. it is very imponllmt to
prevent these concentrations of methane. This is usually done by providing adequate
ventilation throughout the mine ..
When an ignitable concentration of methane occurs, it can be ignited by either mechanical
friction, open flames, or electric sparks. Lightning is a potential source of electric sparks
and the visible sparks observed underground are a potential source of ignition.
3Table 1.1 Summary of lightning-related incidents if. South African collieries
ii
Date
c!)
Incident Remarks Fatalities and
. Injuries (when
available)
Aug. l!l72 Methane explosion Worked-out section, -
100 m depth, dyke.
Jan. 1974 Methane explosion ~am depth. dyke 13 killed
Jan. 1975 Shothole detonation - No injury-
Dec. 1976 Methane explosion 100m depth. dyke -
Oct. 1977 Methane explosion - - I
Nov. 1979 Shothole detonation - -.-
Feb. 1980 Methane explosion Sealed vertical shaft -
April 1980 Shothole detonation Shocks recorded 1 killed
Sep. 1980 Saothole detonation Shocks recorded, sparks -
observed, 42 - 50 m
depth
Pee. 1980 Shothole detonation - -
1---'
Feb. 1982
I -
Electric shock, flash No. injury
observed between
borehole and power
cable. 34 m depth
---..,.
March .. Electric shocks, 25 m -
1982 depth-
Nov. 1983 Methane explosion I Sinking incline shaft 1 killed, 1 injured
1----
Dec. 1983 Shothole detonation Near borehole, flashes -
observed, 20 m depth ..-
Feb. 1984 Shothole detonation Near borehole -
43.1 Examples of a detonator explosion
The l\OOI5.t extensive accident caused by the premature detonation of explosives occurred in
Sooth Ainca in 1980. From an analysis of the accident, it is assumed that it had been
C8IilMd by a li;htxrlng strike to the headgear of the shafr, rather than a lightning strike to
tie ufacc above ~ working area. ~
I
~ 1.1 (A anu·B) are schematic drawings of the south end of the mine where the
)'
~~. A comprehensive report on the incident was compiled by the Inspector
.... (De Wet. 1980) .
. .~ aooWent occurred while a lightning storm was active on the surface. Four charged
__ in three differeni: sections of the mine (shown in Figure 1.1A) detonated
~ly. It can be seen in this figure that as much as 300 m separates the different
~ where detonators were ignited prematurely, From analyses made later (in
C'¥pters 2 and 3), it is evident that it is only when a surge is conducted through the
~ound structures that simultaneous accidents can occur at sites that are as much as
SOO m apart.
The depth of the seam (No.2 seam) in the mine being worked was about 48 m. When
the accident occurred, the working faces were in different phases of preparation. In one
case, the miner had just interconnected the detonator wires, while in other cases, the
exploder cables had been connecter to the detonators at the face, but had not yet been
connected to the exploder. A schematic drawing of the section where detonations occurred
at two faces is given in Figure 1.'~. All the faces were within a distance of 30 m from
electrical equipment that was bonc.d to the power system earth via their trailing cables.
A P1m jiving a view of the area in a mine where four faces detonated
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Figure 1.1D Detailed plan of the section in which detonations occurred at two faces,
showing the faces and interconnections between the detonators.
63.2 Example of a methane explosion
An accident that occurred w i.i1ea new inclined shaft was being sunk in a mine is used here
as an example of an explosion caused by lightning igniting methane. The explosion
occurred at approximately 16:45 on Sunday 6 November 1983.
The events leading up to the explosion were as follows:
A lightning storm was approaching the shaft area from a distance. At approximately 30
minutes before the accident, the lightning tripped the overhead medium-voltage power
supply line, leaving the shaft without power. Being a Sunday afternoon, only two
labourers were on duty at the shaft which meant that there was nobody in a position to
request that the power be restored.
The shaft is in an area with a relatively high level of methane emission. On the day that
the accident W3$, investigated, methane could be observed bubbling from the floor of the
mine about halfway down the shaft. The power interruption caused by the lightning
stopped the temporary ventilation system that had been installed to enable the shaft to be
sunk. This, in turn, allowed methane to accumulate in the middle of the shaft.
The storm moved into the direct vicinity of the shaft 30 minutes after the power
interruption. It is assumed that a strike from the storm struck the highest security light
(33 m high) at the entrance of the shaft. This could have caused a spark somewhere in the
middle of the shaft where the methane had accumulated to flammable concentrations.
From observations of the temperature to which various objects had been exposed, it was
decided that the main explosion had taken place in the middle of the shaft. The explosion
did not propagate all the way down to the bottom of the shaft.
One of the labourers was in the middle of the shaft, at the highest temperature zone. He
was killed. The second labourer was in the bottom of the shaft. He survived the accident
with only his eardrums being ruptured.
Fortunately, this explosion took place in an area ofthe mine where there was no coal dust.
Many methane explosions ignite coal dust, causing further explosions, normally resulting
in much more severe explosions (Landman, 1992),
It is interesting to note that. in this case, lightning was both the primary cause and the
secondary cause of the explosion. It first interrupted the ventilation and then ignited the
methane.
74 INTERNATIONAL EXPERIENCE
Marshall (1941) points out that several blasting accidents occurred between 1915 and 1940
in ._ of all precautions being taken and the issue of safety instructions. For many years,
de e:.taet cause of premature explosions during electric storms was a complete mystery and
all tl1at wu known was that "static charges set off the detonator somehow".
~l aiw reported on some field experiments where the standard detonators used at
.'~ were counectedto an aerial. A lightning strike more than 2 km away caused 47
.• 41tfJf50 detOlilatorsto' ignite. He described a shunt to the detonator metal tube which was
Iftd as a protection measure and which completely protected the detonators from this
faUwe mechanism. It is clear from his description of the experiment that the detonators
llMd then were extremely sensitive to' static and lightning.
TIle question of detonator shells that are made of, or covered with, dielectric material will
be dealt with in Chap.~r 9. It is interesting to' note that this idea was mentioned by
Marshall and by Forsyth (1959) but that it had not been practical or economical to
manufacture such detonators then.
The most comprehensive analysis published to' date en the issue of lighting setting off
detonators was carried cut by Berger (1977), focusing on tunnelling accidents that had
been reported by Fourestier C '3.0). Berger postulates two mechanisms through which
induction can take place through lightning either striking the equipment at a tunnel
entrance, or penetrating through the rock strata.
Berger's postulation of induction through the strata via resistive conduction is broadly the
basis of much of the analysis done in this thesis. However, rather different techniques and
approaches are taken to arrive at evaluations. This thesis is based on a much deeper
analysis and on data measured in the field.
Very little is mentioned in the international literature on the risk of methane being set off
by lightning. Golde (1973) mentions it (almost incidentally) in Chapter 9.4 of his book
Lightning Protection, on the lightning protection of mining and blasting. However, this
risk is a major concern in South African collieries; this type of accident seldom occurs
but when they do occur they lead to' a number of fatalities. One such event caused the
death of 37 miners.
The problem of lightning setting off electrical detonators goes back many years, but
accidents are still reported (ICI, Sep. 1983 and Santis, 1988). A significant step taken
recently in improving the electrical detonator safety was the introduction of transformer-
coupled detonators. Geldenhuys (1980) showed that even very large unipolar discharges
8(> 2 000 A) cannot set off such detonators if the current is passing through the primary
circuit.
5 CODE OF PRACTICE FOR THE AVOIDANCE OF HAZARDS
UNDERGROUND IN COLLIERIES DUE TO LIGHTNING
Resulting from the work of the Lightning and Stray Current Research Subcommittee of the
E~plosioo Hazards Advisory Committee of the Coal Mining Research Controlling Council,
the above-mentioned code was published in 1981.
'!'he code was produced by a group of practical mine engineers and lightning experts. It
was based largely on their experience and knowledge and was synthesised through their
"gut feelings" into the code. This code was published timeously and it laid an excellent
hue for the reduction of lightning incidents in coal mines.
The main recommendations of this code were:
5.1 Earthing of metal work
The code recommends the extensive bonding and earthing of the underground service
structures, such as the conveyor-belt structure, the electrical cables, and ventilation pipes.
This recommendation was made to minimise the potential between the mine strata and the
structures in order to prevent electrical sparking which may set off methane.
Earthing of the structures and services at the shaft entrance was recommended to reduce
the surge voltages that may be created by lightning striking the mine structures on the
surface then being conducted into the underground workings via the conveyor-belt structure
and other structures.
5.2 The cessation of handling of explosives when there is a
lightning warning
The South African Mines and Works regulations require that all charging of explosives
should cease when a thunderstorm is in, the vicinity of a working face in a colliery. To
effectively implement this precaution, the warning process must be automatic. For this
reason, it was recommended th'lt an effective lightning warning instrument had to be
installed at mines which had histories of accidents, or in mines where the working areas
9and depths were similar to those of mines where incidents had happened.
Through the initiative of the committee, the CSIR developed a lightning warning unit
(Eriksson et al, 1984). Units were installed in more than 30 coal mines in the Eastern
Transvaal. Figure 1.2 shows the performance of this warning unit during a typical
t~. The data on the top part of the figure represent lightning strikes in real
t:ime. 1'" ditltance along the Y axis of the ..figure represents the distance in kilometres of
me l~mg strikes from the location of the warning unit. The bottom three lines show
t11l ~ioo of the warning unit.
1"be green alarm switched on at about six minutes after the automatic operation of the
warning tulit, the amber. alarm at 17 minutes and the red alarm at about 21 minutes.
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Figure 1.2 Performance of the CSIR lightning warning unit during an approaching
storm.
• The ton rli:,~nn shows the approach of the storm
• Registration uf lightning flashes at 5 km, 10 km, and 20 km, I~
• Electric field measurements that exceed the 'let values of 4 and JlO kV1m.
• Green. amber and red are the three alarm levels of the warning unit
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The concept of using lightning warning units to protect blasting operations has also been
propagated in the USA (Santis, 1989).
The potential effectiveness of this approach was demonstrated (ironically) when there was
a premature detonation of explosives at a mine where :~.lightning warning unit had been
installed (Naude, 1985). The warning instrument sounded an alarm but. unfortunately, the
telephone to the underground section was engaged. The warning could not be relayed to
the section of the mine in time and a detonator was set off by the storm. Better
co. ' t'lication procedures were subsequently recommended.
5.3 The integrity of the insulation of the detonator electrical ('.)reuit
The code recommended that the integrity of the detonator wires be maintained. Only
blasting cable in good condition should be used. The bare ends of the detonators should
never be allowed to COIne in contact with the work face or the floor.
5.4 Separation of the blasting area from the service structures
It was recommended that the service equipment. such as coal drills. shuttle cars, etc. be
withdrawn to no less than 25 m from the face before charging takes place.
6 THE AIM OF THE STUDY
As indicated above, much is understood about the problem, but very little has been
quantified in engineering terms. The aim of this thesis is to advance this quantification of
the mechanisms and the risks involved.
6.1 Understanding and quantifying the b~sic mechanisms through
which lightning can enter a mine
The core of this thesis is the quantification of the above basic mechanisms to obtain
engineering quantities and models.
Chapter 2 focuses on three mechanisms through which lightning can possibly enter into a
mine. The mechanisms are compared to determine their relevance to the induction
process.
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The models in Chapter 2 are somewhat simplistic. Through laboratory testing and from
i, lm<X1elsin literature combined with computer-based numerical modelling, one of the
mechanisms 4~scussed in Chapter 2 is refined in Chapter 3 to a level where the absolute
and relative frequencies of detonator accidents can be determined.
6.2 The sensitivity of detonators and methane
The threshold levels that are of concern in determining the frequency of accidents
obviously depend on the "object" at risk, the detonator or methane-gas mixture. For tMs
reason, the sensitivity of both detonators and methane was studied. The results are
reported in,Chapters 6 and 7.
Electrical detonators are traditionally constructed by an electrical bridge wire coated with
a thermally sensitive explosive. By passing current through the bridge wire thereby
heating it, the explosion is initiated. The detonator canister is invariably made of metal.
specifically of copper in fiery coal mines.
New types of detonator are gradually becoming available. These detonators often use
electronic timing circuits to improve the timing of sequential firing. The body of the
detonator may be made of plastic. The bridge wire of the detonator may not be of the
conventional design.
The traditional approach to ensuring the lightning and electrostatic safety of detonators
does not necessarily apply any more. This thesis suggests a specific battery of tests for
the use of alternatively designed detonators.
The energy/spark conditions required to se: off a methane-air mixture sparks that originate
from ordinary electrical apparatus are well known. This is widely adopted in intrinsically-
safe codes of practice. Very little has been reported in the literature about lightning-like
sparks. Chapter 6 deals with the sensitivity of methane-air mixtures to the type of sparks
caused by lightning.
6.3 The evaluation of mine risk and the Code of Practice
The understanding of the basic mechanisms and the sensitivity of detonators and methane
allows the refinement vf the code of practice. The implications of the models will be
examined and comments are made in the fmal chapter on improvements to the code of
practice.
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iQt all wines are exposed to the same risk. Factors such as
)" ':;
N. " lightning flash density
strata resistivity
mining depth
coal-seam resistivity and taickness
all playa role in making a particular mine more or less hazardous because of lightning.
An evaluation algorithm has been developed in Chapter 10 which will allow management
to determine tllt} risk to which a mine is exposed, This also allows informed decision
making on the L :'asures required in a particular mine to reduce the risk to acceptable
levels.
CHAPTER 2
:MECHANISMS WHEREBY LIGHTNING DISCHARGES
MAY PENETRATE INTO AN UNDERGROUND ]\m~
1 INTRODUCTION
In thil thelia, tnree possible ways ate examined by which lightning may enter an electrical
circWt Wlderground in a mine. Two of these .aechanlsms are graphically illustrated in
Pipre·l.1.
DISTANCE: 100 WI TO SEVERAL krn
STRIKE ABOVE
WORKING AREA
"
I
~r ;:,TR1KETO STRUCTURE
AT S~IAFT E.4TERANCE
Fiuure 2.1 A simplified diagram depicting how lightning surges ma}' enter
collieries
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The mechanisms are:
A direct strike to the structures at a shaft entrance. The surge is then conducted into
tl}~m= via underground services, e.g. the electrical cables, waterpipes and
conveyor-belt structures,
A dlrect strike to the surface above a working area. The lightning current is
resistively conducted and coupled ~o any vulnerable circuits.
A direct strike to the surface above a working area. Energy is coupled to vulnerable
circuits via magnetic induction.
2 A DIRECT STRIKE TO THE STRUCTURES AT A SHAFT
ENTRANCE ..A SIMPLE MODEL
When lightning strikes the structures at a shaft entrance. some of the current will be
dissipated (injected) into the ground via the earth electrode at the shaft entrance. Some of
the current will propagate down into the mine via the conveyor structures as illustrated in
Figure 2.2.
4.L~~T.' •• STRI.' YO
HEAO OUR
zEAFITH eLE~TRODE
AT SHAFT ENTi'lANCf:
.HAI"T AND TUNNIl!L.
-- -.. --
Figure 2.2 A simple equivalent electrical model of the case where lightning strikes a shaft
entrance
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2.1 An analytical model of the surge propagation
The voltage rise (U) of the structures at the shaft entrance can be calculated as follows:
U = II. [~E+~ j 2.1
Where Ir• = the lightning current
Rg = the impulse impedance of the electrode
Z = the surge impedance of the underground structures
The value of Z is approximately 100 {}and from Anderson (1980) we know that IL could
The voltage propagated into the If••de via the underground structures is the same as the
voltage developed on the earth electrode (U). The current injected into the underground
structures (Ie) is:
I '" Uc Z............... . , 2.2
By assuming and using the typical values given above, the effect of Rg on U and Ie can
be studied.
Figure 2.3 gives the resulting values of U and Ie for various assumed values for Rg.
The effective values in Figure 2.3 are higher than the practical case, for three reasons:
The step potential induced into the ground surrounding the electrode raises the
potential in the ground in the proximity of the electrode.
The resistance RE used does not take soil ionization into consideration, This may
result in a substantial lowering of Rg and therefore U.
The impedance Z is modelled as an ideal loss-free impedance. The actual conveyor-
belt structure is in direct conduction contact with the underground strata and it is
recommended that the underground structures be regularly earthed using rootbolts.
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Figure 2.3 The voltage surge U and the current Ie injected into the underground structure
as a function of the lightning current IL and the resistance of the earth
electrode Rg at the shaft entrance. Assuming Z = 100 O.
2.2 The frequency of strikes to el shaft = frequency of surges
The frequency of surges caused by this mechanism can be calculated as follows:
The attractive radius r, of the headgear ofa shaft can be calculated according to Eriksson
(1986) by
fa = 14 hO,j' [m]. . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . • • . . • . . . . . . . . . . . .. 2.3
where h _- the height of the headgear at the shaft
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The number of strikes per year to such a structure (N) is given by
N == 11' • N, . r~2 . 1<r [flashes per year] • . . . • . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 2.4
where N, == flash density per year
Assume h "'" 20 m for a typical shaft and N, == 1 flash per year per lan2, then:
fa 1:111: 114m
N .. O.~ t'laihes/year
2.3 11ile frequency of voltage surges on the conveyor' belt
.:
_ ~er of flashes per year can be converted to an average frequency of a voltage
.. of a oerta!n magnitude occurring, as follows:
.~ flashes to the structure have a probability of being of a certain magnitude, as
~teiented by the Cigr6 distribution. Anderson (1982) derived an equation that closely
modI.,}1g this dimibution:
P(/J ...__ 1 =-=
[
Ir.jz.6 .
31 -~
2.5
1 -I-
The voltage on the conveyor belt is given by
By subsrituting' 2.1 (fer 1J into equation 2.5, we can derive the probability of a particular
strike to the structure producing a certain voltage on the conveyor (Uc):
P(Uc) ""_--:- 1__
1 + [U~l(\~!r· . 2.6
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The frequency (Ns) atwhich a particular surge voltage will occur on the conveyor structure
is
~ :: N x P(U
t
)- ••••••••••••••• _ ••••••••••••••••••••••• 2.7
2..4 The volmge on a conveyor belt required to set off a detonator in
a work face
In section LIthe surge voltage on the underground conveyor structure is derived. To be
a risk to the detonator circuit, the voltage on the conveyor structure has to be transferred
to the detonator circuit. It is shown in Chapter 8 that Type 0 detonators are sensitive to
voltages between 20 kV and 90 kV (depending on the resistivity of the medium in which
the detonator is placed),.
To quantify the risk associated with this mechanism, some assumptions are made. These
are discussed below.
2.4.1 Coupling between the conveyor structure and the detonator circuit
Coupling of the voltage on the conveyor structure to the detonator circuit is indirect,
through the resistivity of the strata. This effect has not been analysed. To perform such
an analysis would require a complex 3D field plotting exercise. This analysis is beyond
the scope of this thesis. The physical separation of the conveyor structure from the
detonator circuit will effectively reduce the transfer of the induced surge to' the- detonator
circuit. In order to indicate how the problem should be solved and ill order to make some
progress in this thesis an assumption is made which is believe'] to be conservative:
If the conveyor belt can be modeled as a simple spherical resistive electrode the potential
from the edge of the conveyor faUs away as a function of (l/x) where x is the physical
dimension of the conveyor-electrode.
The detonator circuit is in the area where the potential falls away as (l/x) (x is large,
several100 Ir1. and the dimension of the detonator circuit is relatively small, approximately
15 m compared to x), The detonator circuit will always be more than 25 m away from
the closest conveyor structure in accordance with the Code of Practice. The effect is
illustrated in Figure 2.3b. It will be conservative to assume that 25% of the conveyor
voltage is transferred to tae detonator circuit (i.e, less than 25% will be transferred in
reality.) In Figure 2.3b 15% (x=30 m), at most, of the voltage falls within the electrode
dimension.
Figure 2.3b
a:
I -- ::JELECTRODECHARACTERISTICDIMENSION
'taO
10 I
O~~~-L~-L~~~~~~~~~~-L~
o 60 100 150 200
DISTANCE ,FROM THE: EDGE Of THE CONVEYER (m)
The potential faU from the edge of a simple hemispherical electrode.
To illustrate what can be expected around a conveyer structure and the
field in which the detonator circuit will lie.
2.4.2 The resistance of the conveyor structure to earth
In the model of Figure 2.2, it is assun. id that the conveyor structure has 110 conductive
connection to earth. This. of course, is not the case. The conveyor structure is'
continuously incontact with the workings surrounding it. In addition, the Code of Practice
recommends fuat the conveyor structure be earthed at regular intervals, using roofbolts,
The floor of the mine is normally wet sandstone which has a relatively low
resistivity, typically of 400 n.m. Such a floor will result in a conveyor-to-earth resistance
of around 8 (}per 100 m of conveyor structure. This result in a lossy transmission line.
Furthermore several different conveyor structures run from the shaft in different directions,
effectively reducing the surge impedance seen by the surge that travels underground,
It is outside of the scope of this thesis to analyze all these effects, they will require a
substantial study by it self. The effects mentioned here are compensated for by assuming
that RE will be reduced by a factor of two (due to the earthing effect of the conveyor and
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tile multiple conveyor structures.)
Takma both of the above factors (2.4.1 and 2.4.2) into consideration, the voltage (Up)
induced into a detonator circuit is eight times less than the voltage (Uc) on the conveyor
structulC. i.e.
U
D
... Uc 18· .........•.......•.... , ..•...........•..... 2.8
2.S The frequency (risk) of surges in detonator circuits
The frequency of aurges No (Up) having a certain magoitudl! being induced into detonator
circuits can be deduced by substituting equation 2.8 into equation 2.6.
NJU \ '" N
D' [)J! ]260.258 U. (R + Z) .•..•...•..•....•..•••.... 2.9
1 + __ . D II
REZ
Equation 2.9 was plotted in Figure 2.4 using different resistances for the earth electrodes
in a shaft.
It is shown in Chapter 8 that a voltage of between 20 kV and 90 kV is required to set off
a Type 0 detonator (depending on the resistivity of the strata in which the detonator is
located).
l3xample
If the risk (No) of a detonator being set off is to be reduced to a frequency below one in
a thousand occurrences in one year on the Highveld, with Ng = 8, then
Figure 2.4 is based on Ng = 1; this is therefore equivalent to ND in Figure 2.4 divided
by eight.
ND < 1.25 X 10'"" (Fi'jure 2.4)· . . . . . .. 2.10
If the coal resistivity is 3 000 a.m, the corresponding voltage will be 38 kV (see Chapter
8).
These two vafues arc plotfleCl irn PijWie 2.4 .au4 ~ tb8t the f' mode resi3ttilce
required jJ-. tb.im 2 O.
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lightning strikes the shaft entrance, calculated for Ng = 1.
Mast height at shaft entrance h ::;:20 m.
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3 A DIRECT STRIKE TO THE SURFACE ABOVE A WORKING
AREA (COUPLING BY CONDUCTION THROUGH THE
STRATA) - A SIMPLE MODEL
The second mechanism postulated here by which lightning can penetrate into electrical
circuits underground is that of the direct conduction of the lightning current through the
strata. This section contains a simple model based on the conduction mechanism.
'l'Jlt; _ysis is concentrated on current in the beginning of this section. The model is then
eJ'.Plored further to calculate the expected .requency of occurrence of current surges
underground due to this mechanism.
The basic physical characteristics of the model are shown in Figure 2.5. It is assumed in
the model that the earth is homogeneous with a resistivity, p. Another assumption made
is that lightning current will spread homogeneously outward from the point of strike
(hemispherica11y).
P,--~----------~~------------~----------~------------T--SURFACE
LIGHTNING CURRENT (lL)
HORIZONTAL DISTANCE FROM FLASH (r)
r"',
I
I
I COAL SEAM DEPTH
(dlI
I
f
UNIFORM SPHERICAL
CURRENT PENETRATION II
J
Figure 2.S The physical model of Ugbtnlng current penetrating the earth
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3.1 Current density (J)
The current density at a certain point produced by a lightning flash current (It) is denoted
as J. The horizontal distance between the point and the flash is r and the depth of the
point is. d. J is then given by:
J '" IL [Alm2] .•.••...•.•.•..• 0 0 •••• 0 • 0 •••• 0 0 • 0 •••• 0 • 0 0 2.11
A
where A is the surface of the hemisphere which has its centre at Ph ani the surface going
through Plio
r' .. F+ d'J. [m]······,················· 0 •••••••••••• 2.12
J "" IL [Alm2J' • . •• " ....•..•........••........ 2.13
2-x- (r2 + d2)
3.2 Current through a 3 m x 5 m rectangular face (IF)
In order to convert current density into the current flowing into the detonator circuit (IF),
the following assumption is made: the current produced by the current density through the
surface area of a typical face is the current that will flow through the detonator circuit.
This results in
IF == (3 x 5) J [A]
If! = 15 J [A] , 0 •••••••••••••••• 2.14
3.3 The effect of the orientation of the strike relative to the exploder-
to-face direction
The position of a particular flash relative to the face-exploder orientation effects the
magnitude of the surge through the face; if it is exactly orthogonal, it will not produce a
nett surge but if it is in line with the face-exploder orientation it will produce the maximum
surge.
Both the horizontal orientation as well as the depth of the face have a similar effect. The
23
__ efti:Ict is not analysed as in the practical ease in SA, common depths of seams are
~ 30· ttl. At this depth. the vertical effect has little effect at the boundary where the
,.. ",11 still be affected by a relatively distant flash.
'- : ' .' :
~.~ of a flash relative to a specific face-exploder orientation U plan) is
~. The flash currens density at the face-exploder (Jf<) can be broken up in two
''' ... a1 components, namely (JlIN) the component normal to the exploder-face
~ and (JI'I') the component which is parallel to the exploder-face connecti ocL It
.:~ that it is JI'I' which affects detonator circuits, and it is this component which
.~ be taken into consideration when ca1rulating the frequency of lightning currents
~ating into detonator circuits. If R, the distance between the flash and the face, is
mtfCh larger than the exploder-to-face distance, then
(1
JI'" '""' JI' Cos (J .......•...•........................ 2.15
J J
EXPLODER=>: ...rQAlI"ACE
tlGHT~
FLASH
Figure 2.6 The effect of the position of the strike relative to the exploder-to-face
direction
The occurrence of () is totally random. The average effect on the overall frequency of
currents in the face can be calculated as follows:
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11:
"1
.,:.,~....! .iF f COB a d 6 "" .637 JF",,"'_"" . ~,,' 2.16... 0
~$J t.iJl "" 9.6 J [AJ ••••••••.••• ~~•••••••••••• 2.17
[Il] . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . .. 2.18
4 ~m"EEFFECT OF THE ASSUMPTIONS MADE IN THE
MODEL ON THE EXPECTEJ1 FREQUENCY OF LIGHTNING
CUIlltENTS
4.1 Uniformity of the strata structure
'The actual underground strata structure is not uniform because of the presence of different
resistivity layers, mining cavities and dykes. These can either increase or decrease the
value of NF• depending on the non-uniformity of the strata, and will, theref~r~~affect the
slope of the relationship Np x lp (in the cut-off 'Current area), and C<:'dSC more high-current
surges than expected.
4.2 Disregarding skin effect
The sldn U:~pthis calculated in Table 2.2 for various resistivities at 10 kHz according to,
(Hayt (1974)):
o :: 1
y,;':it=:;j;:::p.:::;T;::p
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Table 2.2 Skin depth at f - 10kHz (permeability assumption Str := 1)
-
Soil t"elistivity (n.m) '200 500 1 000 2000
Skin"(ta) 10 71 113 l59 225
"
The maia ~ of energy in a lightning strike lies in the frequency band of 10 kHz.
It an be 1861· from Table 2.4 that the skin depth at 10 kHz will have a minor reducing
effect Oft Nv tllhaltow mines (20 m - 60 m). Soil resistivities are invariably higher than
2oon .•.
4.3 ClII'ftmt through a 3 m x 5 m rectangular face (IF) is equal to the
CUa."TeD.t thrQ~gh a detonator meldt
This is obviously a simplification - the current will depend on the nature of the actual
detonat.or installation and the resistivities of the strata surrounding the detonator circuit.
The difference between the actual detonator circuit and the model should be of a roughly
constant nature.
5 THE FREQlffiNCYOF OCCURRENCE OF CURRENTS
LARGER THAN A CERTAIN VALUE IN A PARTICULAR
FACE
The average number of lightning flashes N within a certain radius (R) from a p·ll'ticular
point is:
N = 1I"r Ng x 10-6 .... 2.19
If we rewrite equation 2.18 in the format:
r := f(IF) •••••••••••••••••• " ••••••••••••••••••••• ,.••••• 2.20
we get:
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............................... , 2.21
To obtain the number of flashes, by substituting 2.21 in 2.19 we obtain
N • 11" Ng 19.611. - d2] X 10-6 •••••••••••••••••• " ••••••••• 2.22
, 21f IF
From this equation the frequency can be calculated directly except for one problem which
is that the lightning current lL is not a fixed value, it varies statistically.
To solve this problem, one of two approaches can be followed:
Solve the problem by using the Monte Carlo technique. This was done by
Geldenhuys et al (1987).
Assume the median value of II. to give results which will represent the nett result of
a large statistical sample. This apt-roach is useful in that it allows inspection of the
eharaeterlstlcs of equation 2.17. This approach is followed here.
Equation 2.17 is plotted on a normalized basis as follows:
Ng = 1 flashes per km?
11.. =: 34 (k()(} median value given by Anderson (1980)
It is c)lculatec.t for depths of20 m, 40 m and :80m and the results are given in Table 2.3.
It is interesting and ve\'Y important to note the asymptotic behaviour of equation 2.22.
First, when 9.6 Id211" Ix \s much larger than dZ, depth does not playa role in the equation,
and
NF=f[:.j················· .. ~" . '". . .. . . .. . . . .. .. . . . .... 2.23
is a direct inverse relationship between Np and IF'
The second asymptote is the maximum of IF. 'i'his maximum is depth dependant.
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I 9.6I1..' •••••••••• '.' •••••••••••••• , .•••••••••••••• 2.24
" :r:: 21fd2(:-~
Table 2.3 The frequency of surges exceeding the value of IF' N, == 1 and IL :::::34 kA.
NF ~ Number of events in excess of II'
IF (A) d == 20 m d==40m d = BOm
0.3 0.543000 {1_5390000 i),.5240000
1.0 0.162000 0.1590000 0.1430000
3.0 0.053100 0.0494000 0.0343000
5.0 0.01250(10
8.0 0.0002940
a.i 0.1000042
10.0 0.015100 0.0113000
20.0 0.0031300
30.0 0.004180 0.0004130
, 31.0 0.0002380
s
100.0 0.000375
120.0 0.000103
125.0 0.000049
129.0 0.000008
\
0.001
0.0001
0.00001
0.1
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Figure 2.6 The frequency of lightning. induced currents in a face calculated for different
seam depths. The results are normalized to one face and Ng == 1 and It. ==
34kA.
Table 2.4 gives values at selected depths to illustrate the effect of equation 2.20. This
result is plotted in Figure 2,7.
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..,.., ...., 1'Iae maximum of IF as a function of depth and ~ightning current
Maximum face current IF max [AJ at depth [m]
20 40 60 SO 100 120 150
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Figure 2.7 The maximum current in a face as a function of the coal. seam depth
calculated for lightning currents of rlifferent magnitude
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6 THE RADIAttION MECHANISM - ENERGY TRANSFERRED
TO A VULNERABLE CIRCUIT BY ELECTROMAGNETIC
COUPLING
The purpose of this part of the thesis is to examine under what conditions electromagnetic
radiation would be capable of igniting; a detonator.
Because of the nature of the lightning discharge and the low-impedance nature of a
detonator circuit, magnetic induction dominates electromagnetic coupling. For this reason,
/.
only magnetic coupling is considered.
/
6.1 The magnetic field
To allow a simple analysis of the coupling mechanism, we assume a model for the
lightning strike (as shown in Figure 2.8), namely a peak value of IL and a linear rise-and-
(
fall slope with a time-to-peak: of 2 p.s and a time of 100 p.s for the tail to go down to zero.
MEDIAN LIGHTNING CURRENT MODEL
34kA
--------I-)-_--6-2-4-0~~~W!-$e-c-----~
50% I •
____________ ....A __
I •
I
I
~--~--------------·--T~------·--~------~
75 sec4.5 sec 100 sec
Figure 2.8 Model of lightning current
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The chok:e of the riae times and faU times is broadly in line with the median lightning
strike ~ven by A.nde.rson (1980).
'lllo ~ fW.d i.nteuity prsduced by a infinitely long straight filament of current is:
.1'. 11'1' 11. Ii 2·25B ..... ~ w .... ,j • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •• •
__ r II.. dJItanre from the filament.
If .. 2 X Itt-1 iL, II.. . . • . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . .
r
'\
The voltage ind~&"'.d (U) in a loop with a cross-sectional area of A is:
, \\
2.26
\\
U ... df/J \\
dt' \' '~ - oj! ;,0 ,. ,. to 2.27
where q, is the total magnetic flux through area A.
In this example calculating U can be broken up into two parts, \,i' ·,,Iethe current is
rising and another when the current is decreasing. There is also mD, vl1e loopin the coil.
The magnetic flux in the loop is
l/J = B.A.
where A is the cross-sectional area of the loop. . ..., ....
= 2 X 1(y7 fLr It..A. • . . • • . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . • . . .. 2.28
r
and the voltage is
U = 2 X 10-7 Ik, A AlL
r At .. ol •••••••••• II.I. ••• ., . 2.29
where At is the rise time of the lightning current IL•
The current in the circuit (ignoring the inductance):
_ 2 X 10-7 t',A AIL
I - r.R At' •••••• . . " ...•....••.. 2.30
where R is the total circuit resistance
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6.2 A typical coniIgUration
Assutn_~Vliatthere are three rows of five detonators each (a total of 15 detonators). The
resistance per detonator is 2 0 and the total resistance of the circuit is therefore
R '" 3 x 5 x 2 = 30 O· . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 2.31
If the exploder is situated approximately 15 m from the face, the self inductance of such
a circuit will be approximately 20 #-tH.
The effect of the inductance is to slow down the rise time of the current in the circuit
which will inhibit PR dissipation in the circuit.
The RC time constant of such a circuit will be
L "" 20 p.H = .667p.s .•.......•....••..•....••.••.••••.•• 2.32
R 30 (1
To simplify the analysis (resulting in an overestimation of the induction effect), ilie effect
of the inductance will be ignored.
Further, we assume that the cross-sectional area (A) of the loop formed by the detonator
circuit is effectively the face area:
A :;:::3 x 5 :;::: 15 m2 •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 2.33
If we define the "action integral" AT!At as the energy which a current pulse is capable of
dissipating in 1 0:
12 At = [ fl dt- .......••............•.•..........•••• 2.34
The action integral required to set off a type 0 detonator is:
2.5 nzJlfl (m. A 2 s)' ..............•..•.......•.......... 2.35
We can now calculate the action integral for this circuit:
rZAt = AI rise + AI tail
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The maximum. di.Qnce (r) over which such an induction can set off a detonator is
cak:ullllleCl by substituting!
J4 .. 1
it. .. 00 000 A (95 % probability)
A .. 1S of
I. ,. 109
44 .. 4.5 fi.$
,(4tr '""" 100 p.s
r = 86.7 m: •.••.•......................•......•..... , 2.37
7 COMPARISON BETWEEN THE MAGNETIC INfDUCTION
MECHANISM AND THE RESISTIVE CONUUCTION
MECHM'ISM
The median lightning current model of Figure 2.8 is USI;'.d as a basis for comparison. The
criterion used for comparison is the action integral (N s) that the particular mechanism can
induce at the same distance (d) from the lightning strike.
with II. = 34 000 A
and Tso = 75 p.s = time to 50 % of peak value.
7.1 The conduction mechanism
From equation 2.14, the current induced into a detonator circuit is
34
11' ~ .. S~.2 x 10;3 2.38
r
~ '1lI: It"b..~a11y decaying impulse is
It ... 1.44 I; TfJi/2· . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . .. 2.39
.12 T$OIl
.72 (75 p.) x (81.2 x l03/f-t
356xl()3
r"
7..2 Th~magnetic induction mechanism
From equation 2.36:
I' t1 t - [2X~-~;' lLA r [<1.\ + a\J 2.40
where ..,-
P.r :::: 1
IL == 34000 A
A = 15m2
R :::: 30 II
Air = 4.5 p.s
Aft- = 100 f.LS
= {11.6~10-6] x232 • 1()3
= 2.687
From Figure 2.9, it is evident that the conduction mechanism is dominant in the range
where energy transfer is sufficient to set off detonators.
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It is concluded from this example that the magnetic induction process can be ignored for
the purpose of this study, For this reason, this thesis, focuses only M the conduction
mechanism.
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Figure 2.9 The A?- s induced through the magnetic induction mechanism compared with
the resistive conduction mechanism. This comparison has been made using
the median lightning strike of Figure 2.8 as z. function of distance from the
flash.
THE EFriCT or STaATA. LAYERS ON THE
'?_, ' -" ;: .' - .:
~TION Of' cuiUmNT
INTO PETONATION CIRCUITS
.~~ .'~'IY'.,.!.!.u.;; pbysjcal model used. Lightning current (Ix) is injected into the
A vertical line through thls point represents a symmetrical axis.
'~'f!'M~ of analysis, this axisforms the basis of a cylindrical co-ordinate system.
~ ~r was used to determine the accuracy of computer programmes that were
oonsidfzted fur possible use.
0(\
•• ~_. by which lightning strikes the surface above a
~:IlIl-.~~ tlJe eircuit via conduction throughthe strata.
"JliIICl_ii&m fa proposed in Chapter 2. This chapter uses
~ calculation computel'·based programme is used to.l~.~..·__have on the pen~'; 'ttlon process.
(, }"" .,' ) ,)
f'GH't'N'NG CUR. RENTINJECTION111Ir---------~--------~~1~
INFINITY
I
)01
WI
1
Figure 3.1 The basic model for evaluating computer programmes
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Analytical equations ~te available for this monel. The electric field (E) at any point p in
the hemisphere is
E = ILP............................... . 3.1
p 21fr2
where r = the distance from the current injection point to point p
and 0 = soil resistivity.
The voltage (U) at p is
U = pI...................... . 3.2
21fr
The resistance between a hemisphere with radius r and infinity is
R ee L , " 3.3
21fr
The voltage between any two hemispheres with radii fo and i1 is
v - PILI1. - 1]...................................... 3.4
- 21f 1~ '1
The resistance between any two hemispheres with radii r, and r1 is
R - p [1 - 1] 3.5
- zi' '0 rt
3 TIlE STRATA MODEL
The actual configuration of the strata in typical South African mines is very complex For
the purpose of the analysis in this thesis it has been simplified to the configuration given
in Figure 3.2.
The strata consist of a single layer of uniform resistivity (PI) above the c ~..1seam, the coal
seam with uniform resistivity (Pc) and, finally, the deep strata with imifm:m resistivity (P2)'
Figure 3.2
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UGf-iTNIN·G CURR~NT INJEC1"ON
d
1S00m
A simplified model of the configuration of the strata in a typical South
African mine
The boundary of the model was chosen to be relatively far away from the area of interest,
at 1 500 m. This is approximately ten times further than any distance of real interest.
The dimensions of interest are shown in Figure 3.3:
d ==
t =
r ==
dr =
UT(r) =
Un(r) =
Uv(r) =
=
DD(r) =
=
the depth of coal seam
the thickness of coal seam (this is assumed to be 3 m in this chapter,
unless otherwise specified)
the horizontal distance between the work face and a lightning strike
the distance from the fare to the exploder (this Is assumed to be 30 m
throughout this chapter)
the voltage at the top of the coal seam
the voltage at the bottom of the coal seam
UT(r) - Us(r) , , , , , , , , . , . . . . . . • .. 3.6
the voltage vertically across the coal seam
UT(r) .. Us (r + dp) • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • .. • • •• 3,7
the voltage diagonally across the coal seam. This represents the maximum
voltage induced into an exploder-detonator circuit.
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Figm:'e 3.3 Boundaries (;f the simplified model
4 EVALUATION AND SELECTION OF A FIELD
CALCULATIONPROG~
Compared to the calculations of electrostatic fields usually me when designing HV
equipment, this model has distinctly different features:
A current source injects current into a resistive medium at a distinct point that is
relatively small.
The boundary potential at infinity is not defined; in fact, 110 boundary potential
is defined. The point of concern is not necessarily where the highest electrostatic
fields are present (i.e. the high electrostatic fields that would normally interest a
designer of HV equipment), the magnitudes of interest could be several orders of
magnitude less th~mthe highest field present in the analysis.
Three different commercially available field calculation programmes were evaluated to
solve this problem:
(1) MacNeal-Scnwendler Corporation's package: Maggie
40
(2) Ansoft Corporation's package: Maxwell
(3) Integrated Engineering Software's package: Electro
The first two packages are based on the finite-element method and the last package is based
OT! the boundary-element method (charge simulation).
Both of the finite-element packages failed to correctly calculate simple examples that are
analytically known.
Two analyses were done, the first where the outer boundary is set at infinity (equal to
o V). and the second where an outer spherical boundary is given at the correct calculated
potential. In the first case, the programs gave results which were wrong by orders of
magnitude. In the second case, the programs only had to interpolate correctly between two
boundaries; these results were wrong, the error was as much as 25 %.
The same analyses were repeated using the boundary-element method. In the case where
the cater boundary was set at infinity (equal to 0 V). the boundary-element method gave
errors of 20 % of the expected value.
In the case where a spherical boundary is given (set at the correct calculated potential), the
boundary-element method gave errors of 1 % of the expected value.
For this application. t'ie I.'ol.lfidary-element method proved to be the only method that could
be used to solve the problem. The reason for this is to be found in the fundamental
method of calculation.
The error in the finite-element method (Kuffel and Zaengl, 1984) depends on the element
dimension and the derivatives of the potential. In this problem, the field bas maximum
divergence and the solution has to be accurate over several orders of magnitude of
potential. The approximations used in the packages are probably of the first order or, at
most, second order, and are not capable of dealing with the demands set out above.
In contrast, the boundary-element method is based on the fundamental physical phenomena
selected to suit the dimensions of the problem. The influence of a boundary element (even
if it is very far away) can be determined accurately because the dimension is known
accurately. Therefore, accuracy depends only on the extent to which the boundary
elements are appropriately placed and estimated.
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:5 TYPICAL RESUL'][,S FROM TIm FIELD CALCULATION
PROGRAMMES
A geometrical configuration was set up in Electro. This is shown in Figure 3.4. ll,
consisted of the following:
An outer hemispherical boundary was set at 1 500 m
The strata configuration shown in Figures 3.2 and 3.3 was used
The current was !l-uected via a 1 m spherical electrode at the centre of the sphere.
Boundary elements were placed on the boundaries of the half sphere as shown in Figure
3.4. Boundary elements were also placed on the boundary between the coal layer and the
surface and the deep strata. An analysis was performed to determine where the elements
should be placed. If insufficient elements were used, the cur I resulting from the analysis
were irregular and the number of elements was increased, improve the curves.
A current of 1 A was injected at the centre of the sphere. The potential of the outer
hemispherical boundary at 1 500 m (determined by equation 3.2) was set to the values
shown in Table 3.1.
Table 3.1 The outer hemispherical boundary potential determined by equation 3.2
rr= .
=" = :~=.JC~m) U (V)
r
200 0.0212
400 0.0425
800 0.0850
16"=,,, 1600 0.1700"'::::
The programme can calculate the vector field of the electric field and the scalar field of
potential.
Figures 3.5 to 3.7 show the results ofthe cast';where the seam depth is 15 m and the seam
thickness is 5 m.
Figure 3.8 shows the magnitude of the electric field along the symmetrical axis. It is
interesting to note that this magnitude is proportional to the resistivity in the vicinity -
resulting in an increase in the field across the coal seam. This effect is also apparent in
Figure 3.7; note the closeness of the spacing of the equipotential contours through the coal
strata.
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/
F'igure 3.4
'I)
The positioning of boundary elements on the model analysed.
)
P, '" 400 Il.m
Pc'" 3 000 O.m
1 500 m defined boundary
U (l 500 m) c 0.425 V
Figure 3.5 The equipotential contours up to 1 500 m (seam depth (d) = 15 m and
seam thickness (t) ::::5 m)
I:
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41)1) Porn
r__ ,__ ·--,-~--·----·--~----- -L ~_-J500m
700 ill
Figure 3.6 The equipotential contours to a d(;pth of 500 m (seam depth (d) :::::15 m
and seam thickness (t) = 5 m)
Om
P, '" 400 fI.m
~I
Pc'" 3 000 n.m
P,~" 400 n,m
70 m
Figure 3.7 The equipotential contours to a depth of 50 m (seam depth = 15 m and
seam thickness = 5 m)
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Figure 3.8 The electric field gradient vertically down the symmetrical axis. (For an
injected current of 1.0 A.)
The voltage (Ut) produced is shown on the equipotential contours. The voltage (UJ
produced by a lightning strike of a specific magehude can be 'calculated by
UL = II-UI •••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ,................ 3.8
6 DATA OF INTEREST TO THIS STUDY
The uata that are of interest to this study are the voltage vertically across a detonator face
(Uv) and the voltage diagonally from the work face to an exploder(UD).
To calculate Uv and Un, the potential along the top (Ur) and bottom (Ua) of the coal seam
was determined .. The results of this example are shown in Figure 3.9.
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Dlt7,T'ANCE ALONG COAL SEAM BOUNDARY (l\.f)
Flgure 3.9 The potential horizontally above the coal seam (Dr) and the potential just
below the coal seam (Us). (IL = 1 A, seam depth (d) == 15 m, and seam
thickness (t) ::::5 m)
Uo and DD were determined thereafter using equations 3.6 and 3.7. The results of this
example are shown in Figure 3.10.
The maximum voltage produced by a given magnitude of lightning current can be
determined using the results of Figure 3.10. Comparisons between different strata
configurations can be made based on the maximum of Figure 3.10, i.e. the maximum of
U, and Uo. However this is not necessarily related to the frequency that surges will
occur v i.e. the risk associated with a particular strata configuration.
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Figure 3.10 The voltage difference between UT and Us directly vertical (Ue) and the
voltage difference diagonally across DD' The "face-to-exploder" distance
(dF) is 30 m and can be compared to the potential of the boundary just
above the coal seam CUT)'
Seam depth (d) == 15 m and seam thickness ro = 5 m
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7 CALCULATION OF THE FREQUENCY (NF) AT WInCH
LIGEITNING SURGES OF MORE THAN A CERTAIN
NIAGNlTUDE WILL OCCUR IN A DETONATOR CIRCUIT
7.1 The number of events
If it is assumed that the probability (PF(r» of a particular lightning flash striking at a
certain distance (r) from a work face and setting off a detonator is known, the number of
events (N!,,)exceeding this magnitude is given by
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f r ?:< P ..irsdr- , 3.9C"· ..
11
;:.~
:21[2:r .i< P[.{r) X Ill'·.·.·.·.·· ..• ······ .• ··.······ 3.10
H
j!
7.2 The probability Pp(r)
o
~o The vertical voltage (Uv) and the diagonal voltage (Do) required to set off a detonator is
studied in Chapter ISwhere Figures 8.25 and 8.26 show the surge voltage peak required
to set off a detonator as a function of the resistivity of the coal seam.
Because thediagonal voltage Up is much larger than the vertical voltage Uv (see Figure
3.10). the diagonal voltage is always the critical factor. For this reason only the diagonal
voltage/risk is analysed.
From Figure 8.26 it can be seen that the diagonal VOl :'ge Uo required (in the present
example) to set off a detonator in a coal seam resistivity Df 3 000 (l.m is 38 kV.
Figure 3.10 gives the relationship between UD and IL:
UD (r,IL) = ILxf{r). . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 3.11
,
The lightning current (ILF) corresponding to 38 kV at a distance (r) from a work face is
_. 38kVIu - -_ .
, J'tr)
3.12
The probability of a particular lightning flash exceeding a certain magnitude was expressed
in an analytical equation by Anderson (1982), as
P(I
L
) = __ 1_-,,-
! 12.61 + ~; J . 3.13
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The probability PF(r) of a particular flash at a distance r setting off a detonator can be
calculated by substituting equation 3.12 into equation 3.13.
PI-r) - ~
1 '''l3!~{r) }2.6 , 3.14
1
Equations 3.9 and 3.10 now become
cc
f
r
N '" Nnx21r
. F o "U 1 + (31 ~8.tr_r) ] 2.6· • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 3.15
r x Ar
I + [31 !8ftr)r' 3.16
7.3 Results from the example
In Equation 3.16, its various parts have physical meaning.
Figure 3.11 shows the lightning current required (at a certain distance) to set off a
detonator. It also shows the probability of the occurrence of a strike exceeding the
required magnitude. When a strike occurs dose to the work face, the minimum current
is relatively low (± 9 kA). The probability of such a low-amplitude strike occurring is
very high, almost 1. However, when a strike is far away (± 2ClOm), almost 900 leA is
required to set off a detonator. Such a strike has never been recorded. The probability
(according to Anderson (1982)) is accordingly low.
A probability times the area associated to which that probability applies is shown inFigure
3.12. The probability is initially high but the area is low. Eventually, the area is high but
the probability is ',ery low. N" is the integral under the curve of Figure 3.12. This was
numerically evaluated and the result for this example is
NF = 0.00603 events in one year, and Ng = 1
/1
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Figure 3.11 The lightning current required to set off a Type 0 Detonator as a function
of the distance between the strike and the work 'face (1'). The probability
of a particular strike exceeding this value of current is plotted on the same
axis.
Seam depth d = 15 m. Seam thickness t = 5 m.
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This s,;;ctiol.lgives the results of the ~malysis, t.e. the effect of djffe~'c;mtcharacteristics of
different mint's on the analysis. This is quantified vh the peak current produced for such
a situation as well as the 'frequency (Nv) at which surges of a dangerous magnitude will
occur.
Th0 analysed characteristics of the mine are:
Depth of the coa' seam
Resistivity of the strata
Resistivity of the coal seam
'~qkkness of the cos! seam.
8.1 Depth of the coal seam ~peak current amplitude at the work face
From the simple mcdel of Chapter 2, it is expected that the depth of a coal seam will have
a very big effect 011 the probability of a detonator being set off by lightning. A series of
analyses was conducted to study the effect of seam depth. In ..' cases, the seam thickness
(t) =: :; m, and the resistivity (Pc) = 3 000 a.m.
The diagonal voltage difference (Uo) for seam depths of 15 m, 3(; m, 60 m and 100 m was
calculated. The result is shown in Figure 3.13.
The maximum of the diagonal voltage difference Uo is an indication of the maximum
current that can be expected at that depth. The maximum of DD is plotted in Figure 3.14
as a function of seam depth. If we assume that the highest possible amplitude of a
lightning strike will be 200 kA.) this strike will produce a maximum diagonal voltage
difference at l\ depth of 100 m of fJD == 200 kA x 0.211 = 42.2 kV.
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Figure 3.13 The diagonal voltage difference (Uo) for coal seams at different depths (d).
t :::5 m, Pc ..:::3000 a.m, and IL =: 1 A
In an attempt to compare this result with the simple model of Chapter 2. the following
reasoning was followed:
From Chapter 8. it was deterrr.n.ed that 38 kV is required to set off a Type 0 detonator
via the diagonal ' age configuration. This will produce a peak of 7 A. From Chapter
2, the maximum current was determined as
15 II = __ L ••••••••••••••••••••••••
= 21fd2
....... 2.24
In the present analysis, I!.,= 1 A.
The relationship between 1= and V= can be assumed to be
R 1;' 38 kV '" 5.4 "0 3.17
7A
V ::::[ ,R, .••......•.......... · .... ·· .. ·.· .. ·.· .. ···3.181:lli1l( !)1;ll\'
:::;5.4 X 103 X 15 fl., . . . . e • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •• 3.19
27rd2
II ::::1.29 x 1:04 3.20
max dZ
This equation is plotted in Figure 3.14. There is an strong correlation between the shape
of the t\IVO curves. By applying a constant correction factor of 0.14, the two curves almost
coincide exactly.
8.2 Depth of the coal seam - surge current frequency
The true basis of risk evaluation, however, is the number of surges that can exceed the
sensitivity of the detonator used in the mine. The frequency of surges exceeding the
sensitivity of the Type 0 detonator was calculated using the method given earlier in this
chapter for seam depths of 15 m, 30 m, 60 m and 100 m,
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Figure 3.n~ The peak of the diagonal voltage difference Un as a function of the seam
depth (d). t = 5 m, fJ == 3 000 !l.m, I = 1 A, and PI = P2 == 400 {l.m.
The frequency reduction due 'to depth does not quite follow the inverse squared relationship
of equation 2. However, the effect of depth is very significant. Going from a depth of
15 m to 100 m (6.67 times deeper), the number of surges (exceeding the sensitivity of "0"
detonators) is reduced by 22.3 times. The result if plotted in Figure 3.15.
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Figure :-4.15 The frequency of surges exceeding the sensitivity of Type 0
detonators as a function of the depth of the coal seam (d).
t ;::::5 m, p = 3 000 n.m. and PI ;::::pz == 400 n.m
8.3 The resistivity of the strata
8.3.1 PI == /)z - the same resistivity above and below the coal seam
The simplest point to start the analysis is to assume PI = P2' The result of the maximum
diagonal voltage (Uo) is shown in Figure 3.16. The ratio between resistivity variation (200
n.m : 1 600 n.m = 1:8) is much more than til~ ratio of increase, Uo• which was 3.57
times.
Again the most important comparison is that of the frequency at which the sensitivity level
of the detonator is exceeded. A comparison between 200 O,m : 1 600 M.m gives an
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in Np to i : 8.'18. The risk variation is slightly more than the
in f!,}sis!.ivity, (The result is shown in Figure 3.17.)
, the change in 11:equt:llcy can be expressed as
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Ftgure 3.16 The maximum 01' the diagonal voltage difference (UD) in the case where
the resistivities of the surface layer and deep strata are the same, PI ,= P2'
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STRATA RESISTIVITY
The frequency of surges exceeding the sensitivity of Type 0 detonators as
a function of strata resistivity, The resistivity of the surface layer and the
resistivity of the deep strata are the same, PI = P2'
t
d
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3000 n.m
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8.3.2 '[he effect of the resistivities of the surface layer and the deep strata where
p! is not equal to (Jz
3.18 and 3.19 give the peak diagonal voltage difference (Un) as a function of the
n;sintfv!ty of the surface layer /), and the resistivity of the deep strata, calculated for
specific values of the alternate parameter. From the figures, it is apparent that the deep
strata rcsistivitv (PJ has very little effect on UD'
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SURFACE LAYER RESISTIVITY
Fig~.re 3.18 The maximum of the diagonal voltage difference (UI»)as a function of the
resistivity of the surface layer (pj)'
t = 5m
d = 30m
Pc = 3000 n.m
I = 1 A.
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DEEP LAYER RESISTIVITY
Figure 3.19 The maximum of the diagonal voltage difference (Uo) as a function of the
resistivity of the deep strata (P2)'
t = 5 m
d = 30m
PI = 3 000 H.m
I = 1 A
Frequency
In contrast to the peak voltage, the frequency with which surges occur depends both on the
resistivity of the deep strata as well as the resistivity of the surface layer. An extensive
attempt was made to find an empirically derived regression equation between N, and {h and
P2' This attempt did not give results that would be used to interpolate the results. The
frequency with which surges exceed the sensitivity of the Type 0 detonator is shown in
Figure 3.20 as a function of the resistivity of the surface layer. In Figure 3.21, it is
shown as a function of the resistivity of the deep strata.
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Figure 3.20 The frequency of surges exceeding the sensitivity of Type 0 detonators as
a function of the resistivity of the surface layer (PI)'
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Figure 3.21 The frequency of surges exceeding the sensitivity of Type 0 detonators as
a function of the resistivity of the deep strata (Pz).
t = 5 m; d = 30 m; PI = 3 000 !l.rn
8.4 The effect of the resistivity of the coal seam
Peak voltag_e.
The diagonal voltage difference (Uo) was calculated as a function of the resistivity of the
coal seam. The result is shown ill Figure 3.22. A~ expected, the voltage increases with
the increase in resistivity. However, this does not mean that the current in a detonator
circuit increases, It is shown in Figure 8.26 in Chapter 8 that, due to the increase in
resistivity, an increased voltage is required to set off a detonator in surroundings of higher
resistivities.
)
'\
,I
(,
The frequency of surges exceeding 38 kV was c2n';ulatea and the result is shown by
Curve A of Figure 3.23. results in (hi iVJ ftequeflfY as the resistivity of the
seam increases. However. the results of Figure ~t26 were incd~po1'atedinto Curve B of
Figure 3.23, taking the effect of surrounding resistivity on the, detonator current into
account, When this is done. it acruaHy results in a decrease in'tne risk as resistivity
increases.
The implications of this result are important: if the hol] for the explosives is drilled into
the coal, or just above the coal into the surface layer (which may have &\ low resistivity),
it could make an enormous difference to the risk to which the operation )~ exposed.
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COAL SEAM RESISTIVITY
Figure 3.22 The maximum of the diagonal voltage difference (UD) as a function of the
resistivity of the coal seam (P2)'
t == 5 m, d = 30 m, PI =:; P2 :::.:400 a.m. I:=: 1 A
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Figure 3.23 The frequency of surges exceeding the sensitivity of T1We0 detonators as
a function of the the resistivity of the coal seam (Pc)' .
A : is the frequency of the voltage required to set \Off a detonator
(taken ali being 38 kV).
B : is the frequency where the effect of the resistivity of the coal seam
on the detonator current is taken in consideration, \~ccording to
Figure 8.26.
t -- Sm
d = 30m
Pl::;:: P2 = 400 t;lm
difference (UD) across the tmal thickness of the seam is
At a practical work face, it is uurealistic to assume that
seam will be mined. To compensate tor the actual height
(1':&'052\ ms>ly2.5 m of the scam was calculated. This is shown,
exceeding the sensitivity of Type 0 detonators was calculated.
across the total seam, this is as Sh(YND by Curve B of Figure 3.25.
J;;;,v: \;{:"" is more realistic to take the v'*age across 2.5 m of the seam and the results
~.r CUT've A of Figure 3.25.
h ~:,Hlhe m'~;:,u~ithat thick coal seams have a definite protective benefit. Unlike the
rt~,%stivi(y which could occur when drilling into low resistivity layers of the
strata, where there is a thick coal seam drilling will be into the coal only.
in turn, may have a high resistivity which will reduce the induced current and will
al:Jn haw the effecr of reducing the vohage "divider", as shown in Figure 3.24.
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COAL SEAM THICKNESS
Figure 3.24 The maximum diagonal voltage difference (UD) for different thicknesses
of coal seams (t).
A = the voltage ac1'OSSa 2.5 section of the coal seam
B : the voltage across the total seam
d ::: 30 m, PI = Pz :=. 400 n.m, I == 1 A
Pc ::::;3000 Om
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Figure 3.25 The frequency of surges exceeding the sensitivity of Type () detonators as
a function of the thickness of the coal seam (t),
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CHAPTER 4
INTRODlTC1'ION
An "accurate" measurement programme was undertaken to study the nature of surges that
occur underground between the coal face and the conveyor structure, and the surges in
typical detonarer-explodel' circuits. This measurement programme and the results obtained
are described in this chapter.
2 mSTORY os MEASUREMENTS
Surges in mining configurations have been recorded as far back as 1941 by Marshall. 'I,)
study the problem in collieries in South Africa, the measurement of surges dates back to
1979 (Eriksson 1979. Bourne 1981, and Geldenhuys, August 1982). However, the
measurements made then were limited because only the amplitude could be measured of
either voltage or current. A proposal was therefore made to the Coal Mine Research
Controlling Council to undertake another measurement programme that would be capable
of measuring the waveshape of the surges. The proposal was accepted and an "accurate"
measuring programme was started in 1985.
3 THE RESEARCH Sl'AT~ON
The research station was designed to
measure the waveshape of surges on a digital storage oscilloscope;
monitor storm activity and correlate lightning with the occurrence of surges;
determine the position of strikes on the surface using a simple video-camera
arrangement (this was only done in 1983/89).
To perform these functions, itwas necessary to have real-time communication between the
underground station and the surface recording station.
Two further requirements had to be met:
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elecn leal cendueting wires could be allowed into the experimental set-up at the
work face a,'; they would distort the natural occurrence of surges in such circuits.
I)
Because the experimental set-up was in a "fiery" mine, underground equipment
had hi be imdnsically safe.
Tn meet ail these functions and criteria, the underground recording station was designed
around a tmll;·~nergy consumption. wide-bandwidth, analogue optic-fibre transmitter which
could bti'pow~fu'i from a NiCad battery for more than one week./I
" Schematic diagrams of the station layout are shown in Figures 4.1 and 4.2.
ALL SKY TV RECORDER
"S04,."" ....""',
L ....,ENS
FLASH COUNTER
FACE
UFLOOR SOLTSil. ..
Figure 4.1 A schematic diagram of the research .zation showing
the circuit configuration at the work face
the instrumentation boxes underground
the installation at the surface, i.e, the recording station, flash counter
and video camera
! - w 1'. :!i_
Figure 4.2 A functional diagram of the surface recording station. Information was recorded by the event recorder (on paper) and by the digital
storage oscilloscope in a bubble memory.
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to tImt normally used in an explosives-blasting
roof bolts neal' the roof of the face. The
a length of 1.8 In. These roof bolts were
Greenside Colliery. they were connected to
(if an "exploder bolt" (which represented an exploder at
;;t't wni,;:h a mine!' would set off the charge). A second
between it set of holts dose to the roof and a set of belts close to
This arrangement allowed current to flow vertically down
The various configurations that were\,
'um! measuriiig unit could measure either open circuit voltage (10 MO input
vo!tagi~dividers) or short-circuit current (1 0 shunts). Initially, only one unit
(before February 1987).
unit was lnstalled at the beginning of April \987. making it possible to record
ix,,, measurements simultaneously.
Tne output voltage of the voltage dividers (or current shunts) were fed into optic-fibre
transmitters which converted the voltage signal into an optic signal and transmitted it to
the surface (which could have been up to 200 m away),
The optic-fibre transmitter/receiver bad a bandwidth of 20 Hz to 3 MHz. a gain of about
0.5 and a maximum input voltage of approximately 2 V, The underground units were
battery-driven and had sufficient capacity to operate for a period of about nine days. The
underground units were always switched on and the batteries were changed once a week,
The equipment was intrinsically safe and the batteries were housed in flameproof
enclosures so that they could be used in fiery mines.
3.2 The surface station
A schematic diagram of the surface station is shown in Figure 4.2.
The surface data-recording station performed the following functions:
Monitoring lightning activity in the vicinity (using a lightning-flash counter)
Recording the signals transmitted from the underground units, using a. digital
storage oscilloscope.
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3.2.1 Power to tll·~sUI'face st8tion
The power to the surface station was derived from two systems:
A 12 V DC battery, used continuously for driving the chart recorder, the station
controller and the oscilloscope controller" The battery was charged by a solar
charger and by a diesel generator when the station was switched on.
A 220 V AC diesel generator. This was switched on during storms and supplied
the bulk power required for the oscilloscope and the TV recorder. This generator
also boost-charged the battery.
3.2.2 Control or the surface station
The surface station was controlled by a station controller. The lightning flash counter
(which had a radius of 20 km) was fed into the controller. As soon as a storm was
detected in the vicinity of the station, the station controller switched the diesel generator
on and kept it running until the storm had moved outside the range of the counter. The
220 V generator activated the oscilloscope controller and the oscilloscope.
3.2.3 Recording at the surface station
Four different recorders operated at the surface station:
The event recorder was a simple paper-pen recorder which could be time-
correlated. It recorded the lightning flashes that occurred at distances of 20 ian
and 5 km. It also recorded the on/off status and the times that surges were
triggered,
The controller of the oscilloscope and computer also functioned as a data logger.
The switch-on and switch-off times of the station were recorded and the times that
the oscilloscope were triggered could be printed by the computer printer.
The oscilloscope recorded the signals received from underground and could store
up to 21 triggered events in its bubble memory.
A TV recorder which had a 3600 view of the area was added to the system later.
The sound of the thunder was also recorded to enable the location of a flash to be
determined by means of the direction of the flash and the time-to-thunder. This
system only operated successfully during the night.
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4 LOCATIONS AND CONFIGUR.ATIONS OF THE RESEARCH
STATIONS
Research stations were located and operated at the following collieries:
Landau COmCl'Y
Springbok Colliery
Greenside Colliery
- for two months (6/3/86 to 25/4/86)
- for two lightning seasons (2/10/86 to 29/2/88)
- for one lightning season (1013/88 to 30/4/89)
Detailed CSIR reports were compiled giving the results of the research (Geldenhuys et al,
1986; Geldenhuys and Ballard, Jan. 1988; Ballard and Geldenhuys, 1988; Lagesse et
aI, 1989).
Different configurations were used during the three-year period. These are shown in
Figure 4.3. Note that both voltage and current were measured.
CONF'IGURATIOt\i 1
:1, - :ONVEYE~ VOLTAGE
COt;FIGURATION 04-
'D - DIAGONAL CURRON7
CONnGUAATlON 2-
U11- HORIZONTAl. VOLTAGE
CtlNFIGURATltlN 5 10 - OIAG(lNA~ CURRENT
"v - VERTICAl. CURRENT
CONFIGURA)ION 3
U 0 - DIAUONAL VOl. TME
30m«1-----___.
Figulre 4.3 Measuring circuit configurations used in the research programme
The configurations used at various locations in the mines are given in Tables 4.2,4.3,4.5.
4.7 and 4.9.
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ir:SHIHation at Landau Colliery operated for a very short period only and, for this
rt;:1:i0B. will not bt: discussed in much detail. The installation at Landau. was at a depth of
:l)lpi.nximateiy 52 TIl in a coal-seam of about 3 m thick.
,f. ; Installation at Spriogbok Colliery
The layout underground :,t Sprlngbok Colliery is shown in Figure 4.4. More details about
the area and.the mine are contained iniAppendix I.
d The Springbok underground installation was at a depth of 46 m. The seam being mined
was the No.2 seam which bad a thickness of 3 m, As can be seen from Figure 4.5, the
Nli. 2 seam ties below seams numbered 3, 4 and 4a. The combined thickness of these
seams above the No.2 seam was 3.7 m. There are no high-resistivity strata layers of
volcanic rock above the measuring site.
Two ,h resistivity measurements were made at Springbok. The results are shown in
(~.' Figure 4.6 where it can he seen that the surface resistivity (top 10 m - 20 m) is about
400 n.m to 500 O.m. The resistivity of the deeper strata is much higher, but impossible
____ .:.;Fl:::.:BR::.:E;...;OP11:.:..;.;.;C;..C=A~
EXPLODER 80'_T
,...1 .. __ __;.:lo:..;.:m'-- __ ~
/7/,""'1 f7 /"7 / 71 (7 7 .
Figure 4.4 A diagram showing the measuring installation used at Springbok Colliery.
This ?~0vv ~ ~he layout with only one instrument box.
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~OAt SEAMS
SHeWN m "l'ME
GEOLOGICAl. SORE HOLE
RESISTIVITY TYPICALLY
, COO·1Q 00(1 OHM.rn
Ib3Pml
SENDIMENTA!l1!~7l'1ATA:
5A~DSTONE
SHAUl ere,
RESISTIVITY iYl'lCAUV
200 • "00 OHM.m
Figure 4.5 The strata at Springbok Colliery (taken from Geological Borehole No. 226).
At the actual research station, the depth of the No.2 seam k; 46 m, The
coal seams are bordered by sedimentary layers.
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Figure 4.6 Earth resistivity measurements made, using the Venner method, at the
research station in Springbok Colliery for the period that the station
operated.
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4.2 Installation at Greens!d0: Colliery
The laycut underground at Greenside Colliery is shown in Figure 4.7. More details about
the area and the mine are contained in appendix II.
This underground installation at Greenside colliery was at a depth of 23 m. The seam
being mined was the No.5 seam. It can be seen from Figure 4.8 that the No.5 seam is
the top seam and that it has a thickness of 2 m. There are no high-resistivity strata layers
of volcanic rock over the measuring site.
Several earth resistivity measurements were taken at Greenside at different times through
the seasonal cycle. The results are given in Figure 4.9. The surface resistivity varied
between 300 n.m and 450 a.m. The deeper strata have much higher resistivities which
are impossible to quantify exactly.
r./L...d V/41 I':::::::'/.<! 1«./-4
PLAN VIEW
Figure 4.7 The underground research station at Greenside Colliery. A special borehole
was drilled for the optic-fibre cable between the installation and the surface.
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Figure 4.8 The strata at Greenside Colliery (from Geological Borehole Sample No.
BH!). The depth of the research station is 23 m and it was the No.5 seam
that was being mined. The coal seams are bordered by sedimentary layers.
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Figure 4,9 Earth resistivity measurements above the research station at Greenside
Colliery. taken at various times during the period that the research station
was operated at this site (Jan. ~986 to July 1989)
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Figure 4.10 Monthly and total seasonal lightning flash density at the recording station
for 1986/87, 1987/88 and 1988/89.
5 R.ESUI.JTSOBTAINED FROM THE MEASURE"MENT
PROGRAl\IIME
The lightning flash density varied greatly during the three seasons. The lightning flash
density (monthly and seasonal) recorded at the station is shown in Figure 4.10. It can be
seen that the lightning activity was quite high in 1986/87, but, unfortunately, in 1988/89
it was quite low.
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(,htahlt(t :..il 1:' analYStl{i in the following paragraphs in groups of the specifle
~ ~
~m~oo .
7~e'iUlts t'roPl ConfiguratiOli 1
(' ,)
{' ll'igUH' was the fTIDi~t configuration installed at Landau Colliery
;.:ur~~tH:rfml£el'instalhtjons ti1~thad been done in this fashion.
iWllds dil:itctly to the conveyor strucsure. This win enhance surges
the c;mv~yl'~rstructure, The surges recorded at Springbok Colliery in
(\..nfigJr;,ijoli 1 are shown illl Tables 4.1 ami 4.2.
surges with amplitudes larger than HJOV were observed in this configuration: 133
per ibsh per km~. However, the highest amplitude was only n3 V. These are
regarded as quite smaU surges,
o
AU the surges wen; of positive polarity. This implies that the conveyor structure is
»egative relative tf~,th~ roof holts in the coal face which is positive. This observation
supports the theoretical expectation that Iightning surges arc "picked up" by the
underground structure and then travel WiN ards the coal face in question. However, none
of them arc suspected to have been lightning strikes to, or close to, the shaft entrance.
Typical waveshapes of the surges recorded in Configuration 1 are shown in Appendix Ill.
)
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recorded at Springbok Colliery in Configuration :l.
Surges Flash
2 .16
300 V 1
(~
",,,..'
+ 136 V 1 .05
+ l06V 1
() + 151 V 1
-I- 121 V 1
+. 197 V 1
+ 227 V 1
+ 227 V 1
..:.. 136V 1
*"t- 106V 1
+ 106 V 1
+ 151 V 1
+ 106 V 1
+ 106 V 1
\. + 773 V 1
+ 227V 1
+ 90V 1
+ 197 V 1
+ 212 V 1
+ 409V 1
+ 151 V 1
Total 28 .2.1
-. ""'"""'""'--- ...--_ ..,._ ~w:"' ______ 4""'_'_""'__
Table 4.2 Summary of the surges recorded in Configuration 1.
--
Period Trigger No. of Flash
level surges density
/4/86 at Landau 100 V 28 0.2
- ~-
No. of surges!
Flash density
133 _J
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5.2 Rcsuit§ from Configuration .2
The 1l1.1d(!rgrmmdminlng operation in Landau Colliery was closed down in 1986. This
meant that the experimental installation had to be moved to Springbok Colliery where
mcidents of lightning had also occurred.
The first configuration installed in Springbok was Configuration 2. It can be seen from
Table 4.3 (in comparison to Table 4.2) that the frequency with which surges occurred in
this configuration was very low. No surges were recorded in a reasonably significant
period (Ng ::.:: .51). This could have been because the short-circuit across the top and
bottom of the work face could effectively also short-circuit the potential between the
bottom of the face and the exploder point. If the various resistivities around the coal seam
are taken into consideration, this explanation is feasfble,
Table 4.3 Summary of the surges recorded in Configuration 2.
C
2/1
Spr
-..__. - .._.....__ ......_ -
Period Trigger No. of Fiash No. of surges/
level surges density Flash density
0/86 - 9/11i86 lOOV 0 0.51 < 1.96
ingbok Colliery
11
,~ _,
5.3 Results from Configuration 3
In the light of the fact that no (or very few) surges were observed in Configuration 2, the
installation at Springbok was changed to Configuration. 3, i.e. the "vertical short-circuit"
was disconnected.
Changing the configuration immediately had a huge effect. A large number of surges of
relatively low magnitude were; recorded. The results are shown in Table 4.4. Some of
the wavesbapes recorded are given in Appendix IV. Th, frequency with which surges
occurred is summarised in Table 4.5.
)
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Table 4.4 Surges recorded at Springbok Colliery in Configuration 3
)
~~Wg~hne ]j~ ~rges :-[ -~~l~Sheets density.... : ... .'
115111/86
. .....-....... r m ......
26 18:00 - 21:00 33 .76
14:00 - 15:30 5
18:00 - 20:00 13 .~.-
19111186 26B 21:00 6t 1.1
20/11186 27 15:15 2 .06
23/11186 28 08:55 1 .43
16:15 1
27/11/86 29 01:00 - 02:00 10 .04
1112186 30 12:06 26 .01
30 12:59 9
31 18:15 62 .13
2/12/86 31 262-
Some of the voltages of the surges are --
31 18:04 1417 V 1
18:05 1166 V 1
18:06 1082 V 1
18:06:32 1333 V 1
18:07 1333 V 1
18:0'7:32 1082 V 1
18:07:50 750V 1
18:08 1249 V 1
18:09 834 V 1
18:09:30 ~667 V 1
18:10 1247 V 1
2/12/86 31 19:03 1748 V 1
19:04 1584 V 1
19:04:41 1668 V 1
19:04:59 1082 V 1
19:05 1417 V 1
19:05:33 1333 V 1
19:06 - 918 V 1
19:07 1417 V 1_. --
9/12/86 34 15:47 2 .08
, 17:00 '6
lit'" - .02:]~19/12/86 38 I 13:45 114:25 1- '. -
the surges recorded in Configuration 3.
measured ill Configuration 3 represents the voltage that drives the current
in a typical detonator installation.
storm records and surge data were carefully analysed. From the analysis. the
followlng was observed:
Surges can only be recorded during the period that the station is switched on
during a storm,
There was a very poor correlation between the lightning strikes recorded on the
20 km flash counter at the time of the surge.
The magnitudes of the surges were all very similar and did not display the typical
stochastic variation of lightning.
The amplitudes of the surges (± 1 000 V) are relatively insignificant relative to
the amplitude required to [let off detonators.
For these reasons, not much significance is placed 011 the surges recorded in Configuration
3. With reference to Appendix TV, it can be noted that the waveshapes display the typical
characteristics of surges on transmission lines, i.e. with positive and negative reflections,
The durations are generally much shorter than those of a typical lightning current
waveshape. This is possibly due to reflection effects. Generally, the appearance of the
surges indicate that they did originate from lightning strikes.
No sisnificant surges were recorded in Configuration 3.
5.4 Results from Configuration 4
To study the current that can be induced into a detonator circuit, the installation at
Springbok was changed to Configuration 4.
The recordings made in Configuration 4 are listed in Table 4.6. The results are
summarised in Table 4.7.
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'"'''''''<''' surge obsen ed in Configuration 4 was a pulse of~3.3 A (estimated tIS it was
reading). Some of the oscillcgraphic records of Configuration 4 can be found
V.
Surges recorded at Spring':)ok Colliery in Configuration 4
r'C~~te_[s~:ts"=~~bne.I~i-r~;~s1 Flashdensity-I I
~J.~1i87__ 46 19:04 1 .241----""
. 1.5/1187 11:58 1
1-- -- -I
II 19/1/87 48 16:45 16 .17
t~~1I1f87 49 16:38 1 .12
2311/87 50 24:26 3 .44
2511187 50 18:19 - 3.3 A 5
112/87 !\2 18:18 + 360mA 1 .52
+ 418 rnA 1
b~87 +
57mA 1
18:28 + 86mA 1
S4 13:57 1 .06-
_._-_--.-----.------~-------J
Table 4.7 Summary of the surges recorded in Configuration 4
Period Trigger No. of Flash No. of surges!
level surges density Flash density.-
511187 - 4/2!87 0.1 A 35 1.95 18
Springbok Colliery 1.0 A 2 2.62 38-; .....
5.5 Results from Configuration 5
5.5.1 Results from Sprlngbok Colliery
It was realised that two optic-fibre transducers would allow the study of both the diagonal
and the vertical current induced in the work face. For this reason a second unit was
constructed and installed in Springbok Colliery in February 1987.
The surges recorded at Springbok Colliery in Configuration 5 are listed in Table 4.8. The
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are summarised in Table 4.9.
4.8 Surges recorded at Springbok Colliery in Configuration 5
- -~-" .....- - ~-==''----
-.:j ,';",~-T~OgEEPeak CurrentI "Sh --: J\ 'eetslj",c;7'_;-:;:=>"-t\:.~-. Ip r, -Ii 10.12/87 56 1
Ir~;-' 21_' __ '-__ "'·,-_1:<·
il 1612iis7 ~ bO - 1.04 A OA 5
+ 0.11 A OA
+ 0.49 A OA
- 0.12 A OA
27/2/87 61 , - 0.29 A - 0.14 A 1
7/3187 63 1-- -
8/3/87 63 + 0.82 A + 0.38 A 2
'~0.24 A + 0.04 A
17/3/87 66 + 0.18 A OA "k
21/3f87 67 1
- := .:JIL87/88 Season_
28/10/87 13 02:39 + 0.44 A OA 1-
29/10/87 14 - 0.68 A OA 1
10/11187 17 12:46 + 0.11 A OA 2
12:51 + 0.13 A - -
17/11/87 19 ~0.28 A OA 4
- 0.21 A
+ 0.28 A
- 0.21 A
24/11/87 21 18:56 - 0.10 A 1-
3112/87 23 17.03 + 0.34 A OA 2. 1l.29 A OA
26112/87 28 + 0.18 A +O.WA 1-
14/118~._ - 0.10 A - 0.02 A 1. ........,..
*A
*B =
Diagonal current ID
Vertical current Iv
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Table 4.9 Sllmmary of the surges recorded in Configuratir-i 5
Some of the oscillographic records of Configuration 5 at Springbok Colliery are attached
as Appendix VI.
5.5.2 Itesuits from Greenslde Colliery
An opinion was expressed that, due to the depth of the coal seam and because of the
overhead coal seams at Springbok Colliery, this site was not a particularly exposed site
where many surges could be expected. This opinion was strengthened by the low number
of significant surges that were recorded at Springbok Colliery. For this reason, the
research station was moved to Greenside Colliery, to a much shallower depth (23 m) with
no overlying coal seams.
The surges recorded at Greenside Colliery are listed in Table 4.10.
Table 4.10 Surges recorded at Greenslde Colliery in Configuration 5 during the
1988/89 season (continued on the next page)
[: -
..- ----
Log Time Peak Current Surges
Sheets
~ r,- ~ .-
31/8/88 1 17:29 ~2.98 A + 0.14 A 1
12/11188 15 19:23 + 0.61 A OA 1.. ,..,
28/11/88 17 18:15 + 2.80 A OA 1--
16/12188 21 20:58 NA 1___ ,
14/3/89 39 20:45 10-20 A NA 1
e
86
r;'~Twg Time Peak Current -.Sheets II' r,I -
25/3/89 41 16:20 NA NA 8
16:25 NA NA
16:28 NA NA
16:35 NA NA
L
16:39 NA NA
16:58 NA NA
17:13 NA NA
17:24 NA NA
~...L...- .,r.<_' Ie ~" , '_
The statistical results are summarised in Table 4.11. Some of the oscillographic records
are given in Appendix VI.
Table 4.11 Statistical summary of the surges recorded inConfiguration 5 at Greenside
Colliery
I -Date Surge No. of Flash Frequencylevel surges density No. of lNg surges/N,10/3/88 to 30/4/89 _bA 13 5.4 2.40A 4 0.74
6 A COlVWARISON BETWEEN THE RESULTS FROM
GREENSIDE COLLIERY AND TBE SIMPLE SPHERICAL,
MODEL
With the aid of a video camera and by measuring the "time to thunder", the position of
three of the bigger surges at Greenside Colliery could be plotted relative to the station.
These results are given in Figure 4.11.
The oscillographic waveshapes of two of the surges are shown in Figure 4.11 and Figure
4.12.
Table 4.12 summarises the data pertaining to the three flashes that were captured by the
video camera .
..
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400m
+2.8A
-2
COS =1.00
EXPERIMENTAL MEASURING CIRCUIT ~
-2.98 A
470m
200
cos =.94
Figure 4.11
200m
15
120m
61)
COS =.64
I
,1:5
I~
I~w
Iii!
I~
I~
'"I",
I~
I~
I~
Ie
I ...o
I~
The position and amplitude of the surges relative to the Greenside
Research Station
Figure 4.12
400 ~tS sweep
The waveshape of the surge of 31/8/88 (see Table 4.12)
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Ip02k = +2.80 A
400 jlS sweep
Figure 4.13 The waveshape of the surge of 28/11188 (see Table 4.12)
Equation 4.1 derived from the simple spherical model can be rewritten as:
11. = 1[1 X 27r (d2 + r2) cos 8 1 15· 4.1
From the data we have: IF' d. rand e are Ip'jW'n and we can calculate IL from the
equation. This will tiler. derive the original ligl ~ irrent that induced the surge in the
first place.
This was done and the result is given in Table 4.12 as the equivalent. lightning current.
Table 4.12 Data for the three flashes
I Dat~ I 3118/&9 I 28/1118~ I I~/~~~
Peak current (A) 2.9R 2.80 15.~
Seam depth (00) 23 23 23
Flash distance from the face (m) 500 340 140
Angle-to-face direction 200 0 _ 2 0 500-
Cos f) 0.94 1.00 0.64
Equivalent lightning current (kA) 294.00 136.crO 92.60........ .. ...~.
The average value of the equivalent lightning current is 174.2 kA. This value is much
higher than the median value for South Africa reported by Geldenhuys et al (Sept 1989).
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If we assume that the three flashes represent the average lightning flash. we can calculete
the ratio between the average South African distribution and the calculated average.
Ratio := 174.2 kAJ45 kA = ± 4 times
This means that the factor 15 used in Equation 4.1 should actually be 60. The coupling
in this particular case is therefore much more effective than the 15 m2 used in Chaptec 2.
It was also shown by the Fuse Surge Detector (FSD) Programme (Chapter 5) tha!
particularly high surge frequencies were recorded at Greenside.
7 GENERAL DISCUSSION OF RESULTS
7.1 The induction meehaaism
The experimental configurations were mainly designed to observe phenomena associated
with the mechanism where conduction takes place through the strata. From the results
obtained, it is clear that this mechanism produces currents awl voltages that are capable
of setting off detonators and methane explosions.
The waveshapes observed of~c;nindicate that they are of the "reflection" type which
indicate complex interactions between the underground strata and the conductors in the
vlclnity.
The observations reported in Figure 4.12 iurther confirm the conduction mechanism: the
polarity difference between the results of 31/8/88 and 28/11/88 are exactly what are
expected from the conduction mechanism.
7.2 Vertical and horizontal voltage gradient
From the results, it can be seen that very few current surges were observed in the vertical
configuration compared to the number and amplitude of those in the diagonal
configuration, This result is in line with the modelling results of Chapter 3 and suggest
that the insulation effect of the coal layer !S not prominent when the distaa-e from the flssh
exc. sds 200 m.
(i'1r,-"')('·'1·1.f7l l~}·iI.~trEI..i c..rr·OR (F··S~D)MEA. S"'I'Jj':n~iG~k*;'{) I.'\. :J".l~ J. J:L ' ',t'lUJ. .,
PROGR41\llVm
" .L·r..nat(~nil :l-:IIR:mem programme gave results OER the waveshape of surges mad the
surges occur iI.J. typicni coal faces. To obtain a larger statistical
nf tht· pnenomena, an ::!t~rnative method of simultaneous measurement.'; in many
h;lt! to ne developed.
do a simple and cheap device was developed. called the Fuse Surge Detector
(FSf.'f;. The presence of a surge is detected by the fact that a fuse has blown.
2 THF; OBJE~C'flVESOF THE Irs» PROGRAMME
When the decision was taken to embark on the FSD programme, it was aimed at
Reinforcing til? simple model developed by Geldenhuys (1987). in particular, to
see whether the asymptotic behaviour predicted by the model was observed.
Another objective was to see whether a "maximum" asymptote was observed and
to "calibrate" this mode! and any future models to be developed.
Reinforcing the statistical chance of a lightning-induced surge occurring.
Esteblishing the reduction. ill risk arising from changes in detonator sensitivity. e.g,
between a detonator with a sensitivity of 8 A. 1/50 p.,s(Type 0) and £\ detonator
with a sensitivity of 42 A. 1150 p.s (Type 1).
3 THE CONSTRUCTION ANDDESIGN OK?TIlE FSD
The physical construction of the FSD (Modell) is shown in Figure 5.1
3. J Sensitivity of the FSD
Different sensitivity levels are bl.,ilt into the FSD by connecting a group of fuses in ceries
with different fusing levels. Tile magnitude of a surge is indicated by the highest rated
fuse blown by the SUiT
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Drawing of the physical layout of the FSD
With current pulses of sufficiently short duration to prevent the thermal conduction time
constant playing a role; the sensitivity (s) of both the fusing of resistive wire and the
initiation of electric detonators is
S ::: (k J I~ dt) I d3• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •• 5.1
where k;:::: a constant for a particular wire or detonator design dependh'[~ on the
type of wire used and the chemical make-up of the fuse head.
d := the diameter of the wire, and
I =;: the current passing, through the fuse wire or detonator ..
POI' a specific current impulse (e.g, 1.2/50 lIS), the sensitivity of a particular device
(specifically k and d) can be characterised by the peak amplitude 0:1:-' the current. This
approach is generally used throughout this thesis except WhFI'P indicated. It should be
horne in mind that, vl ulightning strikes having subsequent strokes and total duratio-s of
the order of 100s of ms, the thermal time constants may come into the picture. The results
of tests Oil nichrome wires of various diameters are shown lilA Figure 5.2 and are also given
in Table .5.1.
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Figure 5.2 The fuse current of nichrome wire of various diameters, The fuse currents
of Type 0 and Type 1 detonators are also ShOWl~.
1 b- ~~__~ __~~ __~~~ _J
10 100
WIRE DIAMETER [ m]
Table 5.2 The fuse current rating of the different fuses in the FSD
""- . I
..,.. ' -....
Fuse No. Fuse type Fuse current Median lightning
J_ (1.2/44 us
current
current impulse) (1/75 its impulse)
A~B IC aluminium track 3 A peak 2.30 A peak
B~C e = 25 m nichrome wire 7 A peak 5.36 A peak
1---- .
'f C~D e == 30 m nichrome wire 12 A peak 9.19 A peak
I) D-E e = 36 m nichrome wire 20 A peak 15.3 A peakk
Cit e == 61 In nichrome wire 42 A peak 32_2 A peake = 91 m nichrome wire 93 A peak 71.2 A peakG
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wires are nichrome wire with lengths of 2 rom. but with different
nnhl a printed circuit board (see Table 5.2) Wires with diameters of
impossible to handle and integrated circuits OCs) with a thin
track t.lcht?d on a layer of silicon oxide were used to obtain a sensitivity level
Cnmmercially obtainable fuses were 'Usedin place of tile I.e in a later
The equivalent median lightning current
fil0 FSD is charaereri: .d by the peak current of a 1,2/44 ps waveshape, However the
'{~:HEdw:Wt'sh:ape of ligl;,;;;jng is quite different from this waveshape. An attempt is made
In ihis seclilm to arrive at an equivalent lightning peak current for the various sensitivity
icvels of the FSD.
it was shown-earlier that the sensitivity of the FSD depends on
Sock f i2 dt ....... " .. _ .. " " , I. " ................• 5.2
(integral of exponentially decaying impulse)
ra ( tIt) / 2 7" =: exponential time constant
'" ( 1.44 Tso I; ) I 2 T50 = time to 50 % of peak
r = 1.44 T5{I
The median value of T50 for the first lightning strokes if.
T50 = 7S jl.s ••••••••••••••••••••• ••••••••••••••••••••• 5 3
The ratio between the test waveshape current and rnedian lightning current can therefore
be determined by setting the action integrals (Fs), for both the tests (1.2/44 p.s) carried out
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on the FSDs and the median lightning waveshape, equal to:
T 12:=: T' llz................................. . 5.4
50 50
..RTI501::: -
T.50
xt'
This value is calculated and given in Table 5.2.
3.3 The function of the gas arresters
When a fuse wire fuses, the conductor is burnt away and may interrupt the flow of current
through the FSD circuit. This mechanism can therefore protect fuses which are rated
higher against fusing in an event where sufficient surge current is available to fuse such
fuses. To prevent this, gas arresters were installed in parallel with the five lower-rated
fuses. These arresters will be open-circuit as long as the fuse wire is intact. As soon as
the fuse blows and a voltage difference of more than 9() V develops across the gas arrester,
it will spark over and conduct almost like a short-circuit. The 90 V level may seem high
and could be suspected of affecting the operation of the FSD. However, this is not
believed to be the case, since the voltage driving the current is of relatively high magnitude
as shown in this thesis.
)
3.4 Corrosion-resistant FSDs
When first attempting to make a low-cost detector, actual detonators were used (aft(~I
removing the base charge), These attempts failed because the copper tubes could not srarzi
the corrosion conditions underground. To solve this problem. the test points on the FSDs
were made of stainless steel and the whole printed circuit board on which the fuses were
mounted was enclosed in epoxy r-esin, which formed the body of the unit.
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Indir.ati6n ijf btown fuses and intrinsic safety
group 1)1 FSDs that were produced were checked for blown fuses by using a
(('II! Inuit), (ester.
A e,mtIOlIlty tester was built into the second model FSDs. A LED flashing at intervals
~
t~:'.l seconds then indicated that a fuse had been blown. Tnis design of FSD was
suhmin:ed to the SASS and was approved as an intrinsically safe device. This was
neeessarv because the FSDs were located in "fiery" mines.
f)
4 METHOD OF' INSTALI..IINGFSDs IN TYPICAL 'VORK-1"'ACE
COl\'f}'IGURA1'IONS
(
To study the occurrence of surges underground, some decisions had to be made on how
the experimental equipment sIliuuid be installed.
Figure 5.3 shows the configurations that were chosen. Two faces close to each other were
selected. The purpose of the first one WM to study the current induced between adjacent
detonators in the same work face, vertically and itorizontally. The purpose of the second
one was to study tile current induced between the work face and the point where the shot
exploder would typically be placed.
Five areas 'were selected in each of the mines which were regarded as being particularly
exposed. The experimental equipment was installed at two faces in each area (as shown
in Figure 5.3). This meant that 15 FSDs were installed in each particular mine at a
particular time.
Roofbolts were inserted into the holes and were fixed by means of a semi-conductive
epoxy resin. The roofbolts substituted the normally charged-up holes in a blasting
operation.
In retrospect, the installation between the work face and the exploder holt could possibly
have beep better done by connecting only the top of the face and not the bottom as well.
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THE FIRST a SEOONO FACE.~ .wILL BE SF.mRATED BY .,. PlLLI;RS
~~~~
~~
PLAN-
FI~ST FACE
FSD ARRANGEMENT
~~"'-~--'·---H-Oit-"-f.;;-T-AL-- . ;_IJO_ BOlTS
'" v_ru.rn
F~ A
ELEVATION -'""""I r--
O.Sm
SE'COND FACE
FSD ARRMlGEMENT
I,a ill ItOO1'BOLTS
ELEVATION
TO "EXLODER I!OL.T"
Figure 5.3 The installation of FSDs in a partln~;m ;iL '. '~f:'.:hli<le. Note that the "first
face" detects currents in locally t~i(;worK i:"\.,e .:JAU the "second face" detects
current from the work face to the point where a exploder will normally he
placed.
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4.1 C(',J.lieriesin whiell 'FSDs were installed
The J!lmes in which FSDs were installed are listed below in Table 5.3
.;:::;:>,/ 0
Table 5.3 gives the total exposure (number of fuses x flash density. accumulated for all
the years) of FSDs h~ the various mines. Table 5.4 gives some important background
information about the various mines in which FSDs had been installed.
Table 5.3 .Mines in which FSDs were installed. The last column shows the total
exposure at each mine: number of faces installed x flash density ,
accumulated for the total period.
Mine 86/87 87/88 88/89 89/90 90191 91/92 Face x ~
1. Arnot 5 5 S 5 4 4 211.C\)
--,-------1----1----11-----1----1-.-----1-- __1--- ..-
2. Delmas 0 0 0 0 2 1 26.801~------------_4----_+--~4-----~--_4----~----4---------
3. Doug!as 5 5 5 5 4 3 209.00
4. Goedehoop 5 5 5 4 5 5 225.00
~ 5. Grc~Dsid~.__ -lI___S-_I__5--+-_5--I--5 _ _J__ 3-+---3--+_-18-2-.00-__I1
r;Kriel 0 0 4 4 4 4 127.00
11------
7. Landau 5 5 3 5 0 0 136.00
8. Matta
9. Sigma
[!o. South W~tbank
o 0 0 0 5 5 87.001t-------------~----_+----~--,--~--~~-------~,---4·----------~1
o 0 0 0 5 4 7900
o 0 !.,,,", ~=.=~..j---5-·--!.--5...j.,~ 1~~1
( J
\\
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:'!A '~'heaverage and minimum depths ami thicknesses of coal seams at locations
where FSDs were installed in the various mines
'-==:~-F=~-==-='-'==~==~~'-~~(! ---'---==~-~r~~,;:"-:::;;:;~",~,::~~;!;"'~::,-",,,,_;,..·:,·:~,,,,...~..;::::.--"'~-- 'r: -....
i~ ! Average depth Minimum and Ave~age.scam
II ,\1jo,' ! 1r'J) maximum thickness Seam No.
II ! depths (m)
,'''''~". __ ._' ..._",.---,,-,_-- ---.--.
lil r'\uwr t (i3 41 - 72~..-.-.,-~-,~-.--f--·----+----- .......------u
'f De!m~~ ..m_n -n""~·~'~---I---3-5---60--+-------+--·---....,1--~--~--------~~----------~I
32 - 62
c:-
2.8 2
6.7 NA
5.1 1 and 2
3.2 2
j\ 1.7 5
~ 3.9 4p
. /i 6.2 2
6.6 4
4.0 3
4.6 4
16 - 59+---,---t....l
44,·56
I ...~3;-:"-.. <r 48 26 - 85
II MatJa 48 45 - 57__~-- __----__~n------~--~-------------~1
. 70 68 -n
. ~-~-~------+--------5-4-----+-~-·-4-5---6-4---+------------~~-------....,1
_ T~vistock)
The actual seam number of the Witban..1(coal field is important; the different layers are
identified and numbered from the deepest seam, No.1, to the most shallow seam, No.5.
When mining operations are carried out at Seam No.1 or Seam No.2, there are normally
high-resistivity coal layers above the seam. If Seam No.5 is mined, the implication is that
there are no overlying layers of high-resistivity coal.
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5 RESIJLTS FROM THE :3LO\VNFSDs IN COLLIERIES
The FSDs that blev....during the six-year period are listed in Tables 5.5 to 5.7.
The various configurations are given separately, for example the "first face" arrangement,
horizontal and vertical. Attention is focused on the "second face" data as this
configuration was the most exposed.
Note that the results obtained will be less than the actual expected frequency. This is
because the results depend on how regularly the FSDs were checked and how soon they
were replaced after they had blown. If a second current impulse had passed through the
same FSD while it was fused, the result would have been that two events were recorded
as one. An effort was In••de to minimise this problem, but the success of the experiment
depended on the conscientiousness of the miner who WdS responsible for the upkeep of the
FSD.
Table 5.5 Results obtained during six thunderstorm seasons, 1986/87 to 1990/92. The
fuses blown were in the vertical configuration
Colliery Date
Type of
installation
3 7 10 20 40 90
Rating of blown fuse (A)
Arnot 91192
Arnot 3/92
Greenside 92 "jl x~
South Witbank 12/91 "
~11=S=~t='th=W==i~=~===be==.=.:=!=~===J6===="=="===~_=====k==~~==k=~
I
Greenside
Landau
Landau
Greenside
Landau
South Witbank
South Witbank
South Witbank
Greenside
South Witbank
South Witbank
Face 1 vertical20/1] 186
21112/86
21112/86
10
89/90
21112/89
2/3190
2/4/90
3/11189
Face 1 vertical
II
"
II
"
Face 1 vertical90/91
90/91
90191
"
"
Face 1 vertical
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x x
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Table S.6 Results obtained during six thunderstorm seasons, 1986i87 to 1990/91. The
fuse« blown were in the horizontal configuration
- .. '-= .,,"":;"" . . 1
Rating of blown fufole(A) 1
3 7 10 20 40 90-1
Landau 21112/86 "
Landau 10/2187 "
x
x
x x
j~----------~--------F------------~~-+--~--;---~--r-_'I
J- -=:;;.-======
Arnot 14/11188 Face 1 horizontal
Arnot 16/1189 "
Kriel 23/1191 Face 1 horizontal
South Witbank" 90/91 "
South Witbank 90/91 "
Van Dyk's Drift 12/91 Face 1 horizontal
(Douglas)
Van Dyk's Drift 90/91 "
(Douglas)
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
* This result is suspect and is not included in the theoretical study.
Table S.7 Results obtained during six thunderstorm seasons, 1986/87 to 1990/2. The
fuses blown were in the face-to-exploder-bolt configuration
- - _.
~ing of blown fuse ~Type of
Colliery Date installation
3 7 10 20 40 90
Arnot 9/4187 Face 2 x
Greenside 20/11/86 " x x x
Landau 21111186 " x
Landau 21111/86 " x
Landau 21111/86 " x
Landau 21112/86 " x x
Landau 26/3/87 " x
Douglas 87/88 Face 2 x x
Douglas 87/88 " x x x
Greenside 87/88 " x x
Greenside 30/11/87 " x
Landau 911188 " x
r_.~-..;::;',=':'-=""il=====r======,...==-'~'===o:==:=========':=jJ=I~_.~j·:__.~* 1=r__ i_i~_~_~~_m!:_+-3_R-Ia_t_~1_g+O_:_:-IIO_W;~~_t+U_;_O-l(~)90i
j' Greenside 88/89 Face 2 x I IGreenside 89/90 l! x I x
il~ Kriel 89/90 " x x
Kriel 3/11189 II x X x
Kriel 28/11189
South Witbank 213/90 ,I
South Witbank 2/3/90 I
South Witbank 2/3/90
South Witbank 3/11189 II South Witbank 28/11189
(,
Goedehoop 90/91
South Witbank 12/90
South Withank 90/91
South Witbank 90/91
,t'", -------."I-----+--------+---+--+---i-~_I_-_I_-·iI
Arnot
Arnot
Arnot
I GreensideGreenside
Kriel
Matta
S ~~tbWitbank
South Witbank
South Witbank
South Witbank
91/92 I
3192
3/92
92
92
91192
92
91
92
2/92
92
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"
"
"
"
"
"
Face 2
II
Face 2
"
"
II
"
"
"
"
II
II
",~~-============.-=..===-.====~=-~===
6 LIGHTNING FLASH DENSITY
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
r x
x
x x
x x
x
The lightning flash density for the period of study was determined using the Cigre 20-km
lightning flash counters. The results for this period are given in 'fable 5.8.
x x
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Table 5.8 Lighrring ground flash densities (Ng) at the Greenside, Sigma, Welgedacht,
Delmas and Matta Collieries
Greenside 7.40 7.65 5.34 3.95 9.81 6.35 8.95
l~;~cltt ~ ::: i'~I
* These figures are an l l-year average and were obtained from the results of
a project carried out by the CSIR from. 1975 to 1986 entitled "The Lightning
Registration Scheme".
7 NORMALISED FREQUENCY OF SUR~ES IN THE VAlUOUS
:MINES
To allow the comparison of this ",~tof data between mines but also with the models
developed in Chapters 2 and 3, the data was summarised and normalised through. equation
5.5.
Frequency of an event at a mine ::: Total No. of observations 5.5
Total flash density x N(1. of installations
The normalised frequency of the totals of the three configurations at all the mines is given
in Tables 5.9 to ~.11
Table 5.9 Normalised frequencies for Face 1, vertical
-
Rating of blown fuse (A)'~
ace 1. vertical
3 7 10 20 40' 90_- -
number of blown 16 3 1 1 1
t3~d-f faces x •.jg 1 325 1325 1325 1325 1 325
alised frequency 0.0120 0.0022 0.0\108 0.0008 .:.(1008 ! 0.0208 I,
" =
Total
fuses
~
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5.10 Normalised frequencies for Face 1, horizontal
19 horizonta;
_"""-'==. p
Rating of blown fuse (Ai wll.,~ ~-:':::';\:_':·:::-~:'::::'~'~:::-:_~'~i~:':::"~-::;;'~;--"~·-· -.. ',--_ .~ ..''1(! . ~ .
7 10 20 40 90 I
f
1 1 1 1 1
i
o~"""""
1 300 1 300 1 300 ~ 1300
~.OOO8 ..O.ooos~I 0.0003 0.0008
"---::= --- '-- -
Table S.H Normalised frequencies for Face 2
Ir-;:;:'~'.=;;:;;:--==--_.-
!!
II F' ')L__ ~., ace ..
I Total zumber of
! fuses'r~ ._
1~1'~o._?!faCe~){.~i
It I~m'mal!sedfrequ
",'::.:::--:::~
-~~tl"g of blown fuse (~~-
--,
I
7 10 20 40 90,
-:1,-;;'-'_',"""""'"'.''::''''''-'-'
blown 37 10 5 1 1 1
,- 1289 1289 1289 1289 1 289 1289
--'""
ency 0.0287 0.0077 0.0039 0.0008 0.0008 0.0008
" ~ .
Table 5.12 Normalised frequencies for Face 2 at the individual mines
~Mm.=
d;- - .
Rating of blown fuse (A)
3 r 7 10 20 40 90
Arnot 0.0186 0 0 0 0 0
Delmas 0 0 0 0 0 0.-
Douglas 0.00963 0.00963 0,\)0484 0 0 0
Goedehoop 0.00448 0 0 0 0 0-
Greenside _j 0.03663 0.()1581 0.01108 0.00557 0.00557 0.00557-
Kriel 0.03154- 0.00741 0.00795 0 0 0
Landau 0.04410 0 0.00741 0 0 0
1-.
Mat1a 0.01161 0 0 0 0 0
Sigma 0.0978 0.00822 9 0 0 o ._
lSouth 0.01200 0.:2
1
0 0 0 =L_ 0Witbank ...l dl= .-" ..- ..
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The frequencies fm' Face ... ~~the !nd~vidnal mines was also calculated and are given ii!.
-:1 -
8, I The conrJgUration of Faces 1 and .2
From Tables S.9 t,., ,5. 11. it can he seen that the configurations of "Face 2" are twice as
likely to experience an event than any of the configurations of "Face 1". This is to be
expected and is supported by the analysis in Chapter 3.
This result is further supported by Figure 5.4. This is a histogram of the 3 A frequency
ar an the mines comparing the three face tonfi~!m1nrill. The frequencies at Face 2 are
in ail cases much higher than the frequencies at Faes 1, Purthermore, it shows that the
Face l1r:,)l'izontal configuration experienced a very 10'wfrequency of surges.
[[JpIAGONAI... EaVERTICAL ~HORIZONTAL]
J'O:·l~ _._._ _ .>c
:2
w
:;:)
d
LUa:
u,
0.08 ...•..........•........•.•.
0.06 ........•..• . j
0
~ ~ c.... w -' ~
« « ::..::::
0 0 w
~ :!E ~Z _I 0 (j) a:(.!J (!)-I ::x: Z :::.:: ~ ~ en ~w => wCI 0 0 UJ ...... ~wCl w n:::
0 c.!:I C/)
C':J
0.04 ..•.............•. . •...•..
0.02 '* ..
Figure 5.4 The normalised frequency of 3 A of Face 1, vertical or horizontal and Face
2 at the various mines.
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The frequencies for Face 2 at the individual mines was also calculated and are given ;!t
Table 5.12.
8 RESULTS: SOME COMPARISONS
8.1 The configuration of Faces 1 and 2
From Tables 5.9 to 5.11. it can be seen that the configurations of "Face 2" are twice as
likely to experience an event than any of the configurations of "Face 1". This is to be
expected and is supported by the analysis in Chapter 3.
This result is further supported by Figure 5A. This is a histogram of the 3 A frequency
at all the mines comparing the three face configurations. The frequencies at Face 2 are
in ali cases much higher than the frequencies at Face 1. Furthermore, it shows that the
Face 1 horizontal configuration experienced a very low frequency of surges.
@-;;8AGONAL f2 VERTICAL ~HOR'ZONT~
0.12,------------------------,
0.1 ..>o
z
w
~
dw
a:
LL.
0.08 .........................".
0.06 ......•.•.....•.••......•..
0 c... w
~
...-c ~
0 0 ~ ~0 i:i5 0 C.!:J:x: z ~ en ~LIJ W ....I ~0 L.UW a::
0 (,!j en
CJ
0.04 .•.••••.....•.•••. . •..••..
0.02 .. ., ..
Figure 5.4 The normalised frequency of 3 A of Face 1, vertical or horizontal and Face
2 at the various mines.
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8.2 Comparison with the simple model
Based on the simple model of Chapter 2. Geldenhuys et al (Oct. 1987) did a Monte Carlo
study to predict the frequency of surges. The results of this study are plotted in. Figure
5.S giving the average results obtained in all the mines. Furthermore. the results obtained
in specific mines (especially the higher frequencies) are plotted on the game axis as (+).
When comparing the simple l'l"l(\de~ to the results obtained, the inverse relationship between
frequency and current peak ru-econfirmed. TIle average of the FSD programme is almost
a factor 10 less frequeat than the model. However, in some cases, the highest results in
specifie.mtnes exceed the prediction of the model, From the large scatter 111 the data, it
is obvious that other factors bave a big influence on the current induced into a detonator
circuit.
e
Z-Qww
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a:w
m
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"'- ....
0.001
RESULTS
DePTH?D~PENDENT~J
MAXIMUM
0.00001 t___ ...-----'--------'--
'I 10 100 'I ,000
PEAK CURRENT THROUGH FACE
Figure 5.5 The predicted frequencies (Geldenhuys er al, Oct. 1987) at diagonal faces at
depths (d) of 20 m and 80 m. The average results of all the mines in the
FSD programme are plotted 011 the same axis as the line marked with:;:.
+ These points are frequencies that have been observed in particular mines.
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comnanson of the normalised frequencies of 3 A, 7 A and 10 A that
in Face }; at various mines. In two mines, 110t even a single 3 A fuse blew
CnHi{!rjes). Another odd result is the very high 3 A frequency 'n
no 10 A fuse blew,
O.'12t~·-~,-----------~
I
0.1 1 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . - . . . .
0.08 •.•.......•••....•...•....•
0.06 .••..•..••••.....•.•.•... ..
0.04 ...........•...... . ....•..
Figure 5.6 The normalised frequencies of 3 A, 7 A and lOA that blew fuses in Pace 2
(diagonal current) in the various mines.
The cause of this variation must be sought ill a number of factors, such as
The d .?rth of the mines
The thickness of the seams
The resistivity of the overlying strata (e.g. coa' lv-yers)
The resistivity of the strata below
Geological faults
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In this chapter, only depth has been analysed. Figure 5.7 shows the normalised
frequencies at Face '2 for 3 A, 7 A and 10 A. The two mines that had no blown fuses are
the two mines with the deepest average depth (Table 5.4 and Figure 5.5). Furthermore,
only mines shallower than 50 m experienced 10 A currents. The data supports the depth-
dependency concept strongly.
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Figure 5.7 The normalised frequencies of 3 A, 7 A and 10 A that blew fuses in Face
2, plotted against the average depth of the FSD installation in the various
mines. The maximum frequency of a specific current versus depth is also
shown through the interconnecting lines.
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CHAPTER 6
METHANE SENSITIVITY TO LIGHTNL~G",INDUCED
SPARKS
1 INTROlJUCTION
The first line of defence against methane explosions is adequate ventilatlon. However,
should ventilation fail for some reason, the second line of defence is to prevent ignition
sources which could initiate an explosion. Lightning-induced sparks underground are a
prssible ignition source. Thin chapter investigates the level of lightning sparks that could
ignite methane air mixtures.
Lightning can induce voltage differences between a metal objec to a metal object, or a
metal object to the strata. This may lead to sparking between the metal objects or to the
strata, In high-resistivity shallow mines in particular, lightning may even cause sparks in
the strata and on the mine roof or wall, due to the high field gradient in the strata. Any
such sparking is a potential source of ignition.
The Coal Mine Controlling Council initiated an inve stigation into the conditions required
for lightning sparks to ignite methane. The results of this investigation were reported by
Pretorius (1991). This chapter will summarise these results and put them into the context :
of this thesis.
2 THE NATURE OF J..IGHTNING SPARKS UNDERGROlTh.1J>
2.1 Sparking on the strata surface
Sparks will occur on the surface or interface of the strata when the electric field induced
is of the order of 500 kV1m or more.
From the simple spherical model in equation 3.1 of Chapter 3. the electric field gradient
can be calculated. If we set equation 3.1 equal to 500 kV/m, the maximum radius at
which such ionisation/sparking can occur can be calculated as a function of the resistivity
of the strata. The result of this calculation is given in Table 6.1. The lightning current
peak was assumed to be 100 kA.
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Ta~lc6.1 Ionisation radius of a lightning current of lOv kA versus strata resistivity
\,
,==--".--- -=;---.:::._,1[--- !l.m
II l~: !~::=~II 1000 5.6 m
~.==_=_=_.=300=====~===3=.1=m=. . .
....~'-.-===--=-~,.__.._- '=,
Ionisation Radius II
m
The actu~I\strata configuration with coal layers will increase the ionisation radius slightly.
However, the resistivity must be extremely high before this mechanism call induce
sparking underground.
It is cleat that this mechanism will initiate sparks underground only when there is a
combination of very high resistivities (exceeding 10 000 a.m) and very high lightning
current. The mechanism will produce filamentary spark channels in which the current will
be similar to the current waveshape of the main lightning strike. The length of the spark
channel Will be at least several centimetres or even some metres long and the current will
be at least several amperes.
2,2 Sparking involving conductors
Equipment and construction material used underground are more often than not made of
conducting material. One example of this is the use of catenary wires (normally steel
wire) strung along the roof suspended on roofbolts. These wires are used to support
electrical cables, water pipes, etc.
Due to their length, these wires can "integrate: the induced electric field along the roof of
the underground workings or between the roof and the floor (as is the cas with
detonators).
The electric field/potential induced into the strata has been dealt with in Chapters 2 and
3 extensively, especially where detonators are concerned. This analysis is repeated in this
chapter but is focused on lengths of wires and underground structures.
The potential induced into the roof of an underground mine is shown in Figure 6.1. Table
6.2 is derived from Figure 6.1 (geven at different depths) and gives the maximum voltage
difference induced into the ends of a conductor of a specific length.
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Figure 6.1 The potential induced into the roof of an underground working.
t = 3 m, Pc = 3 000 Q.m.
Pl = Pz = 400 11.m.
IL = 1 A.
Table 6.2 The maximum voltage difference induced into the roof of a lS-m deep
coal seam and a 30-m deep coal seam by a lightning current of 100 kA.
h~ille depth =-3Wire length
d = 15 In d = 30mR
Umax(kV) U~kV---..,.....~
10 164kV 40kV
20 285 kV 79kV
50 499kV 159 kV
100 585 kV 221 kV
200 623 kV 265 kV
500 643 kV 278 kV
The maximum horizontal voltage gradient in a 15 m deep mine or a 30 m deep mine was
derived from the data in Figure 6.1. This is only 16.4 kV tta, which is much less than the
500 kVim required to cause spontaneous sparking on the strata-air boundary.
The maximum vertical field gradient for a 15 m deep seam and a 30 m deep seam can be
from Figvre 3.14. The result is 164 kV/m.
Chapter 3, it is known that the voltage difference listed in Table 6.2 depends 011 the
the mine. seam and the resistivity of the strata. The values in Table 6.2 can be
n;'gaHied as neing the higher end of seams ill typical Witbank mines. These voltages will
current in the conductors. The magnitude of this current will depend on the
"quality" of the conductor's contact with the surrounding strata. If the conductor is
conneeted.co roofbolrs, the induced current will be even more than in the case of a
detonator in an equivalen; circuit configuration due to its lower resistance. Similar
calculations can he made as has been done in Chapter 8 to determine the frequency with
which such surges win occur.
"
Only one example is given' here to illustrate a typical result:
Assume that we want to c!tlculate the current in a wire with a 10m length at a seam depth
of 30 m. We know from Table 6.2 that 40 kV is induced at the ends of the wire. Assume
that the ends of the 10 m cable are connected to a roofbolt of 1.8 m at each side.
The current can be calculated through the Oett16 model (discussed in more detail in
Chapter 8) by transforming equation 8.8 into a relationship to determine current directly:
I = [1~~:::410.71 ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• . 6.1
where U = 20 kV = 40 kV12, for a bolt at both ends
h = 1.8 m = length ofthe roof bolt; Pc = 3000 n.m == coal resistivity;
I = 3.78 A
The important point from this analysis is the fact that lightning can induce relatively high
voltages into conductor-strata circuits (tens of ~V). The resistance in such circuits will
normally he high, ill the kG range.
The current induced into the circuit will have a waveshape similar to that of the strike
inducing the voltage into the circuit, i.e. the rise time and the total duration will be similar
to that of lightning.
3 LITERATURE SURVEY
A literature survey was conducted by Pretorius (1991) to gather as much information as
possible about methane ignition by electrical sparks. Most of the work tbat has been done
on the subject was to investigate the intrinsic safety of electrical apparatus in industrial and
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mining environments (SABS 5491987, lEe Publication 1979, BASEFA 1972, Widginton
1966 and 1968. Tolson 1980, Cawley 1988, Krzytolik et al 1983).
))
The implication of this was that the nature of the electrical sparks in these studies are
typical of electrical/electronic AC or DC circuits (make and break of electrical circuits
with defined circuit resistance, inductance, capacitance and voltage sources.) Some of the
authors focus Oil sparks generated by static electricity (stored in capacitors).
TIle circuits and spark currents in the work mentioned above are very different from the
type of current that lightning induces.
Some work has been done on gaps of fixed distance which are sparked ever-by relatively
high voltages of up to 6 kV (Widginton 1963; Bartels, 1915; Bartels and Riddlestone,
1966; and Lintin and Wooding, 1959). This work has some bearing on lightning-type
sparks but cannot be used directly.
The most important points from these references are the following:
3.1 Energy
Most of the references report on the "energy" required to ignite methane. The way that
the energy is determined is often not given. This raises some concern as to whether it is
the total energy in the circuit (dissipated in internal stray resistances, etc.) or whether it
is truly the energy in the spark. However, minimum energies of about 0.4-1 mJ are
quoted to ignite methane.
"Energy" cannot simply be translated into gap size. current waveshape and peak current.
This is therefore a parameter which is useless for lightning spark sensitivity.
3.2 Current
There is some information available, especially from Bartels (1975). He used tungsten
electrodes of 10 nun diameter separated by 1.27 nun. The gap broke down at 5.9 V. The
current was supplied by transmission line" which gave him square current pulses.
Transmission lines with different impedance characteristics were used to get different peak
currents, ranging from 7 A to 45 A and pulse durations of between 98 us and 0.75 p,s.
Some of Bartels's (1975) data is given in Table 6.3.
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Table 6.3 T'w voltage current, pulse duration and peak current required to ignite, .
~" .thane-air mixtures in a 1.25 rom gap, taken from Bartels (1975). / .. I
~- -- - - . ",..'==="jj
Line impedance Sparkover Current pulse Current pulse
voltage duration peak
78 c S.9kV 20.0118 35.0 A
1120 S.9kV 29.8 j.lS 25.0 A
I121 0 5.9kV 51.5 ps 24.0 A213 n S.9kV 69.0 p.s 12.8 A
t__ 416 n 5.9kV 98.0/1.5 =; =1 7.1 A J=-- = ;;:
3.3 Rate of energy dissipation
Bartels and Riddleton (1966) conclude in their paper that: "the most important factor
affecting the ignition energy level is the rate of energy dissipation in the early stages of the
discharge. With high rates of dissipation a low energy level is needed, and vice versa".
From the data obtained from the experiment by Pretorius (1991). it is believed flat this
plays an extremely important role in the current/energy required to ignite meteane-air
mixtures. This point will be explored later in this chapter.
3,4 Electrode material and shape
Some of the authors cited point out that the electrode material plays an important role in
the minimum ignition energy. It has also been proved that the shape of the electrode can
have an effect on the ignition energy.
4 THE CSIR EXPERIMENT
In view of the lack of information on the sensitivity of air-methane mixtures to lightning-
like sparks, a programme was undertaken to determine this sensitivity. This work was
carried out under the guidance of the author and is fully reported by Pretorius (1991).
4. j The experimental arrangement
On behalf of the coal-mining industry, the CSIR set up a 200-m long tunnel to study coal-
dust explosions in coal mines. The tunnel has a diameter of2.5 m and the first 5 m of the
tunnel is normally sealed off and filled with a 9 % (volume) methane-air mixture. This
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section is used to initiate ~hecoal-dust explosions. This section of the tunnel was used to
enDduci: the experiment.
, l?igure 6.2 shows a cress-section cf the tunnel. It also shows the manhole through which
the impulse was appliccl to an electrode configuration.
The electrodes used were made of mild steel. except in one instance when brass was used.
Mild steel was preferred because it is the most common material used underground and
is most lik~Jy to be invol lied in a spark underground.
r,ABlES
/UNNEl WALL
Figure 6.2 The cross-section of the 2.5 m diameter tunnel in which the experiment
was conducted. The electrode spark gap and the manhole through which
the wires were fed into the tunnel are also shown.
Figure 6.3 shows Ct1'\ equivalent diagram of the high-voltage impulse circuit that was used
in the experiment. A relatively large capacitor (4.3 p.F) discharged through a 15.6 Q
resistor to give a voltage impulse across the resistor which has a time-to-half value close
::0 50 us. The capacitor-resistor combination was also chosen to minimise the effect that
any load currents may have had in the circuit, on the wave-hape.
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The rise time in. the circuit was not inw:ccionaUy controlled. It can be estimated that the
ser. inductance (L) that determined the rise time across the 15.6 (2 resistor must have
been in the range of 1 [.tHto a maximum ;) ,tHo This corresponds to a time constant of
O.(Ki6us and 0.32 P.5 across the resistor.
~II·DC
CHAIGiMIl
UNIT
-- -- -
Figure 6.3 The equivalent circuit diagram of the high-voltage impulse circuit. The
HV~DC charging unit could charge the capacitor up to 40 kV.
The rise time across the electrodes in the explosion chamber depend on the resistor R
which varied, as shown in Table 6.4. The load capacitance of the leads (and voltage
measuring probe) on the electrode side is It',~timatedto be about 10 pF. The RC rise time
constant associated with the appropriate value of R is also given in Tabk, 6.4 It is
uncertain what the actual rise times were and what the effect of the rise times would be
on the experiment. This will need careful attention in any future experiment.
Table 6.4 The values of R and the RC time constant assuming C ~ 10 pf
Resistance R (0)!~--------~------~------ Time constant ftC (fJ-s)--1-------
60.00
30.00
18.00
10.00
4040
1.20
0.85
0.54
0.03_-=_.=-==== ...=====·:::c:··.::;;;:=-=._.;;:.k,. __ .,...,c-;:::;;-= .. - . --="'- ====::!!
6.00M
3.00M
1.80 M
1.00 M
O.44M
123 k
35 k
54 k
30 k
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4.2 Results from the CSIR espenmeat
The results from the CSIR expel imental programme are fully described in the report. by
Pretorius (1~;9l),
The main conclusions from this chapter are summarised here in Figures 6.4 and 6.5.
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A .2mm NO_____J
tI 3.4mm YES £:l 3.4mm NO
oti')o 1 film NO "\.1 .2mm YES
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Figm'e 6.4
100
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:lP BOUNDRY
3.4mm
~r::./ MINIMUM----'01- BtlUNDRY10
1
1 '10
IMPULSE VOLTAGE [ kV 1
100
The ignition (YES) and the non-ignition (NO) data points obtained from
the CSIR experiment. The lines are drawn on the boundaries of ignition
or non-ignition for the three gaps tested. The waveshapes have a time-to-
half value of 50 us. The electrodes are of steel.
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Figure 6.4 shows the results of three electrode gap spacings that were tested: 0.2 mm,
1 rom and 3.4 mm. The picture that emerged from the experiment is a rather complicated
one. It is clear that the parameters will have to be known more accurately before a
fundamental understanding of the observations will be possible. However some important
trends t: emerged which are reported here.
To confirm these trends, further in-depth studies will have to be undertaken, The
statistical sampling on which the experiment is based is also limited. The experiment was
constrained by the availability of funds, but the question could also be asked whether
further in-depth knowledge is required for the purpose of this study.
It can be seen from Figure 6.4· that the .2 rom gap behaved reasonably coherently. with
a minimum current at about 700 mAo The 1 rom gap behaved equally coherently with a
minimum ignition current of about 90 rnA.
In the case of the 3.4 nun gap size. the ignition current ranges from 200 rnA down to
11 rnA in a rather incoherent fashion.
The minimum current associated with a particular gap size is plotted in Figure 6.S. A
favourable result from Figure 6.5 is that very small gaps require relatively larger currents
to ignite methane. Smail gaps are typically possible where poor contact is made between
connected wires or wires and roofbolts, However. unfortunately, it can be seen .rom the
figure that the currents (10 lIlt:\.) required to ignite methane in bigger gaps are very small,
This type of spark is possible between a loose wire close to the coal strata, where sparking
from the wire to the strata takes place.
It is also important to note the discrepancy between this data and the experiment reported
by Bartels (1975). His gap of 1.25 mm is very similar to the 1 mm gap used in this
experiment. His minimum current is 7 A for a 98 p,s square wave current pulse and 24 A
for a 51.5 lJ..s square wave pulse, with a charging voltage of 5.9 kV being used in both
cases.
In this experiment, a voltage of 6.24 kV is associ: d with an ignition current of 208 rnA.
This is rather a large difference.
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The minimum ignition peak current required to ignite of an air-methane
mixture as a function of the spark gP,p length. The waveshape has a time-
to-half value of 50 MS. Steel electrodes were used.
5 CONCLUSIONS
Some useful data has been obtained from the CSIR experiment. The criteria for methane
sensitivity (from Figure 6.5) will be used in this thesis.
A more extensive experimental programme and a theoretical understanding of the
mechanisms of methane ignition are required to address the discrepancies between the
results of the C5IR study and some of the results in the literature.
CHAPTER 7
THE SI~NSITIVITYOF CONVENTIONAL DETONATORS
! CONS'fRUCTI9N OF A CONVENTIONAl, ELECTRIC
DETONATOR
Figure 7.1 shows the basic construction of a conventional electrical detonator. The
detonator consists of the following functional elements:
1.1 The operating mechanisms
The operating mechanism !s a thin nichrome wire that has been dipped/covered with a
temperature-sensitive pyrotechaical explosive. An electrical current is passed through the
nichrome wire to heat it to a temperature that is sufficient to ignite the pyrotechnical
explosive. This element will be referred to as the fuse head.
1.2 Deiay element and base charge
'When all the detonators in a circuit are initiated by setting off the operating mechanism,
it is desirable in some cases to use a delay time to allow sequential shot firing. For this
reason, a delay element is included in some of the detcnators. A base charge is also
required to nrovide sufficient energy to initiate the explosives in a particular hole.
1.3 Housing
The detonator is housed in a tube. In fiery mines, this is normally made of copper to
prevent the ignition of any methane gas which may be released by the explosion.
1.4 Static protection
It can be seen from Figure 7.1 that an insulating sleeve has been used to protect the fuse
head from electrical sparks. This insulating sleeve is around the fuse head and there are
spur electrodes on the lead wires to aid sparkover between the spurs and the detonator
tube.
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The electrical sensitivity of Hie detonator is simply adjusted by changing the thickness of
die nichrome wire. This sensitivity relationship has already been discussed in Chapter 5
and is pall. f:;" the FSD design,
"Gctd~uhuys (1981) was commissioned to investigate the ligiltniru[g sensitivity or the
o ~h;tc.natnrs which were used in South African Collieries in the early 19808. This chapter
win summarise the results of that investigation.
FU.E HEAD
PLASTIC I!JLE£VE COPPER TUBE
.Figure 7.1 Tile construction of an electrostatically-protected electrical detonator.
2 TYPES OF DETONATORS TESTED
Two types of differently constructed detonators were tested at two different levels of
energy ~equired to set uff the detonators.
The difference in construction of the two types is that one of the two designs incorporated
static-electricity protection. as shown in Figure 7.1. and the other design did not.
The three different types are listed in Table 7.1.
c.·'.
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Table 7.1 Different types of conventional detonators tested
f~'. Type 0
Instant
. detonat
J
II Carrick
II Carrick
l=====::
._ - . 1f detonator Sensitivity Construction Bridge wirelevel resistance
aneous 0 No static protection 1.41 Q
or, T:ype 0
Type 0 0 Static-protected 1.41 (2
. Type 1 1 Static-protected 0.250
. _J_ ... ""_.. "
.t~igure 7.2 shows an equivalent electrical circuit diagram of a conventional electrical
detonator. showing the bridge wire resistance (RF) and the resistance of the detonator lead
wires (Rw). The average resistance of both of the lead wires together, each with a length
of 1.5 m, was 0.57 O. This implies that Rw = 0.28 O. The figure also shows the
insulation characteristic of the detonator shell to the internal electrical circuit. The voltage
required to cause a spark breakdown between the detonator shell and the wires is Un.
Figure 702 The electrical equivalent circuit of a conventional electrical detonator
3 SPARKS TO THE FUSE HEAD
If there is an electrical spark to the chemical compound of the fuse head, it can set off the
detonator at much lower levels of current and energy than normally required through the
bridge wire.
A paper by Marshall (1941) gives much attention to the problem of sparks occurring to the
fuse head. The solution proposed in his paper is the bonding of one of the lead wires to
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mda! shell ~~fthe detonator. This solution can be quite successful but has two
1) the shells of two detonators are in electrical contact, so much current may now
via lhis alternative path that the detonator fails to operate when it should;
If the insulation protecting the detonator from the environmenr.has been removed,
low stray voltages (capable of producing high currents) c~"" ~et off detonators
inadvertently,
c.
The static-protection scheme shown in Figure 7.1 is regarded as a better protection method
because it: is as effective as the shunt method and does not suffer from the above
drawbacks,
The instantaneous detonator used in South African collieries up to the middle 1980:; did
not have any static protection built into the detonator. For this reason. this type of
detonator was evaluated for the mechanism where there is a spark to the fuse head. This
detonator was compared with two other detonators that ccntained static protection.
The tcst was conducted as shown in Figure 7.3. A high-voltage pulse with II0.51700 JLs
waveshape was applied to the detonator shell with both the leads shorted together and
earthed. A rather large resistor was connected in series with the circuit to limit the
potential energy to levels below the normal ignition energy of the detonators.
The results are given in Table 7.2 where it can be seen that not a single detonator with
static protection failed, whereas, in a hlgh percentage of cases, the detonator without static
protection failed at very low spark current levels.
IMPULSE
_L.,CURRENT
~_2_,I ~_r~ _ _j
1.-.
Figure 7.3 Electrical sparking to the fuse-head test configuration. The high-voltage
impulse current was limited by a resistor and the waveshape was 0.5/700 J1.s.
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It is believed that several of the accidents that occurred in the early 1980s were due to the
mstantaneous Type 0 detonator being set off by this mechanism.
This type of detonator was withdrawn from shallow collieries in the late 1980s.
Table 7.2 Results of electrical sparking to the detonator ruse head. The voltage applied
had a peak of 6 kV and a 0.51700 flS waveshape.
r . ---R (0) Instantaneous Type 0 Type 0 Carrick Type 1 Carrick
! detonator - detonator - detonator -
% ignited % ignited % ignited:
2.2 k 90% 0% 0%
6.6 k 70 % 0% 0%
17.6k 60 % 0% 0%
l
l00.G k 40 % 0% 0%
800.0 k 25 % 0% 0%-
4 LIGHTNING-TYPE IMPULSE CURRENT IN NOR1tIALMODE
The mechanisms through which detonators are set off in the normal mode where current
flows through the bridge wire were discussed earlier in this chapter. The mathematical
relationship between electrical parameters and the ignition of the detonator is the same as
that described in equation 5.1 in Chapter 5 (responsible for blown fuses in the FSDs). The
energy (ED) released in the fuse head can be calculated from the resistance of the bridge
wire and the waveshape and amplitude of the current passing through the detonator.
ED = RF f P (t) dt- . . . . . . . . .. , 7.1
where
RF = bridge wire resistance, I = peak current, and TSl) = time to 50 % of peak value.
Figure 7.4 shows the "normal" mode of current flow through a detonator. Ten of each
type of detonators were tested in each test result reported, The results of the impulse
currents required to set off the detonators are given in Table 7.3. Different waveshapes
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were tested as well. A very slight increase in energy required on the longer pulses indicate
that ignitinn takes place at a constant energy input for pulses with shorter durations than
700 p.so The thermal time constant was not established. but it is quite likely that for
maximum dwations of multiple flashes (1 3) the energy required will be constant.
IM~ULSE
""CURRENT
-•
Figure 7.4 The normal mode of current flow through a detonator
Table 7.3 The peak current and energy required to set off the different types of
detonators
Ignition current peak and energy of detonator
Current
waveform Instantaneous Carrick Type 0' Carrick Type 1
Type 0
1.2/44 p,s I = 9.05 ± 0.18 A I := 9.38 ± 0.18 A I = 42.8 ± 1.7 A
E = 3.52 mr E = 3.78 mJ E = 11.6 mJ
0.51700 fLS I = 2,43 ± 0.05 A N/A J = 12 ± 0.26 A
E :.= 4.25 mJ E=12.1~
100/860 J-LS I = 2.19 ± 0.05 A N/A N/A
E = 4.18 mJ -
The results of Table 3 are used throughout this ~~!esiswhere the current required to set off
a Type 0 or 1 detonator is of concern.
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5 BREAK~~'\'N VOI.'fAGE FROM: THE TIJBE TO TIlE
, EI,EC'f\$AL CIRCUiT
The impulse h;:r~dO~ voltage (UB) between the detonator tube and the lead wires was
deterruined ~ all three types of detonators. A 1.2/50 J.iS voltage waveshape was used for
purpose, The data are based 011 a statistical breakdown method.
Figllre" 7.5 and 7.6 give the results of this test.
c.-:'9 The results indicate [hat "stray". voltages of up to 1 kV peak cannot penetrate the detonator
circuit from the tube end, TIns provides a substantial protection against AC power and
other low-voltage sources.
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lfjgure 7.5 The impulse breakdown voltage of the different detonator types. A
1.2/50 its waveshape was used. The tube W21S positive and the wires
negative. The line represents one standard deviation.
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Figure 7.6 The impulse breakdown voltage of the differeat detonator types. A
1.2/50 p.s waveshape was used. The tube was negative and the wires
positive. The line represents one standard deviation.
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TIlE IdIGI~~}ITNG SURGE VOI1TA:GE REQUIRED TO
S~:T OF}"lA.NELECTRICAL DETONA'fOR
1 INTRODUCTION
in ;this chapter, the question is addressed of what voltage and electric field gradient are
required to set off a detonator underground in a colliery.
lightning surge current required to set off a conventional detonator is given in Chapter
7. This information can be used to determine the corresponding voltage/electric field
gradient ill the strata to induce the required surge current in a detonator circuit.
The answer to this question will be a direct inpu; to the criteria set for "lightning-safe"
detonator specifications and for determining safety-level criteria fCT the "Mine Lightning
Risk Index II •
An experimental study was performed to answer the question, Two large blocks of coal
were takes from t'NO col. ~~esto the High-voltage Laboratory ;:It the CSIR. High-voltage
impulses were applied to t.u: coal blocks in various ways. "Detonators" were made up out
of brass tubes of the same size of standard detonators. Two types of dummy explosives
were used in the experiment; much care was taken to ensure that the resistivity of the
dummy explosives matched the resistivity of the actual commercial explosives.
The first approach to the problem was to> study the individual components separately. i.e
the detonator-to-explosive conduction; and second, the conduction through the coal. Theil
a typical detonator circuit was set up and the fun combined detonator-explosive-to-coal
configuration was studied.
Cl
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2 EQUIVALENT ELECTRICAl, CIRCUIT FOR
n&:j~~'I~RMIN'1NGTIlE CURRENT TIiAT LIGHTNING
lNnUCl£S INTO A DETONATOR ClRC"L1T
schematic representation of an. exploder-detonator layout underground in a
in shown in Fi!,'lU'0 8.1.
detonator is embedded in the explosive which, in n.rn, is inserted into a predrilled
h'ile in the coal. About twenty detonators are connected in series in the coal face. These
an] led back to the point w" ',·c the exploder is placed, normally on the floor of the
uuderpround workings.
Figure 8.1 A schematic representation of the voltage and current induced by lightning
in an underground coal-seam mining operation.
Figure 8.2 shows an electrical circuit equivalent to the detonator-exploder configuration
shown in Figure 8.1.
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Figure 8.2 An electrical equivalent representation of the detonator ..exploder
configuratio».
The elements of the circuit are as follows:
Zo dynamic impedance of the detonator to the body of the earth.
Zll dynamic impedance of the exploder-to-coal floor connection
NOTE: These impedances are functions of time and current
Uo is the voltage induced by lightning between the exploder and the coal face.
U, is the voltage induced by lightning between adjacent detonators.
The voltage U(t) induced by lightning between any two points PI and P, can be calculated
by taking the line integral of the electric field B(t) induced by Hghttd~g:
e,
UCt) ::: 1 E(t) dx- •....•.....................•.•......... 8.1
1
If the potential is known at PI and Pz the voltage difference is simply:
U =: Vp - Vp' • . . . . . . . . . . • . . . • . . • . . . . . . . . . • . . • • . . . . . . .• 8.2, .
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.l.1 The current flow between. the two detonators IF
'"""nn,",' is not conneeeed, the current induced into the circuit I" is:
I :2 :l[) 8.3
'Ihe current flow between the c1{ploderand the detonators no
the work face
It can be assumed that UD is much smaller than Uv because the distance between detonators
is only about 2 m, whereas the distance from the exploder to the face is in excess of 15 m,
This implies, with reasonable accuracy; that:
Ir; =: (1) I (~, 0.5 ZJ , . , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 8.4
3 THE IMPEDANCE (TIME p\ND CURRENT) REBA VIOUR OF
THE ELEMENTS OF A DETONATOR CIRCUIT UNDER
LIGHTNING CURRENT IMPULSES
Two elements directly determine the current flow through the detonator circuit:
(1) The explosives
(2) The coal
In this section, the behaviour of both materials under lightning current impulse conditions
is investigated; flrst separately. and then combined in a typical detonator-explosive
configuration.
3.1 Explosives
3.1.1 The DC resistivity of two commercial explosives
The resistivity of commercial explosives (Coalex and Ajax) was first measured to broadly
categorise the electrical parameters of explosives. The electrode configuration used is
shown in Figure 8.3.
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f;"igurfi 8.3 The electrode configuration. used to measure the resistance through a stick
of explosiv:'es
The resistlv'ty of two commercial explosives was determined by inserting a pin on both
sides of a stick of explosives, as shown in Figure ~ 3, and then measuring the resistance
(R) with a Hipotronics Megohm meter.
It is assumed that the resistivity (P) can be calculated as follows:
RA
p "'- e
11" d2A = - (the cross-sectional area of the explosives)· . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 8.6
4
d "'" diameter of the stick of explosives = .032 m
A = 8.04 X 10-4m2
R := 0.2 m (the length of the explosives)
The results are given in Table 8.1. Three explosion cartridges of each type of explosive
were naeasured.
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Measurements obtained with the Hipotronics Megohm meter:
......-"'-,""~"'.-.....---,-----.~..... - -- - '''-~--- .. ="''' :~=....,.]----._ .•....__,__._--_. .,,, Explosive Resistance (MP.) Resistivitylyp..:
....,.._.-.-.~--.--.--~."..,__ -
Coalex (i) 450 (at 5 kV) 1.81 X 1(}6O.m
\( [ii) 600 (at 5 kV) 2.41 x lO'"O.m(m) Ii 520 (at 5 kV) 2.09 x W6O.m,,.,..,....,.,...-~--#:~~
Ajax (i) 0.27 (at 1 kV) 1.09 x 103 n.m
(ii) 0.24 (at 1 kV) .965 x 103 !l.rn
(Hi) 0.30 (at 1 kV) 1.21 x 103 n.m- --- -
The implications of these results are:
There is a major difference between the resistivities of Coalex and Ajax
(commonly used in coal mines).
The resistivity of Coalex is so high that it is possible that it can effectively
reduce the induction of lightning current into a detonator circuit.
The resistivity of Ajax is so low (comparatively) that it is possible that it can
enhance the induction of lightning current into a detonator circuit.
3.1.2 The wpulse Impedance behaviour of explosives
Experimental configuration
From the DC resistance test, it can be seen that the electrical behaviour of different
explosives varies widely. This study was further expanded to investigate the impulse
behaviour of explosives under typical lightning current conditions and the current density
conditions required to set Type 0 and Type 1 detonators off.
The study was conducted by inserting a detonator tube into a dummy cartridge of
explosives. This dummy cartridge was then tamped in the normal way inside a metal tube.
This is schematically shown inFigure 8.4. The dummy cartridge was first tested to ensure
thtt the resistivity closely matched the resistivity of real explosi- s, as measured in the
previous section.
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Figure 8.4 I A sch9matic diagram showing the dummy explosive cartridge tamped
inside a metal tube. A detonator was placed inside the explosive as in ,
normal practice and an high-voltage impulse was applied between the .
detonator and the metal pipe.
3. 1.3 Calculated (expected) resistance baaed on the DC resistivity measurements
The resistance between the detonator and the metal tube of Figure 4 can be approximated
l:Jy the equation:
R.:" [~d (lnr,-lnr,) II i [;;;,]] 8.7
wit!l Cd = 0.06 m == detonator tube length
fl == detonator radius = 0.003 m
1'2 == tube radius = 0.019 m
= parallel resistance to allow for fringing.
R :=: 4.02 p
Using the values obtained in the resistivity measurement of the explosives, we find that the
resistance of a detonator in Ajax is: p = 1 X 103 0 n.m
R == 4.0 kO
and the resistance of a detonator in Coalex is: o
R
:::: 2 X 105 n.m
8.0MO
()
\",
)
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3. 1.4 E~perhnental results
Figure 8.5 shows 2 typical applied voltage waveshape and the discharge current resulting
'from a voltage impulse.
Applied voltage waveshape
UPeak = 19.8 kV
Measured discharge current
50 p.s sweep
Figure 8.S Oscillogram showing the applied voltage waveshape and measured impulse
current on Ajax (before breakdown)
Table 8.2 Impedance in Figure 8.5 against time
r Time (p,s) Z (kO)2.8 10
5.0 24
10.0 31
20.0 42
40.0 72 _.
Ajax
The impedance was calculated at different points of the impulse. This varied from 10 kO
at the voltage peak and increased up to 70 kO at 40 J1.s. These values are much higher than
the calculated 4 kG but are nevertheless in the right order of magnitude.
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TW'l t~cwrs wuld be responsible for this difference. First, it was difficult to get the
dummy explosive resistivity to be the same as'me "real" explosives. Second, the wax-
raper coveting of the explosive was not taken into consideration when calculating the
resistance. It is rather difficult to evaluate its contribution. However, it effectively acts
as an insulator and will increase resistance effectively and substantially.
When {hI;!vohage was gradually increased, a "breakdown" of the resistance occurred above
19 kV. A type of hysteresis was found in 1!hatonce breakdown occurred, subsequent
breakdown occurred a! a lower level. If the set-up was given time to rest, it recovered to
the same breakdown strength as before.
\\ '\
The breakdown is shown in Figure 8.6. After breakdown the resistance drops to 50 O.
Coalex
The same experiment was conducted on Coalex, The results are shown in Figure 8.7.
The results obtained were again very similar to those of Ajax.
The first oscillogram shows the Coalex before breakdown. However, here a small
capacitance current is observed initially, whereafter-the current drops to practically zero -
which is in line with the calculated 8 MO.
Again. breakdown occurs; this time at a slightly lower voltage of about 12 kV.
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Applied voltage:
U:= 16.16kV
I = MOrnA
Z == 25 kG
Current:
Before breakdown at
Upeak_,I = 640 rnA
After breakdown,
Ipeak = 16.7 A
u Ti_m_c__ --==,,=-+- __ U_{k_·V_)_-t I _{Al_ ~_L."---;(0)
Before breakdown 16.16
2.8 its1I---------~----"-4_~--------_+-----------~----·------~1
After breakdown
10.0 ps
20.0 jJ-s
40.0 ps _U964848
0.64 25 k
16.70
13.50
8.16
57
36
59
Oscillogram showing the applied voltage (top), which breaks down and
collapses to almost 0 V, with an associated step in current (bottom). The
impedance after breakdown is also shown.
Figure 8.6
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".
Before breakdown.
U = 11.3 kV peak
I = 960 rnA capacitive current
Conductive current is practically
zero
u = 12.3 kV peak
Before breakdown:
I = 800 rnA capacitive
current
After breakdown:
U = 2.48 kV @ 6.4 p,s
I = 10.9 A
. Z :::: 228 {)
Figure 8.7 Oscillogram of voltage impulse applied to Coalex.
A - before breakdown. B - after breakdown.
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4 THE Il\4PULSE IMPEDANCE BEHAVIOUR OF COAL
Experiments were conducted to study the impulse impedance behaviour of coal.
il
()
4.1 The experimental set-up
To study the lightning current impulse behaviour of coal, two la.ge pieces of coal were
taken to the CSIR high-voltage laboratory. The physical dimensions of the sample from.
Greenside Colliery are shown in Figure 8.8 and are summarised in Table 8.3.
Greenside coal block
::::1.25 m
Figure 8.8 Physical dimensions of the coal tI!ock from Greenside Colliery
Table 8.3 Physical dimensions of the coal blocks used in the experiment,
---==-=
Sigma Greenside
Height 1.30 m 1.25m
Cross-sectional area 1.25 ne· 4.49 m2- -
Impulse voltages ranging from 3 kV to 180 kV were applied across the coal hlock in the
configuration shown in Figure 8.9.
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TO ~Mf!JI.SE
/GENERATOfl
Figure 8.9 The physical layout of the experiment.
Contact with the top and bottom surfaces of the coal block was made by aluminium foil
which was pressed onto the coal surface by a sponge, using mechanical pressure.
The impulse generator circuit used in the experiment is shown inFigure 8.10. A 1/50 p,s
waveshape was produced by the generator.
, OHM TO COAL
BLOCK
FROM DC
CHARGING UNIT
1----+ TO
OSCU.LOSCOPE
Figure 8.10 The impulse generator circuit used in the experiment. The generator has
a rating of 50 kV per stage, Up to four stages were used.
C = .14 p,F per stage.
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4.2 Experimental results
Tbe applied voltage and the resulting current were measured and recorded on digital
oscilloscopes, The measured values were then converted into electric field intensity
(!iv/m), current density (AIm?,), and resistivity (f2.m).
It was found that there was a marginal increase in. impedance in time - as a particular
impulse continued, The resistivity decreased as electric field increased - from an initial
value of about 3 kfl.m down to 1 kO.m at higher field intensities. Polarity had almost no
effect, as can be seer! from the results shown in Figures 8.11 aad 8,13.
The results are summarised in Figures 8.11 to 8.14.
E.
0.1'---
1
10,-----------------·---l
I10 us __1'IE • ::--..
5us ~~
2 us *--- . ~
~
J
EL~eTR~c ~~IElDGRADIENT IkV 1m]
100
1
-POSITIVE
- - -- NEGATIVE
Figure 8.11 The resistivity as a function of field strength, as measured on the coal
block from Sigma Colliery (in a uniform currer= deL.,ity field). The
results from both positive and negadve pulses are shown.
Measurements were taken at 2 I)'S, 5 us and 10 ~ iter the impulse peak.
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The resistivity all a function of field strength, as measured on the: coal
block from Greenside Colliery (in a uniform current density field).
Measurements were taken at 2 p,s, :; its and 10 11-8 after the impulse peak.
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The current density as a function of field strength, as measured 011 the coal
block from Sigma Colliery (in a uniform current density held). The
results from both the positive and negative impulses are shown.
Measurements "Jere taken at 2 p.s, 5 us and 10 p.s after the impulse peak.
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.5 1'lnr IMPULSE Il\{l~EDANCE BElL.\,VlOUR OF A
UE:TONATOR IN Ai~~EXPLOSIVES-COAL INSTALI.ATION
last experiment conducted in the series was to study the current flow/impedance of a
tKotOn2IWr embedded in explosives and stemmed into a hole in the coal, as normally done
in underground blasting operations.
cth[l.figuration used is shown in Figure 3.15. The Greens ide coal block was used in
this case. The impulse generator circuit that was used in similar to that shown in Figure
8.10. with an external front resistance of R, := 1 n. Up to four stages were used,
depending on the voltage required. Impulses ranging from 2 kV to 200 kV were applied
and the appli-ed voltage and resulting current wave shapes were recorded on floppy discs
using digital storage oscilloscopes.
The dummy explosive used was Ajax and the stemming was a clay-based stemming.
HV IMPULSE
METAL EI.ECTRODE
TO EARTH
Figure S.15. A erose-sectional schematic diagram showing how the dummy explosive-
detonator circuit was constructed ill the CSIR HV laboratory.
5.1 The experimental results
The experimental results showed a rather complex picture. First, a strong time dependence
of impedance was observed in ail cases. The impedance increased with time. Second, as
the applied voltage was increased, the impedance reduced. This complex picture Cal. be
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categories. Table 4 shows a list of the impulses applied to this
The impulses applied to the coal block in chronological order.
+ Indicates the positive polarity applied to the detonator.
II Date No Peak voltage I Peak current IIr'~'--~~::~--"""t--·~----=---
I
---
II 1 + 2.0 kV !
II
I
.. 2 + 5.0 kVII o -3 + 10.0 kV -
II 4- + 20,0 kV - II 5 + 30.0 kV -I 6, + 40.0 kV 0.37 t\
IfII 7 + 60.0 kV 1.60 A
! 8 + 80.0 ev 3.20 A
\,
! 9 + 100.0 kV 9.60 A II10 + 125.1) kV 14.40 A
11 + 150.0 kV 19.20 A Ii
12 + 175.0 kV 28.80 I
13 + 200.0 kV Breaks .tffi
I14 + 180.0 kV "15 + 160.0 kV "
16 + 140.0 kV II
17 + 3.2 kV 0.024 A
22/8/91 18 + 5.0 kV 0.056 A
19 + 1.0.0 kV 0.104 A
20 + 20.0 kV 0.860 A
21 + 30.0 kV 1.500 A
22 + 40.0 kV 1.740 A
23 + 60.0 kV 14.700 A
24 + 80.0 kV Breakdown I25 + 100.0 kV "
:'6 + 125.0 kV "
" ... 1- 140.0 kV ".
25 + 150.0 kV "
29 + 160.0 kV "
iJ + 175.0 kV
,.
1 + 200.0 kV "
2 - 40.0 kV II
.- -
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5.1.1 Time dependence of impedance
In all cases, the impedance of the coal increases rapidly in time. For example, Figure
8.16 shows an applied impulse with a peak of 20 kV. Initially, after 2.3 p.s, the
impedance is 23.8 kn. By the end of the impulse, the impedance has increased to 406 k!2.
The time increase effect of impedance will tend to ':mit the current: that passes through a
detonator. The result of an increase of impedance with pulse duration is inconsistent with
the work by Oettle (1988) in uniform granular soil where the impedance decreased
significantly with the pulse duration.
5.1.2 Voltage dependence of current
A synthesis of the results shows that three distinct phenomena were observed. They fell
into the following zones:
Zone 1M No breakdown/ionisation (0 kV to apprOximately 40 kV)
In this zone, the current in the circuit is limited by the combined resistance of the coal and
the explosives. However, because the explosive resistance is greater, it dominates the
combined resistance. This is shown in Figure 8.16 which shows an impulse with a peak
amplitude of 20 kV. This result is almost identical to the result of Figure 8.5 which
supports th above statement: that the configuration is dominated by the explosive.
Zone 2 - Breakdown through the explosives (from 40 kV to 160 kV)
In this zone, the current in the circuit is limited mainly by the resistance of the coal. The
explosives have broken down electrically and are ionised and appear as a low impedance.
The sparkover-ionisation process can be observed in Figure 8.17, where the applied
voltage peak is 40 kV.
The current jumps up to a higher level and collapses again as the ionisation process
initiates and extinguishes. At 100 kV, the ionisation is so well established that the only
evidence of it is the fact that the Initial resistance has dropped from 20 kO to less than
10 kll (see Figure 8.18).
Zone 3 - Breakdown ti'ArEmgh the explosives and the coal block (above 160 kV)
In this zone, complete; sparkover occurs from the detonator, through. the coal to the metal
electrodes. However, this will never happen in a circuit at a work face in a mine as the
electrodes do not exist in nature.
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0.86 A/20.0 kV
v
I
100 p,s sweep
Figure 8.16 Zone 1: The current impulse waveshape resulting from the application of
a 20 kV peak 1/50 WS impulse to the configuration of Figure 8.15 (Impulse
No. 20 of Table 8.4). Positive voltage polarity was applied to the
detonator.
Voltage. current and impedance values are shown in the table below at the
different time intervals .
.I Time Voltage Current Impedance
(p.s) (kV) (A) /,kO)
2.3 20.4 0.856 23.8
5.0 19.5 0.432 45.1
10.0 18.0 0.312 57.7
20.0 15.5 0.192 80.7
40.0 11.6 0.088 132.0
80.0 6.S 0.016 406.0
............ -, -- . .....:==~~ -
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1.74 A140 kV
so j.LS sweep
Figure 8.17 Transition from Zone 1 to Zone 2: The current impulse waveshape
resulting from the application of a 40 kV peak 1150 JtS impulse to the
configuration of Figure 8.15 (Impulse No. 22 of Table 8.4). Positive
voltage polarity was applied to the detonator.
Voltage, current and impedance values are shown in the table below at the
different time intervals.
-____ . - ~~
TIme Voltage Current Impedance
(p.s) (kV) (A) (kO)..._
l.30 40.2 1.74 23.1
6.05 37.7 0.98 38.9
10.80 34.9 1.33 26.2
20000 30.6 0.75 40.8
, 40.00 23.1 0.26 90.0L~o.oo 13,1 0.048 272.0
".-
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q \\
9.6 A/95 kV
200 JLS sweep
Figure 8.1S Zone 2: The current impulse waveshape resulting from the application of
a 100 kV peak 1150 1-'8 impulse to the configuration of Figure 8.15
(Impulse No.9 of Table 8.4). Positive voltage polarity was applied to the
detonator.
Voltage, current and impedance values are shown in the table below at the
different time intervals.
--.-- - lTime Voltage Current Impedance(Jts) (kV) (A) (kO).F
2.30 95.0 9.60 9.9
5.00 91.0 6.40 14.2
10.00 84.4 3.20 26.4
20.00 72.4 2.40 28.9
40.00 53.8 0.80 67.2
30.00 _i 29.6 - -~
~,
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The applied voltage peak versus the peak current measured through the
detonator circuit for the sequence of impulses as applied in Table 8.4.
Note the difference between the first and second series of tests.
* The next impulse resulted in a complete breakdown from the
t1etonator to tbe earth electrode.
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Ageing of the test configuration
sequential results indicated that the experimental configuration. "aged" with each
,ipp!k~d impulse. This is quite apparent if the first and second 60 kV impulses are
t'ompal~:rl (see Table 8.4 or Figure 8.19). The observed reduction in resistance could be
postulated to 'be caused by carbonisation (If the coal during impulse which gradually
reduces the resistance of the configuration. This effect must be taken into consideration
in order to avoid erroneous coaclusions being drawn from tile results.
5.3) Ii~ffectof polarity
of polarity was not checked and is not known at present. The results in the
uniform case (Section 8.4) did not indicate a polarity effect. However, this may not be
true for the non-uniform case.
5.4 An empirical mathematical relatlonshlp between current and voltage
In order to interpolate and slightly extrapolate the data obtained in the experiment, a
mathematical regression relationship is required. The least squared method was used to
do this and the results are shown in Figure 8.20. A power relationship gives the best
regression coefficient:
I :: 5.67 X 10-6V3.03
or \1 = 53.91°·33
r = 98.01
188
e.1
.!.98
P!!Ak VOI..TAaE (kU)
Figure 8.20 Mathematical regression line fitted to the data of Figure 8,,19.
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"'''t:''f.'~'''''"." was done on the first round of test data. The reason for this is that this is
detonator circuit win be when stressed by lightning.
(;ENJtRAl]SAl'ION OF THE RESl.iLTS
W different coal-seam resistivities and detonators, a generalised mode!
(The results obtained here only apply to the specific coal block and detonator
E;cctitXi 8.4.)
6, ! Expteslves ..detonator-eeal model
From the results obtained, it is clear that there are 1:VI'O mechanisms at work in a detonator
drcuit:
The impedance of the explosives
The impedance of the coal
The explosives act mainly as an insulation medium and are therefore modelled as a
sparkover gap.
The impedance of the coal acts as a current-dependent, time-dependent and resistivity-
dependent medium.
6.2 Comparison with the Oettle model
Oettle (1988) refined a model for the calculation of the effect of ionisation in concentrated
earth electrodes. Geldenhuys et Oettle (1987) subsequently carried out further analysis and
derived an expreesion for impulse impedance:
pO.74 (;)
ex := 12--- 8.0
h0.4 10.3
where (X - impulse impedance
p = DC resistivity
h - "characteristic dimension of the electrode"
) I = peak impulse current
,.1
This model has been compared to the results obtained in the present experiment. The
results of the comparison are shown in Figure 8.21.
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Figure 8.21 Comparison between the experimental data and the Oettle model,
To fit the Oettle model reasonably well to the experimental data. the "characteristic
dimension" h was sec to h == 0.2; using this. the Oettle model fits the experimental data
above 100 kV particularly well.
Because of the lack of more experimental data, the Oettle model has been adopted for the
purpose of determining the effect of coal with different resistivlties:
h == 0.2m
22.8 pO.74/lo.3 n=
The Oettle model (for various different resistivities) is shown in Figure 8.22.
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Figure 8.22
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6.3 A model for the exploder' and the detonator
Following the discussion of 6.1 and the adoption of the Oettle model in 6.2, it is obvious
that models for a detonator and an exploder on the mine floor would be C\S shown in Figure
8.23 ..
The relationship between coal resistivity and the voltage required to produce various
magnitudes of impulse current is shown in Figure 8.24.
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DETONATOR-EXPlOS!VES-
COAl. MODEL
EXPLODER - COAL
MODEL
Figure 8.23 The impulse impedance model for a detonator in explosives in coal and a
model for an exploder standing on the mine floor
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sparkover at 20 kV due to the explosives insulation characteristic
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THE VOLTAGE AND ELECTRIC FIELD (;RADIENT
REQllIRED TO SET OFF DETONATORS
Fnllllllte model given in 6.3. it was now possible to calculate the voltage and electric field
gradient required to 8(~toff a detonator.
Two conflgurations wereconsidered: the first configuratics modelled was a situation that
\ '
is tYllical of a work face (from top to bottom); the second was the situation between the
work face and a shot exploder,
7,1 Face (top to bottom)
'7.1.1· Five detonaters in parallel in series 'Withfive parallel detonators
In this case, the current was induced into five detonators in the roof relative to five
detonators in the floor of the work face (assuming a floor-to-roof height of 3 m). Th0
conditiocs required to set off a detonator are as follows:
Assume the coal resistivity to be: p "'" 3 000 O.rn:
7.1.2 Type 0 detonator:
Current per detonator: 7 AI5 ::::;:1.4 A per detonator is required.
Total voltage required to set/off the detonator: U ._ 2 x (22.8 p.74 1.7)
== 21.6 kV
However, because this is less than. the 2 x sparkover voltage of 2 x ~okV1 the minimum
sparkover voltage is assumed to be U "" 40 k.V
Electric field gradient required to set off the detonator: 40 kV 13 m = 13 kV1m
The equivalent test voltage for a single detonator would be 40 kV12 ::::: 20 kV. and the
equivalent test resistance to produce 7 A would be 20 kV/7 A =: 2.9 kO
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7.1.3 Type 1 detonator
Current per detonator: 32 AI5 = 6.4 A
Voltage required to set off the detonator: U - 2 x (22.8 p.74 1"7)
:=: 62.6 kV
Electric field gradient required to set off the detonator: 62.6 kV/3 In == 20.9 kV/m
The equivalent test voltage for a single detonator would be 62.9 kV/2 """ 31 kV, and the
equivalent test resistance to produce 32 A would be 31 kV/32 A == 970 n.
The same calculation was made for resistivities of 1 000 n.m and 10 000 n.m. The results
are given in Table 8.5.
Table 8.5 Face (top to bottom); The voltage, electric field gradient and equivalent
test parameters required to set off a detonator, for different coal
resistivities
I~0 d&O;tor =:::_t Coal :'siStiVity (O.m) ~1000 I :_ 3 000" =J 10 000
Voltage (kV) 40.00 40.00 52.70
Field ~radient (kV1m) 13.00 13.00 17.60 I
Equ~lent t7st resistance (kO) 2.90 2.90 3.80
Test voltage (kV) 20.00 20.00 26.00 _jr-~· - _.- ,-
~~
Coal resistivity (n.m)- I ~_'~~OO ..JL!ype 1 ?~~nator 1000'_ --=
Voltage (kV) 40.00 62.60 153.00
!--- - -
Field gradient (kV1m) 13.00 20.90 51.00
Equivalent test resistance (kO) 0.63 0.98 I 2.39
Test voltage (kV) 20.00 .~76.00 j
:
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7.2 15 parallel detonators in series with a. shot exploder
In this case, the current was induced into 15 detonators installed into the face, all
contributing to the current flowing to the shot exploder, It was assumed that the shot
explode).' was a distance of 15 m away from the face. It was also assumed that the process
whereby the current enters a shot exploder is the same as for detonators.
The conditions required to set off a detonator will then be (assuming the coal resistivity
to be o= 3 000 n.m):
7.2.1 Type ij detonator
Current per detonator: 7 AilS = 0.47 A per detonator is required.
Total voltage required to set off the detonator: U = 22.8 p.74 (0.4']-1 + 7.7)
- 5.08 kV + 3:3.3 kV
= 38.3 kV
Electric field gradient required to set off the detonator: 38 kV115 m = 2.56 kV1m
The equivalent test voltage from a single detonator would be 20 kV and the equivalent test
resistance to produce 7 A would be 20 kV/7 A = 2.86 kO.
7.2.2 1ryp;e 1detonator
Current pel' detonator: 32 AilS = 2.13 A.
Total voltage required to set off the detonator: U = 22.8/),74 (2.13.7 + 327)
- 14.5 kV + 96.5 kV
== 111 kV
Electric field gradient required to set off the detonator' 111 kV 115 m = 7.4 kV1m
The equivalent test voltage for a single detonator would be 111 kV and the equivalent teet
resistance to produce 32 A would be 111 kV132 A == 3.47 kQ.
The same calculation was repeated for resistivities of 1 000 n.m and 10 000 n.m. The
results are given in Table 0.6.
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Table s.s Face to exploder. The voltage, electric field gradient and equivalent test
parameters required to set off a detonator, for different coal resistivities
11~:.tor_.= J -=~=1000=-=CO="=l r~;"'O:~:-~~=~'i=;;=(=I=m=)-= 1..
Voltage (kV) ~-, 20.00 38.00 93.50 1~---~·~~------------~------·-=---~----------4---------~1
Field gradient (kV1m) 1.33 2.56II---__..------~--l-,------_t_---- .·.."'"'+_··-'---11
Equivalent test resiwmce (kO)
-~+---~-=-I--'--+__""='- -
6.23
2.86 5.40 13.40
38.00 93.50
-=="==c-o;a;;:;l=l'e-.S=i~=ti;:;;:V-;:;::\o/;;::=(o=.=n=l;-=~:=~==;;:::;~:;;;;:::;=J
1~ _ 3000 I =~~~-=-=
Voltage (kV) 49.00 111.00 2"10.00!~--~------~---------~----------+------------'~---~----~I
Field gradient (kV1m)
Test voltage (kV),-r- _
~1 deto~""'at-or--.--
" r
20.00
Equivaleillt test resistance (kO)---;----
Test voltage (kV)==~~=-==========~~--==========~=~
3.~0 7.40 18.00--"''''''--- --~
1.S3 3.47 8.44- j~~ ...419.00 111.00 270.00
- - l - ....-~ ,i __ ........ .._..._
7.3 The JIlini)lJlJ.umvoltage and m.ininmm electric field gradient
It is much more convenient and demonstrative to plot the results of Tables 8.5 and 8.6.
The most important result is summarised in Figure 8.27. It hi clear from this figure that,
when the face-to-exploder configuration itt used, the chance of a detonator being ignited
is as much as ten times more than when other configurations are used. It is also clear that
resistivity plays all important role.
Figures 8.25 to 8.27 will be used extensively in the rest of the thesis where a criterion for
detonator sensitivity is required.
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CIIAPTER ,
AN IMPROVED ELECTRICAL SAFETY SPECIFICATION
FOR COLLIERY DETONATORS
1 L~TRODUCTION
In Chapter 7, the lightning sensitivity of conventional electrical detonators used in South
African collieries was examined. The safety characteristics of these types of detonators
depended on the fundamental design and construction of the detonators and are a function
;)f the specific technolegy developed.
The advances made in technology and blasting have resulted in the use of alternatively
designed and constructed detonators that have improved blasting techniques considerably.
The criteria for safety that developed for conventional detonators are no longer sufficient
to protect the alternatively designed detonators,
An enhanced test specification is proposed in this chapter to generalise lightning-safety
testing methods to enable them to be applied to any detonator, independent of '-myspecific
detonator design.
(NOTE: The words static electricity used in this thesis refer specifically to the
phenomenon (and hazard) of electrical charge accumulating on the surface of
insulation materials or on insulated conductive objects. These must be clearly
distinguished from the effects of lightning. Whereas both are fundamental
electrostatic processes, their manifestation in electrical circuits are very different.
The large difference between the two phenomena are often not recognised by the
mining fraternity and there if) confusion because the processes are regarded as
being much the same.)
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2 mSTOlUC S.AFETY1ESTS
Historically. protection against the hazard of high voltages (static) were addressed by tests
that were specifically designed for static electricity.
An example of this type of test that is used for explosives in South African collieries is the
so-called "French" test, where a 2 000 pF capacitor is charged to 10 kV; this capacitor
is then discharged between the detonator leads and between the detonator shell and the
leads. The total energy stored in this test is 1.00mJ.
This test is suitable for evaluating the static hazards to which a detonator could be exposed,
but does not adequately evaluate the lightning safety of a detonator. The following
example explains why lightning safety is not evaluated:
Consider a conventionally designed detonator (the electrical circuit diagram of this type of
detonator is shown in Figure 7.2 in Chapter 7) and consider the test configuration using
the "French" test, shown in Figure 9.].
The energy released into the bridge-wire resistance (RF) of the detonator does not depend
0.:;1 the bridge wire only but also depends on the resistance of the detonator lead wires.
2000 pF
=L. 10llV100 mJ
,--------~-----------------=.~
Rw
Figure 9.1 A "French" test performed on a conventional electrical detonator.
R, = internal resistance of the capacitor; L = circuit stray resistance
The effect of the lead wire resistance (Rw) can be seen in Table 9.1. In the case where
Rw = 0.28 {}and RF = 1.41 0, the energy dissipated in the fuse head is 71.9 mJ. This
is more than sufficient to set the detonator off. However, by simply increasing the
resistance of the lead wire to Rw = 24 g, the energy in the fuse head drops to 2.85 mJ
which is the level at which the detonator will pass the test.
This result is perfectly valid for protection against static electricity. However, lightning
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current acts like a current source and the additional lead-wire resistance will have a
minimal effect on the energy dissipated by lightning in the detonator. The detonator will
therefore still be just as sensitive to lightning as before. An alternative test is therefore
required to represent the effect of lightning on a detonator.
Tabie 9.1 The energy dissipated in a detonator with a bridge-wire resistance of
1.41 n and different lead wire resistances.
0.28 o
24.00 n
71.9 mJ
2.85 mJ
Energy in the detonator
s,
Lead-wire resistance
Rw ------------------.----
Another problem with the "French" test is the internal resistance of the capacitor. The
inductance of the test circuit is likely to be about 1 jLH. The resonance frequency will be
about 4 MHz and the characteristic impedance of the circuit will be about 22 n. If the
internal resistance of the capacitor is not carefully chosen, it can influence the results
obtained in the test. This is an issue which is not generally understood by the explosives
industry and it is uncertain whether the various test configurations in use produce the same
results.
3 INSULATION PROTECTION A.~ SHORT-CIRCUIT
PROTECTION
There are two fundamental techniques which are "employed to protect electrical and
electronic systems against lightning'
Isolation or short circuit
In the case of isolation, the designer attempts to prevent lightning surge current (and
energy) to be conducted through the system.
In the case of short-circuit, the designer attempts to prevent lightning surge voltage (and
energy) from stressing the system This is done by providing a shunt path for the lightning
current (with a sufficiently low resistance and impedance), often referred to as earthing and
bonding.
The quality of the isolation protection is evaluated by voltage tests.
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The quality of short-circuit protection is evaluated by ~~fined current tests.
Thdkt\ two possible protection methodologies will be provided for by the generalised test
prt~"'J~td in this chapter.
4 A I:IGHTNING SENSITIVITY TEST
The two extreme poles of lightning-protection methods, isolation protection and short-
circuit protection, each require a specific test to measure their effectiveness.
For isolation protection, a voltage source with a defined waveshape (1.2/S0j},s) is used:
the peak amplitude reprer .mts an effective protection measure.
For short-circuit protection, a current source with a defined waveshape (1.2150 Jl,s) is used:
the peak amplitude represents an effective protection measure.
These two tests can be incorporated into one generalised test by configuring a test set-up
which produces 1.2/50 Jl,S open-circuit voltage pu lses and 1.2/50 Jl,s current pulses when
it is short-circuited. This test is schematically represented in Figure 9.2.
VOLTAGE
80UIlOE
1.2130 !Ill
WAVE
SHAPE
Fly
EQUIVA!.EHi THEVININ
"U!aTA'dOE
L_r :J-"'--?
I
OH6!'tt" C;!'I·CUIT
..._~ JUY
Figure 9.2 A schematical circuit diagram pf a lightning-sensitivity test set-up for
detonators.
One question remains unanswered: what should the value of the equivalent Thevinin
resistance be? The same question can be phrased quite differently: What resistance will
produce a voltage and a current which will occur with the same frequency'!
The examples of typical work faces given in Chapter 8 and summarised in Tables 8.5 and
8.6 give a partial answer to this question. These tables contain a variable called
"equivalent test resistance".
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t..~st tcSt3WllCe" is derived as follows. The amplitude of the current of
1&determined: 7 A in the case of a Type 0 detonator and 32 A in the case of a
The. second. parameter to he determined is the voltage ~hat could
stress the insulation (If a detonator. In Table 8.5 (Chapter 8), it is the total
because there are detonators at both ends of the circuit,
8.6, it is the total voltage lit the circuit. because there are detonators at only one
the circuit.
The "equivalent test resistance" is therefore the total voltage divided by the test current.
,.';
The equivalent test resistance, RT, obtained from the vertical and
diagonal detonator analysis in Chapter 8, for Type 0 (7 A) and Type 1
(32 A) detonators"
c:~·c~al resi-;vity Ol~) - :J,:'
Ii C 1o~. __ I 3000 [ lOo?o -]
rVertical
-
I =7A 2.90 o 2.90 {) 3.8C o
I f . '_ ........ . ..
I~ con nguranon I = 32A 0.630 0.98 n 2.39 {2
III Diagon~i\
.....-- - --
I=7A 2.i~6n 5.40 n 13.40 n[L~::rntiOll ~-I == 32A 1.53l1 3.47 {} 8.440 _j_. ::=.--=~.-
The diagonal configuration RT is plotted in Figure 9.3. Oh:Y this diagonal configuration
RT will be considered when deciding on a value for l\\T' '7~,.,reason for this is that the
diagonal configuration is the critical one because of the high frequency of surges that occur
in this configuration.
The value of RT is affected by the resistivity of the strata around a charged detonator hole.
The current dependence is due to the ionisation-reduction of resistance, as discussed in
Chapter 8.
The approach followed uses current as the fundamental reference.
Fignre 9.3
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COJ.\[ RESISTIV!TY [OHM.m}
The equivalent test resi.tance, RT• for the diagonal configuration.
It h; more appropriate to use the frequency of occurrence of both current anti voltage
surges as a fundamental reference. '11l1iscomparison was, in effect, made using Figure
3.23. This figure is reproduced here ~ISFigure 9.4, with the relevant subscripts.
)
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Figure 9.4
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The frequency of surges in tile case where the current induced into a
detonator circuit and where the current is kept constant, as reference I
::::::7 A. The second curve is the case where the voltage is kept
constant, as reference V == 38 kV.
t == 3 m: d::,: 30 m; p == P2 = 400 O.m
From Figure 9.4, it can be seen that if voltage is used as the reference it results in a high
frequency of surges exceeding the chosen level in high-resistivity strata and in a low
frequency of surges in Iow-resistivity strata. Exactly the opposite is true when current is
used as the reference,
The average value of coal resistivity in the mines concerned is regarded as being
3 000 n.m. it is suggested, therefore, that if R'I'is chosen as
U, (pc::: 3000 r.l.m) '": 38lcV "" 5.4 kG. , 9.1
IT (Pc :::3000 n.m) 7 A
If 3 000 n.m is the average resistivity, it could be argued that the underprotection a~..1
overprotection of the two approaches will cancel out on average. For this reason, R, ""
5 kO is accepted as the norm here. This implies that the two detonator types studied in
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this thesis (Type 0 and Type 1) 'AIm have the same safety level as a device, ",
insulated to levels of 3.5 kV and 160 kV respectively. (7A x 5kO = 35 kV. 32A
160kV)
:3 SPARK PENETRATION '.fEST
The "French" test for electrostatic hazards and the lightning tests may? by default. ignite
a detonator which is prone to sparks directly to the fuse head. However, they are not
specifically designed to identify any weakness in this regard. This test should be designed
specifically for this purpose.
, (
Two criteria ate set for the spark penetration test. The first requirement is that several
waveshapes be applied, varying the rise time of test waveshapes; 0.1 I)'s, 1 fLsand
10 {~Sare proposed. The insulatioa co-ordisation between different gaps is a time-
dependent property and the different rise times are proposed to COVel' this aspect. A time-
to-half value of 50 us should be used.
The second requirement is that the waveshapes should not be able to set the detonator off
in the "normal" mode. A series resistance of 10 kO and an amplitude equal to the
lightning test pass level is proposed. This will ensure that the impulse cannot set off the
detonator in the "normal" mode.
Due to the nature of this mechanism, this test should be performed on a statistically large
enough sample to ensure that any defect of this kind is detected, even when it occurs in
only a small percentage of units.
6 lVlETHODS OF APPLYING THE TESTS
The methods of applying the tests depend on the construction of the detonator. Various
types of construction used in the industry will be dealt with here. Any new innovative
approaches that do not fit these broad descriptions will have to be dealt with in the context
of this analysis.
Examples of possible detonator designs are given in Figure 9.5.
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( ii )
D
( §v )
Figul"e 9.5 Different designs of detonators:
(i) Multi-wire, T-off
(ii) Multi-wire, in out
(iii) Transformer coupled
(iv) Conventional design
All known detonators have a detonator shell, D, which is inserted into the rock face. It
also has an in-terminal, Th and an out-terminal, Tz. These terminals (T1 and Tz) may
contain multiple wires or may have only a single wire, as in the case of a conventional
detonator.
6.1 Common-mode test
A harness containing at least three detonators should be prepared for this test. The three
detonators should be connected in series or in parallel, depending on the normal method
of connection as shown in Figure 9.6.
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""l-~-.=:C = ] J ~y1--._---.... ~ - - --.
(i) Series connection
~J II
DETO .. ATOft
g]~J.....
5-= == I
... 60-•
(ik) Parallel connection
Figure 9.6 Common-mode test configuration for detonators connected in series and
in parallel
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'fh{; leads of the outer detonators should be taken down to ground. If the detonators have
multiple leads. all the outer "vires should be taken down to ground.
The voltage is applk:d to the detonator in the middle ofthe harness. The voltage is aH~l;n!
by "embedding" (wrapping) the detonator and the lead (which is normally embeddev :,
{;xpinsivesl in a sheet of aluminium foB.
CHAPTER 10
A tIGHTNING-RISK Thl"{)EXFOR A MINE
1 INTRODUCTION
The, hazards to which 1.\ mine are exposed have to be understood before appropriate actions
can be taken to prevent them. These counter measures usually involve additional costs and
preventing the risk of lightning is no exception.
To ensure that adequate preventative measures are taken but, 2.t the same time, to avoid
unnecessary expense, a risk assessment is of great benefit. This chapter proposes such a
risk index for collieries.
As indicated in Chapter 1, lightning contributes to two hazards, explosions where methane
has been ignited and explosions caused by the initiation of detonators. Whether these
explosions occur depends on the circumstances at a particular mine; i.e. whether methane
can accumulate in the mille and whether electricat/ electronic detonators that can be ignited
by lightning are used.
2 TYPES OF HAZARDS
2.1 Methane
This thesis makes only a superficial contribution towards determining the methane/lightning
hazard. It bas shown that very low currents (11 rnA) of "long sparks" (3 - 4 mm) can
\ignite methane. When this criterion is compared to the lightning current required to set
off a Type 0 detonator (7 A), it can be seen that this low current is very small: a factor
of 640 times.
No attempt will be made here to further analyse this risk in any quantitative format.
However, by following the same argument used for setting off detonators, the risk of
methane ignition can be evaluated.
2.2 Detonators/explosives
The lightning risk developed in this chapter is essentially based on the use of Type 0
detonators. The so-called "Stat-Safe" detonators being used in coilieries are only
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marginally better than the Type 0 detonators and, for practical purposes. are at the same
k.",k.
The following factors have an influence on the risk of a detonator underground being set
off:
The sensitivlty of detonators
The lightning flash density
The resistivity and structure of the strata
The depth of the mine
The characteristics of the coal seam, such as thickness and resistivity
3 A PROPOSED RISK INDEX
The requirements for a risk index are that it should indicate a real risk, based on
information that is readily available, and it should give results that can be applied by
mining practitioners. These factors are all taken into consideration in the proposed index.
The index is essentially based on the analysis made in Chapter 3. The range over which
they are analysed and their relative sensitivity are given. The relative sensitivity of a
factor is the ratio between the change in the factor to the change this factor has on the
frequency at which surges occur.
Table 10.1 The factors analysed in Chapter 3. The ranges of the factors are given
and their relative effect 011 the frequency that surges will occur.
~
-
Factor Range Range Frequency Frequency Frequency
analysed ratio Range influencing ratio/Range
ratio ratio
Mine IS - 100 m 6.67 0.00600 - 22.00 3.330
depth 0.00270
Strata 200 - 1 600 g.m 8.00 0.00194 - 8.87 1.110
resistivity 0.01720
Coal I k!l.~ 10.00 0.00650 - 3.25 0.325resistivity I 10 kg.ill 0.00200
L I .IISeam 2.5 m - 10 m 4.00 0.00270 - 6.75 1.690thickness !>.OOO40 ""
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Table 10.1 shows that mine depth has the greatest influence followed by seam thickness,
suai'tl. resistivities and, last. coal resistivity.
The parameters that are readily available are mine depth and coal-seam thickness. which
can be ottai!ll:d from the Geological Office at the mine. in the form of borehole
information.
It is more difficult to obtain the resistivities of the strata and almost impossible to
determine the resistivity of the coal seam.
It is suggested tbat the resistivities of the strata be obtained by using either the Venner or
Sc!lIl)llberger method. The resistivity of the surface layer can be determined with a high
degree of certainty. The resistivities of the deeper strata can be determined by using this
resistivity measurement in conjunction with the information obtained from the borehole
samples;
It is further suggested that. in the light of the difficulty in determining the coal resistivity
and its relatively small effect on the total, it be omitted as a factor in determining the risk
index.
The frequency N, of surges expected at a particular face in a specific mine is given as
NF = N
g
• N(d:) . Kp . Kr• •••.••.•..••••.•.••••••.••.•.•.•. 10.1
where Np = frequency of surges to one face per year
Ng - lightning flash density per year
N(d) = frequency at d = 30 m, PI = P2 = 400 O.m, t = 3 m, and
Pc = 3 000 O.m
Kp = a correction factor based on the effect of the strata resistivity of a
specific mine
K, = a correction factor based on the effect of the coal seam tv. "<ness
3.1 Ng ~ lightning flash density
Tue lightning flash density in South Africa at a particular can be obtained from the
lightning flash density map published by the CSIR and which is also printed in the South
African Bureau of Standards Code of Practice No. SABS 03-1985.
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3.2 N(d) - Surge frequency at depth (d)
The effect of mining depth is analysed in Chapter 3.7.1. Figure 3.15 gives a relationship
between the number of surges exceeding the sensitivity of the Type 0 detonator. The
curve of Figure 3.15 can be represented reasonably accurately by the equation
N(d) = 10' (1.95 + 0.01132 d) ••••••••• , •••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 10.2
This equation was determined through regression (r' = 0.997). The figure is reprinted
here for convenience as Figure 10.1. The effect of depth can be determined either through
equation 10.1 or by reading it off from Figure 10.1. Analytical data is only available up
to llJO m. There is only superficial justification for extrapolating this curve down to
200 m, but is done for the lack of anything better.
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Figure 10.1 The frequency of surges exceeding Type 0 detonator sensitivity, as a
function of mine depth. The data points are shown and the curve is the
regression line.
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3.3 K/) .. the effect of strata resistivity
The analysis in Chapter 3 was done using a strata configuration of three layers. If the
strata surrounding the coal seam can be reduced to an equivalent three-layer model, Figure
10.2 can be used to determine Kp.
Figure 10.2 is based on the results of Chapter 3, paragraph 7.2. It bas been normalised
for a depth of 30 m and PI = fJ2 :::: 400 n.m.
The tili~kline in Figure 10.2 represents the correction factor K, where the resistivity of
the strata above and below the coal layer is the same. This line fits a power relationship
excellently (r = 100).
K, = 1.92 X 10-3 pl.()'~23 ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 10.3
on condition that PI == P2'
Many attempts were made to find a satisfactory regression to fit the complete set of data
K" (Pl' (2); however all these attemp resulted in unacceptable inaccuracies in sections
of the graph.
3.4 K, - The effect of coal-seam thickness
The analysis in Chapter 3 assumes that the thickness of the coal seam has an effect on the
surges because it is seldom that more than 2.5 m tq 3 m of a seam is mined. This has the
benefit of the remaining coal acting as a type of voltage divider - reducing the voltage that
induces current into a detonator circuit.
If the full seam is mined, this factor does not apply.
It is for this reason that the factor does not increase for thicknesses less than 2.5 m and
stays constant. In reality, it might even increase further beyond this point. It becomes
more and more likely that some of the explosives will be placed in the low-re.Laivity strata
below or above the seam. This, in rum, will reduce the detonator-strata resistance and
increase the induced current.
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Figure 10.2 The correction factor, Kp that makes provision for the effect of strata
resistivity. The thick line represents the case where the resistivity above
and below the coal seam is the same.
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4- RISK INDEX ANALYSIS U~'ED IN :MINJESON THE FUSE
SlJRGE DETECTOR PROGRAMME
In this thesis, an analytical model for calculating risk was developed. Empirical studies
have also been done using the results from the Fuse Surge Detector (FSD) programme.
This allows the testing of the analytical model to calculate frequency by comparing the
calculated frequency with the observed frequency using the FSD programme.
The depth of the mine and the thickness of the coal seam in mines using the FSD
programme are given in Table 5.4. This was obtained by using the resistivity profiles
obtained from using the Venner method and the information gained from the borehole
samples which were available in some of the mines and is given in Appendix VII. Table
10.2 summarises the data of depth, thickness and resistivity.
The predicted frequency based on depth and seam thickness is also given in Table 10.2.
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lin the cases where the resistivity profiles are available, the surface resistivity can be
determined with a high level of oertainty due to the nature of the Venner method.
However; because of the multi-layer nature of the strata, it is impossible to say with any
certainty what the resistivities of the deeper layers are. The estimates given in the table
have been guessed from the depth profiles.
Tahle 10.2 The: predicted frequency of surges occurring in mines where the FSD
programme was used. Resistivity data was only available in some of the
mines and Kp ...vas calculated Oldy for these mines.
'f===:;':==:lO;: ...- -r==='i"1,=-=="'" r' ====;====::::r==;======n
;:\J'~ra£e Average ~\J) x Surface Deep N(d) x
Mine depth
\m)
seam h.,. resistivity strata K, ~ x K"
thickness (x 10'3) PI resistivity (x 10'3)
(m) {J2
I Arnot 63 2.8 1.120 400Delmas 103 6,7 0,084 N/A
Douglas ,45 5.1 1.000 N/A I
1Goedehoop I 45 3.2 1.990 N/A
Greenside 36 1.7 3.950 600 800 i.s ,. 6.32
Kriel 47 3.9 1.360 N/A
~r=~=~=:=:=it=ba=~======~~~~======~=~===J===~=:;=f:=====l=:;=/~=~==~=~=8;=;=O~==;==:~,J ;:;; j
600 1.1 1.23
The measured/observed frequency (in face 2 of Chapter 5) is listed in Table 10.3 for the
3 A, 7 A and 10 A waveshapes (1/44 JLS - the sensitivities of the FSD). From Chapters
5 and 7, it is known that the Type 0 detonator is slightly less sensitive than the "10 A"
fuse wire of the FSD. In the ideal case, therefore, there should be a correlation of 1 ; 1
between the predicted frequency and the FSD, 10 A observed frequency.
The FSD frequency ("observation resolution") is the inverse of the number off aces x flash
density obtained over the total observation period of the FSD measurement programme.
This is ,;qUfJ to the observed frequency obtained if one observation was made during the
period of study.
The importance of this number (e.g. at Delmas Colliery) is that the "observation
resolution" is 37.3 x 10.3• but the predicted frequency is .084 x 10-3• This implies that an
average observation period must be extended by 444 times to expect one observation. The
(} in Table 10.2 is significant in that the actual observed frequency will be less than the
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T~~!}Re10.3 . The predicted frequency (N, = 1) versus the observed fr'fquenl~yof surges
in the mines taking J0'!li't in the FSD programme.
::, AU the frequencies must he multiplied by 10-3•
t<""".~,..,....,....,,~,, ,.. .• < ....... =,_< .. _
r""~~'-~~''-=--'"'-'''~--''''''''''' .~
~ . IIi Mine I Prediete
i frequencyI excludin
,I K"
!I~'" '''~-~~--'+-~=
II ~~~~;,~ I ~)~
Dotlg~as UI1)O
Goedshoop 1.990
I
I.Greenside 3.950
K,iel 1.360
l~~~~l:U~:~~Sigma 0.570South 0.820IbWi~~ank -----::I
--F--- --_. ,.C>
"'FS~"ob:rved~d Predicted FSD fre-
* frequency" qUCllCY:;' freqUency
g including observation .--
K,., resolution 3A 7A lOA I(-~1=--=--- ._. --
1.23 4.60 18.4 0 ·0
37.30 0 0 0
4.78 9.6 9.6 4.8
4.44 I 4.4 0 0
0.32 5.50 38.5 22.0 11.0
7.87 ?1.5 15.7 7.9
1.79 7.35 44.1 7.4 7.4
11.50 11.5 C 0
0.40 12.70 0 0 0
1.31 8.13 97.6 8.1 0
- - ._
A regression analysis was performed between the predicted frequency and the FSI) results
at 3 A, 7 A and 10 A.
As stated earlier, the expected result in the case where the model is 100 % perfect, is that
there is a 1 : 1 relationship between the 10 A FSD result and the model.
Table 10.4 Results of the linear L'Tression between the predicted and FSD-measured
results (y = mx + C)
r~::I.tio.coefficient
-
FSD data set
3A 7A 10 A
0.50 0.83 0.89
Rl 0.25 0.58 0.80
Linear slope (m) 4.00 2.30 0.91
Y axis value (C) 14.40 7.15 5.39- - -
From the data set, the result from the 3 A FSD at South Wit1:'lankis extremely high for
such a deep mine; also, the result is not confirmed by the results from the 7 A and 10 A
FSDs. It is suspected that the high result could be caused by an unknown factor, or
perhaps, even power frequency fault currents. For this reason, this single data point was
omitted from the data set.
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regressions are also plotted in Figures 10.4, W.5 and 10.6.
Figure lOA, it is dear that there is some correlation between the model and the
observanons: however, the statistical spread is rather large. resulting in a poor correlation
of 0.5.
In the caSt' of the 7 A and 10 A FSDs, the correlation is much better (0.83 and 0.39). The
sratistiea! spread is accordingly smaller. This may, of course, be due to the fewer data
points available, It is also worth noting the large influence that the Greenside result has
m the regressions and correlations.
It can be concluded that the regressions and correlations show that the model produced
results of the correct order of magnitude. It can also b:; stated that the results from the
FSDs significantly support the model.
Lastly. it can be stated that the actual results are influenced by many more factors which
the model is not capable of taking into consideration. leading to a relatively large scatter
in the results.
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5 RISK INDEX
Up to this point in the thesis, the capability to calculate the frequency at which surges can
occur underground has been developed. The question now arises: what frequencies can
be regarded as being extremely hazardous. moderately hazardous or safe?
5.1 Accident statistics
The prevailing frequency of accidents in collieries establishes a reference, enabling a
decision to be made to evaluate the hazard category of a mine.
When evaluating the risk in an industrial environment, managers often have to decide
whether or not they should implement safety measures which are expensive and would
increase production costs. Means of improving safety include good housekeeping,
protective clothing. protective machinery, etc.
Table 10.5 summarises the accident statistics obtained from the Office of the Government
Mining Engineer in the Eastern Transvaal for the period 1 January 1988 to 30 September
1994 (a total of 6.75 years) (Cloete, 1994). The total number of employees in collieries
in the Eastern Transvaal in 1994 was 26 100. This implies that the data base is based on
176000 man ..years. The number of employees fut the other years is not available and was
assumed to be the same.
These statistics cover open-cast mining, surface operations and underground accidents.
The combined total is also given. For this thesis. only the underground operations are of
interest, and for this reason only the total numoer of accidents and the total of accidents
underground are given. Further, it is assumed that the ratio of the number of employees
involved in underground operations to the total number of accidents is the same ratio as
accidents underground to total accidents.
It is proposed here that a frequency equal to 10 % of the present accident frequency (per
man year) is c: very high risk. 1 % is a moderate risk and 0.1 % is a low risk. This
implies that a frequency of 0.68 x 10.3 per man year corresponds to a high risk. Due to
the somewhat arbitrary choice and for the sake of simplicity this number is approximated
as 0.5 x 10-3• We then have
High risk :s; 0.5 X 10.3 per man year
Moderate risk = (0.5 to 0.05) x 10-3per man year
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Low risk = (0.05 - 0.005) x 10-3per man year
Very low risk ::;; 0_005 X 10-3per man year
Table 10.S Accident statistics from the Government Mining Engineer, Eastern
Transvaal area for the period 111188 to 30/9/94. This represents a total
of 176 000 man years
No. of Accident~ Killed
- - .
Injured
Total accidents 120.3 178 984
Frequency (per 6.84 x 10.3 1.01 X 10'3 5.59 X 10-3
man year) -
Underground 870 152 728
accidents
6.85 x 10'3 1.20 X 10-3 5.73 X 10-3
Frequency (per
man year)
J
6 THE RISK OF AN UNDERGROUND DETONATOR ACCIDENT
The frequency of detonator incidents per man year is not simply the frequency at which
such surges occur, the actions of the worker must be taken into consideration as well.
A particular man is only exposed during the eight-our shift that he works. This could be
either from 07:00 to 15:00, or from 15:00 to 23:00, or - if a third shift is worked in the
mine, from 23:00 to 07:00. From Eriksson's analysis (1976b), we know that most
lightning storms occur during the afternoon shift of from 15:00 to 23:00. An analysis of
his data indicates that 60 % of lightning storms occur in this period. It should also be
taken into account that a worker only works five days per week.
The preparation of a coal face for blasting requires the holes to he ddlled first.
Thereafter, the individual detonators and groups of explosive sticks are tamped into these
holes. Finally, the detonator wires are twisted together and the face is ready for blasting.
During this period, it is estimated that the period that the face is wired up and could be
affected by lightning surges is only 25 % of the time of the shift.
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The risk to which a particular miner is exposed to a lightning-induced premature explosion
is therefore
Lighming flashes during shift n. five days per week x period that the fuse is ready
x surge frequency
.._ 0.6:1i. 517 x 0.25 x N(t)
-- 0.107 N(f)
The risk to a particular miner is therefore
NM ::: 0.( \, N(g) x N(d) x K" x K, , ......•........ 10.4
This risk is calculated for the mines in which the FSDs had been installed and the result
is given in Table 10.6. The table also gives the risk index of these mines.
Table 10.6 The risk index of the mines involved in the FSD measurement programme.
---
Mines Nr (x 10-» Ng Nm (x 10'3) Risk category
Arnot 1.230 6.1 0.830 High risk
Delmas 0.084 7.0 0.06.; Moderate risk
I Douglas 1.0('0 7.0 0.770 High risk
Goedehoop 1.990 7.0 1.530 High risk
Greenside 6.320 6.5 4.520 High risk
Kriel 1.360 7.0 1.050 High risk
Landau 1.790 6.5 1.280 High risk
Matla 0.650 7.0 0500 High risk
Sigma 0.400 7.5 0.330 Moderate risk
South Witbaak 1.310 7.0 1.010 High risk._ - - "--=
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7 DISCUSSION
The frequency at which currents can be induced into detonator-circuits has been dealt with
in this chapter, up to the level of calculating the risk to which a particular miner is
exposed. The ch~jp:;of high, moderate and low risk indices is somewhat arbitrary and
must be debated with the coal-mining industry, The relationship between the developed
model and the risk index is not absolute either. It is open to "calibration" and is part .If
the discussion on the risk index.
CFIAPTER 11
.RECOMMENDA'flONS A.ND FINALE
This chapter concludes this thesis. Firstly. it proposes some amendments to be made to
the existing Code of Practice and that other required actions be taken, such as
incorporating the recommendations into permitted detonator standards.
Secondly. the cnapter focuses on the assumptions and simplifications made in this thesis
and highlights areas where further work will be beneficial.
Lastly, the unique contributions made by the thesis are emphasised.
1 AMENDMENTS TO THE CODE OF PRACTICE
This section focuses on improvements that can be made to the Code of Practice, discusses
and proposes amendments to the Code. However, it should be clearly stated that the
existing Code has contributed significantly towards improving safety in shallow coal mines
in South Africa.
One of the main factors that made the biggest contribution to the improvement in safety
was the installation of lightning-warning devices in the mines, ensuring that the handling
of explosives ceases during thunderstorms. A second factor was the introduction of Type
1 "Stat Safe" detonators in the collieries which decreases the risk of a detonator explosion
by a factor of four (not 15 as claimed by the manufacturer).
1.1 Mine risk index
The thesis culminates (in Chapter 10) in a proposed method for determining the frequency
to which a miner (using Type 0 detonators) is exposed, assuming that no particular safety
measures have been implemented. This is then related to the risk to which a miner is
exposed at present. This, in turn, is then translated into a Mine Risk Index indicating
whether the risk of a particular mine experiencing lightning-related accidents is high or
low.
The strictly correct way of determining the risk of accidents involving Type 1 detonators
and accidents caused by the ignition of methane will be to repeat the analysis of Chapters
3 and 10. However. in the absence of this analysis, it would be reasonable to use the
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analysis done' for Type O detonators, as a relative measure of the risk of methane
explosions or of Type 1 detonators being set off; (i.e. as a more generalised indication of
the risk of a lightning-related accident occurring in a mine). There will be a factor
difference between the. predicted frequency in these two cases.
It is proposed that this Risk Index be incorporated into the Code of Practice to assist mine
management to manage risk intelligently, thereby optimising the economy of the mining
operation.
1.2 Detonators
Collieries in the affected areas have replaced Type 0 detonators with Type 1 detonators.
This change seems to have made a significant difference to the number of detonator
accidents that occurred in collieries in the Eastern Transvaal. This is proved by the .
absence of llghtning-related accidents in the accident statistics obtained from Cloete (1994),
compared to the list of lightning-accidents in the 1980's.
It is proposed that the code be amended to strongly recommend (almost compel) managers
of mines in the high-risk category to use Type 1 detonators. It is also recommended that
mines in the moderate-risk category also use Type 1 detonators (or equivalently rated
detonators).
1.3 Connection of detonators
The number of detonators exposed to lightning currents, and the magnitude of the currents
through the detonators, can be minimised by cleverly connecting the circuit: if the pattern
of current flow between the face and the exploder is inspected (see Figure 10.1), it is
evident that the current flow is between the top of the face and the bottom of the face. and
between the top of the face and the position of the exploder.
Lightning current to individual detonators can be minimised by connecting the exploder
wires to the middle of the top row of detonators. The current flowing diagonally across
will be conducted mainly by the exploder cable, and not vertically down the face circuit
(through detonators), as would be the case if the exploder cable was connected to the set
of detonators in the middle of the row close to the floor.
This blasting technique methodology will have to be taught to the miners to establish this
method as the standard method of wiring up a coal face.
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Figure 11.1 The lightning surge current flow between the face and the
exploder. Connecting the exploder cable to the top is
preferred.
1.4 Methane
In the present Code of Practice, there is no clear discrimination between mines that have
a high risk of methane emissions and those mines that have a low risk of methane
emissions.
Mines that have a "methane problem" must be aware of the risk of a ventilation failure
occurring at the same time that there are lig{~ting storms on the surface and that this
combination of circumstances is very dangerous. The probability of losing power for an
extended period of time is small, but significant. Lightning is often the cause of power
failures and the coincidence of these two factors occurring at the same time is possible.
If power does fail, m.ines must either restore ventilation in a reasonable time or consider
evacuating the mine.
The results of the tests on methane sensitivity and current penetration indiczte tha:
methane in quite deep mining depths can possibly be ignited by lightning.
)
It is proposed that a panel of experts, including methane-explosion and mining experts,
should be brought together to develop appropriate counter measures.
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1.5 The relevance of mine depth
In the presel!it (fvde of Practice, it is stated that mines deeper than 200 m are minimally
affected byllkht\,ting. From the data resulting from the FSD programme and the models
that were de~~elop~t1,it can be stated that mines below the depth of 150 ill are definitely
safe, and that the risk is low at 100 m.
1.6 Earthing of the sbaft entrance
In the present Code of Practice, there is no reference to any specific value of earth-
G .cctrode resistance that should be used as a standard. It is also suggested in the Code that
the underground service structures, such as conveyer belts and power cables, be bonded
to roof bolts at intervals not exceeding 200 m.
From the analysis from Chapter 2. it is suggested that the target earth resistance to aim for
is 5 O.
Concerning the bonding of the underground service structures, the effect of these structures
is most pronounced when underground operations are close to a shaft entrance and the risk
gradually diminishes when service structures are further and further away from the shaft.
It is proposed that the roofbolts close to the shaft be earthed more regularly than those
further away from the shaft. In the first SOOm from the shaft. roofbolts should be earthed
at every 50 m. It should also be stressed that the roofbolt-earths must be connected to the
roof of the mine as well as to the floor (vertically up and down.) This will allow the
equalization of potential of the strata above and below the high-resistivity coal seam. At
distances further than 500 m away from the shaft, earthing at intervals of 200 m can be
used, as recommended at present.
1.7 Mechanisms through which lightning can affect mines
In the Code of Practice, it is stated that radiation is one of the ways in which lightning can
affect underground operations. The analysis in Chapter 2 suggests that one of the two
other mechanisms will always have a stronger effect than radiation. It is suggested that
this paragraph in the COc!"be scrapped.
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2 A SAFETY STA1.~Dl~ FOR COLLIERY DETONATORS
It is suggested that the tests discussed in Chapter 9 to evaluate the lightning safety of
dttonators be Included in the Code of Practice for permitted detonators in collieries. The
lightning tests described in paragraph 4 and paragraph 5 of Chapter 9 (on. the proposed
fuse-head spark test) are particularly important.
The indus ion of these tests will ensure that conventionally designed detonators as well as
new Innovative detonators will be compatible with the environment in which they will
operate. This will also assist the designers of new detonators to follow the right design
strategy from the start of the development to avoid possible costly re-engineering that could
occur when the products. after being used in the field, have been found to be incapable of
dealing adequately with the environmental stresses.
This detonator safety standard will then be linked to the Code of Practice which prescribes .
the levels of safety in mines, depending on their risk index.
3 FURTHER WORK REQUIRED TO REFINE THE FINDINGS
OF TIllS THESIS
Several of the models developed in this thesis, and some of the experimental work that was
used to develop the models, need to be studied further to enhance the accuracy of the
models. Some of the main issues that require further study are listed below and discussed.
3.1 Tile frequency of surges - model
At the time that the above model was developed, the author did not have the insight into
the rea! complexity of the strata layers; this understanding was gained through the
development of this thesis. It became clear towards the end of the study that several other
models, apart from the three-layer-strata model that is analysed here. need to be analysed.
With reference to the coal fields of the Eastern Transvaal where there are five main seams,
the model can be applied reasonably well when the top coal seam nearest to the surface is
mined. However when one of the deeper layers is mined, the upper coal layers must have
an appreciable shielding effect on the layers further down. The present model does not
make provision for this.
Further, the author suspects that the deeper layers may even have an enhanced effect on
the surges experienced in the uppermost layer. This is also suggested by the rather high
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surge magnitude versus distance factor tht',t was observed in the results of the "Accurate
Measurement" prograsune (at Greenxide Colliery), reported in paragraph 6 of Chapter 4.
However, this thesis Jays the basis of the methodology that can now be applied to any
streta configuration, depending on the extent to wkich the resistivities of the layers are
"110"'v-"_-',J~~?~ ~\
\:. r'i.~
"'.,j
3 2 (I Coal resistivity and the Oettle model
The: voltage required to set off a detonator was studied in Chapter 8. It was based on one
blot-it of coal in particular tha~ had a specific resistivity. Earth resistivity tests on only one
block of coal are not enough to arrive at a model that makes provision for different coal
resistivities" '"1"'0 supplement the data, the author drew on the work of Oettle.
This was a rather poor solution for this problem; there is evidence that the physical
difference between the conduction in the granular-type of soil that Oettle's work was based
on and the conduction in coal are significantly different. The evidence is shown by the
impedance-versus-time effects in the two experiments: in coal, the instaezaeous
impedance increases in time but, in the media tested by Oettle, it decreased with time.
However, because of the lack of better informa'ion, the Gettle model is used here.
This model is important 'Cause it lays the foundation of the "equivalent test resistance"
used in the generalised lightning safety test for detonators.
It is therefore suggested that the impulse resistivity of various different coals with different
resistivities, under divergent current density conditions, be studied in the laboratory, The
knowledge obtained from this will then have to be generalised to fill the gap in the data
base.
3.3 The effect of underground structures on the distribution of
fulr.)ttmng surge currents
The model developed in Chapter 3 does not take the effect of any underground structures
into consideration. The underground structures mutt playa significant role in the way that
current penetrates the strata close to such structures. It is suspected that it may have a
focusing effect, concentrating more current in some areas than in others.
To analyse this effect a true three-dimensional analysis is required. Programmes that at"?
capable of three-dimensional analysis are not readily available and are costly. This may
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make thil!. analysis difficult to realise.
The distance that service structures ought to be away ITem the coal face must also be
addressed by this analysis. At present the Code of Practice recommends that no remotely
"earthed" objects (such as electric coal drills, shuttle cars etc.) should be within 25 m of
the explosives-charging operation. In the view of the author. these earthed objects ought
to be further away; however, there is no concrete definitive study to verify this opinion.
3.4 The effect of the mined-out section on current distribution
The model of Chapter 3 does not take the mined-out sections of the mine into
consideration. This is a refinement that can be done with relative ease in future.
It can be stated that the mined-out area will, on average, have the effect of increasing the .
resistivity of the coal layer by the ratio of the volume of coal removed in the mining
operation. (On average, 65% of the coal in the area is removed and 35% of the coal
remains.) There will also be a localised increase in the current density through the
remaining coal. III general, this is expected to increase the occurrence of surges.
3.5 Depths exceeding 100 m
The analysis in Chapter 3 was only done for depths of 100 m. The effect of current at
depths of 150 m and at 200 1'1 should also be analysed to get a more comprehensive
picture. Mines in the moderately dangerous group and in the lower index groups have
depths of 100m and more.
3.6 Extrapolanon of tbe effects of rerdstivity and coal seams
In the postulation of calculating the frequency of surges in the mine risk index (Chapter
10), it is assumed that the effects of resistivity and the thickness of the coal seam scale
linearly to other mine depths. This postulation has not been tested. It is important to test
this assumption by analysis
3.7 Methane .. lightning sensitivity
The results of the experimental work reported in this thesis differ significantly from work
that has been obtained by other researchers, It is necessary to find out whether these
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differences are due to experimental differences between the reported work or whether they
are due to experimental error.
4 HIGHLIGHTS OF TIlE TIm§IS
In this thesis, the author bas succeeded in quantifying the frequency at which surges can
be expected in different mines. A method of calculating this frequency practically has
been proposed. THis model can be applied in mines immediately and can be refined by
further work.
The model is stir ;)r~edby the results of some unique laboratory experiments to determine
what voltage is required to induce sufficient current into a detonator to set it off.
1" frequency calculation is validated by the data from FSD programme. In support of
the analytical frequency analysis, the FSD device can be applied to determine the
vulnerability of particular mines CIY!J,liricaUy.
The frequency is related to a risk index which will allow mine management to take
appropriate preventative measures, depending on the mine's risk index.
In this thesis, a lightning test for electrical/electronic detonators is proposed. This test has
been generalised to eater for innovative new detonators. Provision has been made for
conduction protection (short-circuit protection) and, if a designer chooses to insulate the
detonator against the effects of lightning, the test can still be applied.
The sensitivity of methane has been studied and the results lay the foundation for further
work to be done.
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APPENDIX ill
ACCURA'IE MEASUREMENTS TAKEN IN CONFIGURATION ].
AT LAl\1L'AU COLLIERY
Ve
TO .....s-o ()---_..J
CONVEYER
STRUCTURE
CONl'1GURATtON 1
lie - COOVE"VER VOLTAGE
Configuration I: The voltage measured between the face
and the conveyor structure
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Typical examples of the format of the results obtained in the
accurate measurement programme
Surge No.8: 227 V peak, 40 ~s/div
Surge No. 15: 773 V pe~K, 20 ~s/div
Surge No. 20: 409 V peak, 20 ~s/div.
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Monday, 24 March 1986, 07hll
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APPENDIX IV
ACCURATE MEASURE1VlliNTS TAKEN IN CONFIGURATION 3
AT SPRINGBOK COLLIERY
CONFIGURATION 3
U D - DIAGONAL VOLTAGE
Configuration 3; The voltage measured diagonally (VD) between
the top of the face and the "exploder" point
- 1 017 Vpcak
400 us sweep
400 us sweep
- 688 Vpcak
400 fJ.s peak
Examples of records obtained on 27 November 1986 in Ccnfiguration 3
at Springbok Colliery
+ 234 Vpeak
400 us sweep
- 446 Vpeak
400 us sweep
+ 350 Vpeak
400 ps peak
Examples of records obtained on 27 November 1986 in Configuration 3
at Springbok Colliery
+ 601 Vpeak
400 us sweep
Record 1
+ 892 Vpeak
400 /)-ssweep
Record 4
+ 737 Vpeak
400 ?tS peak
Record 6
Records obtained on 1 December 1986 in Configuration 3
at Springbok Colliery
)+ 504 Vpeak
400 fJ-ssweep
Record 7
400 us sweep
Record 8
- 834 Vpeak
400 us peak
Record 9
Records obtained on 1 December 1986 in Configuration 3
at Springbok Colliery
+ 504 VpCak
400 p,s sweep
Record 7
+ 970 Vpeak
400 us sweep
Record 8
- 834 Vpeak
400 us peak
Record 9
Records obtained on 1 December 1986 in Configuration 3
c
400 us sweep
Record 10
400 /is sweep
Record 11
+ 640 VPeak
400 us peak
Record 12
Records obtained on 1 December 1986 in Configuration 3
at Springbok Colliery
400 us sweep
Record 12
+ 737 Vpeak
40() /)-s sweep
Record 14
400 lAS peak
Record 15
Records obtained on 1 December 1986 in Configuration 3
at Springbok Colliery
APPE~IDIX V
ACCURATE MEASU1."mMENTS TAKEN IN CONFIGURr~TfON 4
AT SPRlNGBOK COLLIERY
CONFIGU;;lATION ~
io - ~AL CURRENT
Configurauon 4~ The current measured diagonally (ID)
between the top of the face and the "exploder point"
400 I.(s sweep
Record obtained at 18:19 on 25 January 1987. The
rise of the waveshape is not visible, it was obscured by
the counters in front of the camera
Records obtained on 25 January 1987 in Configuration 4
at Springbok Colliery
- 0.34 Apeak
400 us sweep
- 0.56 Apeak
400 us sweep
- 0.36 Apeak
400 us peak
400 p.s sweep
400 us sweep
Records obtained on 25 January 1987 in Configuration 4
at Springbok Colliery
+ 360 rnA
400 fJ.ssweep
+ 418 rnA
400 us sweep
+ 57 rnA
400 fJ.ssweep
+ 86 rnA
400 us sweep
Records obtained between 18: 18 and 18:28 on 1 February 1987
in Configuration 4 at Springbok Colliery
APPENDIX VI
ACCURL~'lIE MEASUREMENTS IN CONFIGURATION !1
AT SPRiNG~OK COLLIER¥ ANDGREENSIDE COLLIERY
v-
/ I,
.;/;::;/:~;
CONFIGURATION 5 : i 0 - DIAGONAl. CURRENT
I v - VERTICAL CURRENT
Configuration 5: The current W(lS measured diagonally (Io) between the top
of the face and the "exploder" point.
'The current was also measured vertically (Iv) between the top 01 the
face and the bottom of the face.
Date; 8 March 1981
/
.!
/
:. /
/
f.f--------- .:25 m
(ID) Roof (top)
bolts to exploder
point
200 J1.s sweep
(Iv) Roof (top)
bolts to floor
(bottom) bolts
200 us sweep
Records obtained on 8 March 1987 in Configuration 5
at Springbok Colliery
ID= +O.24~
Iv = + 0.04 Apeak
Record obtained on 8 March 1987 in Configuration 5
at Sprlngbok Colliery
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Event recording of storm on 31 August 19~9during which surges occurred
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Top: Video recording of strike Middle: Diagonal current (ID = - 2.98 ApeaJ
Bottom: Vertical current in face (Iv = + 0.14 Apea0
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Event recording of a-bestorm on 12 November 1988
North
West East
South
400 J.lS sweep
Video recording and corresponding current pulse.
Magnitude: + 614 rnA
Distance: + 2 317 m
Date: 12 November 1989
Configuration: Horizontal
Directioc: South south west
Time: 19:23
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Event recording of the storm on 28 November 1988
North
VlJest
South
400 IJ.S sweep
Video recording and corresponding current pulse.
Magnitude: + 2.8 A
Distance: ± 331 m
Date: 28 November 1988
Configuration: Horizontal
Direction: North north west
Time: 18:16
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Event recording of the storm on 14 March 1988
North
West East
South
40 JI.S sweep
Video recording and corresponding current pulse.
Magnitude: -10 to -20 A
Distance: ± 140 m
Date: 14March 1989
Configuration: Horizontal
Direction: north east
Time: 20:45
APPENDIX VII
THE LOCA'TION OF FUSE 8URGE DETECTORS IN
MINES TAKING PART IN THE Ji1JSE SU:l.GE DETECTOR
PROGRAMME AND
I1~ORMATION ABOUT THE S1'RATA
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Location of FSDs installed in Douglas Colliery
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Location of FSDs installed in Greenside Colliery
GREENSiDE COLLIERY
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NOTE: The resistivity/depth profiles are shown here. The geological data
of the boreholes is given on the next two pages and the locations of
the boreholes are shown on the third page.
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The location of FSDs in KrieJ Colliery
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The location of boreholes in Sigma Colliery where earth resistivity
measurements were taken
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NOTE: The resistivity/depth profiles are shown here, The geological data
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